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PROJECT DATA 
Please answer questions in space provided. Applicants should feel free to use photocopies of the application forms if needed. If possible, 
answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and answers are typed on a separate page, 
each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to the area provided 
on the original form. 

Project Name LAFAYETTE SQUARE NEIGHBORHOOD PLAN & IMP Location ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI 

Owner LAFAYETTE SQUARE RESTORATION COMMITTEE 

Project Use(s) URBAN NEIGHBORHOOD: RESIDENTIAL, MIXED USE, LIGHT INDUSTRIAL, COMMERCIAL, PARKS 

Project Size .35 SQUARE MILES Total Development Cost N/A 

Annual Operating Budget (if appropriate) N/A 

Date Initiated 2000 Percent Completed by December 1, 2008 90% 

Project Completion Date (if appropriate) 200,2003,2009,2012 

Attach. if you wish. a list of relevant project dates 

Application submitted by: 

Name LAURA L. LYON Title SNR DESIGNER, VICE PRES 

Or anization H3 Studio, Inc. 

Address 4395 Laclede Avenue City/State/Zip Saint Louis, MO 63108 

Telephone ( 314 ) 531-8000 Fax ( 314 ) 531-8001 

E-mail lyon@h3studio.com Weekend Contact Number (for notification): 314-518-8011 

Key Participants (Attach an additional sheet if needed) 

Organization Key Participant Telephone/e-mail 

Public Agencies CITY OF SAINT LOUIS, DON ROE 314-622-3400 

Architect/Designer PAUL DOENER, LAWERENCE GROUP 314-231-5700 

Developer GILDED AGE CHRIS GOODSON 314-241-0811 

Professional Consultant H3 STUDIO, INC, JOHN HOAL 314-531-8000 

Community Group LAFAYETTE SQUARE RESTORATION COMMITTEE MICHAEL LANCE 314-772-6979 

Other & LAFAYETTE PARK CONSERVANCY TIM GORE 314-773-2786 

Please indicate how you learned of the Rudy Bruner Award for Urban Excellence. (Check all that apply). 
X Direct Mailing _Magazine Advertisement 1\. Previous RBA entrant X Other (please specify) 

Professional Newsletter Previous Selection Committee member NEA 
Organization _Magazine Calendar _Online Notice -----------

X Bruner/Loeb Forum 
er Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by others, and to 
eb sites, the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and authority to 

tached materials and to grant these rights and permissions. 
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ABSTRACT 
Please answer questions in space provided. Applicants should feel free to use photocopies of the application forms if needed. If possible, 
answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and answers are typed on a separate page, 
each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to the area provided 
on the original form. 

Project Name Lafayette Square Neighborhood Urban Plan & Implementation Saint Louis, MO 63104 (project) 

Address 4395 Laclede Avenue (appilcant) City/State/ZIP Saint Louis, MO 63108 

1. Give a brief overview of the project including major project goals. 

On May 27, 1896, Lafayette Square was largely destroyed by a tornado. The tornado did millions of dollars worth of 
damage, killed many, uprooted nearly all of the trees, damaged the fence, destroyed the bandstand, destroyed the 
Union Club and the Methodist church at Jefferson and Lafayette Avenues, crippled the Presbyterian and Methodist 
churches, tore the roof off the Unitarian church, and crippled or destroyed many homes. Although some residents 
gave up on the neighborhood and moved away, others began to rebuild and by 1904 the Square had improved 
enough "to earn special commendation from foreign landscape architects who were visiting the World's Fair." In 1923, 
the Missouri Supreme Court declared the 1918 residential zoning ordinance unconstitutional (see City of St. Louis v. 
Evraiff, 256 S.W. 489 (Mo. 1923)) and businesses began to purchase lots in the area. What the tornado of 1896 had 
begun, and the encroachment of gas stations and grocery stores continued, the Great Depression accelerated. By the 
end of World War II, the Square's half-century of decline was complete. At this time, the neighborhood that was once 
the jewel of St. Louis had reached the low point in its history by becoming "a pocket ghetto of the unfortunate and 
poor," known as "Slum D." The Lafayette Square Neighborhood Urban Plan provides a set of guidelines and a road 
map of implementation actions that capitalizes on the existing assets of the neighborhood and proposed adjacent 
developments in order to continue the revitalization of Lafayette Square, a neighborhood in St. Louis Missouri of .34 
sq miles. Specifically, it outlines the medium to long-term vision for the neighborhood during the twenty years in an 
orderly and comprehensive manner. In particular, The Plan builds upon the character, quality, and "sense of place" 
that makes Lafayette Square unique and such an important asset to the City of St. Louis. As such, it proposes and 
recommends solutions for vacant lots and buildings, access, circulation and parking; basic improvements to the 
streets, sidewalks, and parks; neighborhood services and amenities. 

2. Why does the project merit the Rudy Bruner Award for Urban Excellence? (You may wish to consider such factors as: effect on the 
urban environment; innovative or unique approaches to any aspect of project development; new and creative approaches to urban 
issues; design quality.) 

The most successful aspect of this project is the continued self-governess and self reliance of the residents. They 
continue to seek help, assistance, and funds to secure their vision. Their self promotion and organizations are well 
known as they continue to complete the action items they set forth and amend in their plans as they see fit. This is 
exemplified through their democratic process of voting. starting from the community workshops mentioned above, and 
as precluded in their bylaws (see binder), there must be a 66% approval for each item passed. The urban plan 
received 85% approval from all residents, and the Park Master Plan received a unanimous approvai.The plan was 
further developed and approved for submittal as the first neighborhood Tax Increment Financing District in the City of 
St. Louis. The Plan is a direct result of a n innovative, transparent, four-phase community participatory planning 
process. Nearly 700 residents, business owners, and other stakeholders participated. Criteria for approval of the Plan 
by the neighborhood were a two-thirds majority with eligible voters consisting off all residents of majority age, business 
owners, and not for profits organization. On November 16, 2000, the Plan was approved by nearly 85% of these 
respective entities. Now nearly 90% of the structures are restored, the public and civic spaces have begun their 
revitialization and the social network is thriving. This entire initiative of restoring and securing the future Lafayette 
Square's community vision is an example of an approach and methodology for others use on every project, no matter 
the scale. Authentic touchstones and community play the strong roles, guided by our process. H3 Studio brought to 
this project a distinctive collaborative design and planning methodology, which combined design excellence with 
scholarship and extensive practical experience to develop projects that are a response to the users and the 
uniqueness of the place. The design methodology began with immersion in the locale's historic evolution, culture and 
current public policy agendas. The working style is orientated around collaboration and interaction reflecting the 
importance of design and planning being a civic endeavor whether working at the scale of the regional master plan, 
neighborhood, building or particular landscape. H3 Studio conducted public workshops and community design 
charrettes to effectively involve the community in planning and highly visible design projects where establishing public 
consensus prior to decision-making is critical. 
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
Please answer questions in space provided. Applicants should feel free to use photocopies of the application forms if needed. If possible, 
answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and answers are typed on a separate page, 
each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to the area provided 
on the original form. 

1. Describe the underlying values and goals of the project. What, if any, signifcant trade-offs were required to implement the project? 

Lafayette Square, just south and west of downtown St. Louis, rose to prominence in the years just following the Civil 
War. From its early days, Lafayette Square was developed with the help of area businessmen and residents working 
in cooperation with city government. As newer areas began to develop, many residents began to move away. 
Beginning in the Early 1960's a small group of people began moving back into Lafayette Square with the mission to 
restore and renovate the irreplaceable Victorian architecture and once again tum the neighborhood into a desirable 
place to live and conduct business. This group of "urban pioneers" formed the Lafayette Square Restoration 
Committee in the late 1960's. In 1972, the Board of Alderman designated the neighborhood the city's first historic 
district and in 1973, it was named to the National Historic Registry. After other plans and historic codes, and a 
long-range plan were completed and adopted, but there lacked the impetus for moving these goals and objectives 
from concept to reality. There needed to be an additional document to put forth an action plan, funding mechanisms, 
strengths, and weaknesses and a structure to realize goals of past/current planning efforts. 

The Lafayette Square Neighborhood Urban Plan provides a set of guidelines and a road map of implementation 
actions that capitalizes on the existing assets of the neighborhood and proposed adjacent developments in order to 
continue the revitalization of Lafayette Square. Specifically, it outlines the medium to long-term vision for the 
neighborhood during the twenty years in an orderly and comprehensive manner. In particular, The Plan builds upon 
the character, quality, and "sense of place" that makes Lafayette Square unique and such an important asset to the 
City of St. Louis. As such, it proposes and recommends solutions for vacant lots and buildings, access, circulation 
and parking; basic improvements to the streets, sidewalks,.and parks; neighborhood services and amenities. 

The Plan is a direct result of a four-phase community participatory planning process. Nearly 700 residents, business 
owners, and other stakeholders participated. Criteria for approval of the Plan by the neighborhood were a two-thirds 
majority with eligible voters consisting off all residents of majority age, business owners, and not for profits 
organization. On November 16,2000, the Plan was approved by nearly 85% of these respective entities. 

2. How has the project impacted the local community? 

The project has impacted its community, because it is the community. 90% of the 375 historic structure have been 
restored, over 30 new businesses have succeeded here in this small area. Lafayette Square is bounded on the north 
by Chouteau Avenue, on the south by Interstate 44, on the east by Dolman Street and on the west by South Jefferson 
Avenue. It is just south of downtown and within walking distance of Soulard market. Now, this neighborhood has the 
highest owner occupied housing in the city. Through millions of dollars of reinvestment, industrial worn buildings have 
been redeveloped into lofts and condos and new mixed use developments have been constructed according to the 
neighborhood self-imposed stringent design guidelines (see perspective sheet from developer). Service oriented 
business have opened and remained within the neighborhood. The self-empowered TIF District, the first in St. Louis, 
has contributed to new infrastructure, amenities, while private donors are contributing matches, grants and monies, to 
build monuments, restore historic pavilions, gardens and plaques. The impact of the completed park master plan 
project for Lafayette Park located just south of Downtown St. Louis, will restore the focal point of the Lafayette Square 
neighborhood. The Park is 30 acres in size, nearly square in shape and serves the approximately twenty-five 
thousand people who live within a 1 0-minute driving distance. Within the City of St. Louis' park system, Lafayette Park 
is unique for its history verdure, features and character as a Victorian picturesque walking park. The volunteerism and 
pride exudes from the 30-acre park and neighborhood in Victorian grandeur from events to gardens. The Lafayette 
Square Restoration Committee (LSRC) sponsors activities throughout the year including a Spring House & Garden 
Tour, a Holiday Parlour Tour, A Free Concert Series in Lafayette Park, and a Professional Bicycle Race. The 
improvements have attracted many diverse businesses: rental units, delightful restaurants, art galleries, arts and 
antique shops, bed & breakfasts, commercial and residential design studios, flowers and gifts shops, and professional 
and every day necessities services. 
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3. Describe the key elements of the development process, includ1ng communlt) part1cipat1on where appropriate. 

The objective of this neighborhood urban design study was to provide a long-term vision for the growth and 
development of the neighborhood. The urban design plan builds upon the character, quality and "sense of place" that 
makes the Lafayette Square neighborhood unique. The plan considers and proposes solutions for vacant buildings 
and sites; access, circulation and parking; basic improvements to the streets, sidewalks and parks; neighborhood 
services and amenities; as well as other design and development issues raised by the community. The urban design 
plan proposes a set of design principles to guide the proposals. The implementation plan describes the sequence and 
cost of capital improvement projects and suggests key private development projects for which the neighborhood 
needs to focus. A four-phase community participatory planning process occurred during the 2000 calendar year to 
achieve the stated goal. Phase 1 included two community workshops to gather data that documented issues of 
concern and identified strengths and weaknesses of the neighborhood. Phase 2 included two workshops where 
information was synthesized and provided to the community for discussion and input. These sessions also covered 
urban design and development principles as well as potential design options. Phase 3 was a series of meetings with 
other stakeholders that included businesses, institutions, city agencies and other interested parties, again, to gather 
data, input, ideas, concerns and design and development principles. Phase 4 was two final public workshops to 
review and come to a consensus on the final outcome. The Park also had a similar process, as does each 
amendment to either plan. The community continues to meet on each development project within the neighborhood. 

4 Describe the financing of the project. Please include all funding sources and square foot costs where applicable 

In 2000, the urban plan cost for public infrastructure $8.14 million. In 2003, The added cost of the park master plan 
was $12.5 million. These investments very then leveraged by private individuals and developers in over $20 million 
dollars in known investments. Breakdowns are included in the supporting documentation. The plans have been 
supported through cooperating agencies such as the city, streets, parks, recreation and forestry departments and 
utility companies in striving to match the intentions and goals of the community's vision. Relationships have been 
partnered through grants, work-in-kind, services, and volunteers. The Flora Conservancy and the Lafayete Park 
Conservancy donate over hunreds of thousands of dollars worth of time, materials. and plantings tot the park and 
plaza, gardens. In partnership with all these entities, private dollars have been leveraged and donated to secure 
items, such as gardens, memorials, amenities, which public dollars cannot not be utilized. The urban plan was further 
developed and approved for submittal as the first neighborhood Tax Increment Financing District in the City of St. 
Louis. The monies are also acquired through capital campaigns for specific projects such as the Benton Statue, The 
Old Park House, the Grotto, The Urns, and the Park avenue Plaza. The dollars are ra ise through tours, sales of 
printed posters and materials designed for the tours by local artists , open membership to anyone, and small auctions 
and donations. 

5 Is the project unique and/or does 11 address stgmticant urban tssues' Is the model .1dapt.1ble to other urban ~ettmgs' 

Lafayette Square located just south of downtown is a registered "National Historic District" and is St. Louis's oldest 
historic district. Victorian mansions, townhouses and row houses display architectural styles from the Civil War 
through the turn of the century. Lafayette Square is St. Louis' oldest historic district and was declared a National 
Historic District in 1979. The neighborhood surrounds a 30-acre Victorian Park which is the oldest park west of the 
Mississippi River. The park exists as the centerpiece for 375 Victorian homes of French Second Empire, 
Romanesque, ltalianate, Queen Anne and Federal designs. These mansions, townhouses, and row houses are the 
country's finest intact neighborhood collection of the architectural styles which were in vogue from the Civil War until 
1900. In the 1870's and 1880's, the Square was home to the eminent civic and business leaders of the day. Then 
after physical, social, and economic decline, the neighborhood fabric and structures fell into deep decline. Over the 
past 20 years, 90% of these structures have been restored to their original beauty. In fact, Architecture Magazine and 
Better Homes & Gardens have named Lafayette Square "One of the ten most beautiful painted ladies neighborhoods 
in the nation."Today, this neighborhood of more than 900 families and singles has revived the elegance of the city's 
grand Victorian heyday, when St. Louis was the fourth largest city in the U.S. For all its age, however, Lafayette 
Square is a dynamic and thriving area where comfortable city living is championed by its residents. Due mostly to the 
grass roots efforts of its individuals, it has gradually returned to its beginnings to become once again one of America's 
most fashionable Victorian neighborhoods. With strong community advocates, this effort can be adaptable to other 
urban settings. 
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PROFESSIONAL CONSULTANT PERSPECTIVE 
Please answer questions in space provided. Applicants should feel free to use photocopies of the application forms if needed. If possible, 
answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and answers are typed on a separate 
page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which· it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to the area pro
vided on the original form. 

This sheet is to be filled out by a professional who worked as a consultant on the project, providing design, planning, legal, or other ser
vices. Copies may be given to other professionals if desired. 

Name John T. Heal, Ph.D., AICP Title Founding Principal 

Organization H3 Studio, Inc. Telephone ( 314 ) 531-8000 

Address 4395 Laclede Avenue City/State/ZIP Saint Louis 

Fax ( 314 ) 531-8001 E-mail hoal@h3studio.com 
The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by others, for 
any purpose wha soever, the terials submitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and authority to submit the 
application I attached terials and to grant these rights and permissions. 

1. What role did you or your organization play in the development of this project? 

Initially in 1993 as the Director of Urban Design For the City of Saint Louis, then later as a consultant John Heal and 
H3 Studio have worked with and guided the Lafayette Square Restoration Committee (LSRC) and then the Lafayette 
Park Conservancy (LPG). Throughout this time they provided professional guidance in urban Design, landscape 
design, development strategies and implementation framework. The tools were created for the community to guide 
their vision were The Lafayette Square Historic District Standards for Design and Construction, The Lafayette Square 
Neighborhood Urban Design Plan, The Lafayette Park Master Plan, and The Lafayette Park Tree Inventory. Additional 
tools were implemented as early action items to the aforementioned documents: the city's first TIFF district for a 
neighborhood, amendments to the urban plan to address development, detailed design and additional public 
presentations. The Urban Plan is a direct result of the four-phase community participatory planning process by H3 
Studio. Nearly 700 residents, business owners, and other stakeholders participated. Criteria for approval of the Plan 
by the neighborhood were a two-thirds majority with eligible voters consisting off all residents of majority age, business 
owners, and not for profits organization. On November 16, 2000, the Urban Plan was approved by nearly 85% of 
these respective entities. The plan was further developed and approved for submittal as the first neighborhood Tax 
Increment Financing District in the City of St. Louis. In 2003, the Park Master Plan was developed with the intent to 
conserve and enhance the beauty and quality of the park while satisfying the needs of park users. 

2. Describe the project's impact on its community. Please be as specific as possible. 

From our perspective the impact has been on many levels: from the individuals, the group grassroots efforts, through 
community gatherings to formal adoption to the City and implementation by public/private partnerships and 
collaborations. The formal documents record the residents of this unique neighborhood's trust and endurance through 
the years. They took on a difficult uphill challenge of saving a deteriorating neighborhood in massive decline, both 
physically and socially, and endured strong self-regulation and later political process, to emerge as one of the nations 
most beautiful examples of "Painted Ladies" of Victorian and Old French Town Architecture. This once rotting urban 
fabric now stands as as the city's most owner occupied neighborhood, with millions of dollars gone into restoration, 
redevelopment, and new (but strictly built to high quality design guidelines) development. The impact of this success 
story reaches to every scale of pride in the community. The residents take pride in their property and their rebuilt 
fabric. Their community events gather from all over the region and country- fund raisers, holiday tours, house nand 
garden tours, the annual bicycle race. Their self-organization to restore, maintain and plan for the future. The property 
rates have quadrupled from their own labor, not the market. Their streets are safe due to their own watchful eyes. 
Unique niche businesses have grown roots here within restored shelters and new developments. Residents are 
returning to their abandoned childhood homes. The largest impact is that Lafayette Square, one of the 73 
neighborhoods in the declining city of Saint Louis, through all these efforts, provides a gleaming example of how 
neighbor to neighbor a community can be restored from the inside out first. It provides hope and challenges the rest 
of the City to do the same for themselves. 
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3. I low might this project be instructive to o thers 1n your profess1on? 

This entire ini tiative of restoring and securing the future Lafayette Square's community vision is an example of our 
approach and methodology for others use on every project, no matter the scale. Authentic touchstones and 
community play the strong roles, guided by our process. H3 Studio brought to this project a distinctive collaborative 
design and planning methodology, which combined design excellence with scholarship and extensive practical 
experience to develop projects that are a response to the users and the uniqueness of the place. The design 
methodology began with immersion in the locale's historic evolution, culture and current public policy agendas. The 
working style is orientated around collaboration and interaction reflecting the importance of design and planning being 
a civic endeavor whether working at the scale of the regional master plan, neighborhood, building or particular 
landscape. H3 Studio conducted public workshops and community design charrettes to effectively involve the 
community in planning and highly visible design projects where establishing public consensus prior to 
decision-making is critical. For example separate four-phase community participatory planning processes occurred to 
achieve the stated goals for both the neighborhood and the park. The urban plan objective was to provide a long-term 
vision for the growth and development of the neighborhood. The urban design plan builds upon the character, quality 
and "sense of place" that makes the neighborhood unique. The plan proposed solutions for vacant buildings and 
sites; access, ci rculation and parking; basic improvements to the streets, sidewalks and parks; neighborhood services 
and amenities; as well as other design and development issues raised by the community. The implementation plan 
describes the sequence and cost of capital improvement projects and suggests key private development projects. 
Lafayette Square Neighborhood Urban Plan study when the community determined that Lafayette Park required a 
more detailed level of study with its own Master Plan. As a result, the community planning process outlines a 
long-range vision for the restoration of the park's various gardens while retaining a balanced approach to the needs 
of other park users. The plan also outlines a series of short-term actions and suggested the establishment of an 
Implementation Advisory Committee. This master plan addresses all aspects of the park, and, when fully 
implemented, will ensure that the park is a destination in the city and a compelling place for all. 

4. What do you consider to be the most and least successfu l aspects of this project? 

The most successful aspect of this project is the continued self-governess and self reliance of the residents. They 
continue to seek help, assistance, and funds to secure their vision. Their self promotion and organizations are well 
known as they continue to complete the action items they set forth and amend in their plans as they see fit. This is 
exemplified through their democratic process of voting. starting from the community workshops mentioned above, 
and as precluded in their bylaws (see binder), there must be a 66% approval for each item passed. The urban plan 
received 85% approval from all residents, and the Park Master Plan received a unanimous approval. 

The least successful aspect of the project, like an project is changing leadership. This includes not only the 
neighborhood's community, but also those in the public agencies and private foundations which are potential 
collaborators. The institutional knowledge that is lost is invaluable. This directly affects any funding sought after 
funding mechanism set in place, or developing. Therefore, as this community strives to do, and others should, early 
needs and actions are addressed; the community is kept well informed through print, meetings, and social networks; 
and communications with agencies and potential funders are updated in timely manners. 
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COMMUNITY REPRESENTATIVE PERSPECTIVE 
Please answer questions in space provided. Applicants should feel free to use photocopies of the application forms if needed. If possible, 
answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and answers are typed on a separate 
page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to the area pro
vided on the original form. 

This sheet is to be filled out by someone who was involved, or represents an organization that was involved, in helping the project respond 
to neighborhood issues. 

Name Michael Lance Title Lafayette Square Urban Plan Chair 

Organization Lafayette Square Urban Plan Committee Telephone ( 314 ) 772-6979 

Address 1815 Lafayette Ave. City/State/ZIP St. Louis, MO 63104 

Fax ( 314 ) E-mail napoleonsretreat@aol.com 
The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by others, for 
any purpose whatsoever, the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and authority to submit the 
application nd aU attached m terials and to grant these rights and permissions. 

1. How did you, or the organization you represent, become involved in this project? What role did you play? 

In 1999, the Lafayette Square Restoration Cmte (LSRC) approached H3 Studio concerning the feasibility of 
performing a Master Plan for the Laf. Sq neighborhood. Upon H3 Studio agreeing, the planning process began in early 
2000 during my tenure as LSRC president. The Plan became a joint venture between the LSRC, neighborhood 
at-large, Laf. Sq business district and the City of St. Louis. The Final Report was writen by neighborhood residents 
with graphic assistance from H3 Studio and the city. After the Plan was adopted by the city in 2001, I have remained 
Chair, supervising major projects on behalf of the neighborhood and ensuring that certain elements of the Plan are 
adopted and are moving forward and completed. I am also a board member of the Near Southside Improvement 
Corporation, a taxing district within the neighborhood that provides some funding for certain urban plan projects. 

2. From the community's point of view, what were the tnajor issues concerning this project? 

The three major issues confronting the neighborhood in 2000 were 1, a business district running nearly three full 
blocks dotted with empty lots and a recently vacated junk site. The few businesses that would open never lasted more 
than a few years. 2. The borders of the neighborhood were also comprised of empty lots and/or abandoned buildings. 
Although a relatively safe neighborhood, a visito~s first (and sometimes lasting) impression was just the opposite. In 
both cases, we had to find a way to entice developers to want to invest in the neighborhood. 3. The city was in the 
initial planning stages for the Hope VI project, directly east of the neighborhood. With the infusion of tax dollars and 
the creation of a new neighborhood, we wanted to take advantage of opportunities that might arise with such a 
large-scale project. 

Although Lafayette Park needed much attention, we felt that it was deserving of its own Master Plan. Minor issues 
included ways to tame and calm traffic, increase pedestrian safety and provide some guidance for long-term 
development that may not occur for another fifteen or twenty years, such as the Praxair Site. 

3. What trade-offs and compromises were required during the development of the project? How did your organization participate in 
making them? 

Nearly 700 residents, business owners and offler stakeholders participated in a year-long planning process that 
included six major public workshops and numerous meetings with city officials, institutions and business owners. As 
one might imagine, there was always a spirited debate and many ideas and suggestions to digest on how best to 
revitalize the neighborhood. I must say that in the end, consensus on most issues came relatively quick and easy. 
believe this was due to the fact that it was truly an open, fair and inclusive process. · 

Two points of contention were concerns with future parking requirements within the business district and vehicular 
circulation. At the crossroads of two major freeways and only one mile from downtown, a few streets in the 
neighborhood have been closed (creating cui-de-sacs) in order to prevent cut-through traffic. The compromise made 
going forward was that all streets currently closed would remain closed and all open streets would remain status quo. 
Two small parking lots were planned for the business district (one has been completed.) In order to. provide adequate 
parking for customers, the Business Association was forced to create a management plan for employee parking, 
+horohu ro .. tri,.tln,.. fhn .. o .. r.,." .. tuhoro fhou "'"n ....... t.. II 
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I arrived in Lafayette Square in 1995 from California. My friends and family thought I was nuts! It was a wonderful St. 
Louis neighborhood then. Today, I believe it is one of the great urban neighborhoods of this nation. In the seven 
years since the Plan was adopted, the business district is thriving, with three new infill mixed-use projects and a fourth 
to break ground next year. A beautiful public plaza/fountain now occupies the old junk site. Eight new restaurants 
have opened and twenty-eight new businesses/shops, employing over 250 employees. Nearly 400 new 
housing/apartment units have opened as new construction or re-habbed. Two multi-story warehouses have been 
converted to lofts and office space. The perimeter of the neighborhood is 90% complete with new buildings and in two 
cases, two entire blocks of restored buildings. A new parking loVurban pocket park was created on Chouteau in order 
to provide a buffer between the residential area and spur economic activity along the north side of the neighborhood. 
Traffic calming measures have been implemented, thereby reducing vehicular speed and increasing pedestrian safety. 
Historic pedestrian lighting has been installed in the plaza and business district and in the Chouteau urban park area. 
A Master Plan has been performed for Lafayette Park as an addendum to the Urban Plan and adopted by the city. 
The Lafayette Park Conservancy has been created in order to carry out this charge. A new business association was 
created in order to manage the business district. A tax increment financing system was approved by the city. Certain 
tax dollars spent in the neighborhood come directly back to the neighborhood for reinvestment in public improvement 
projects as outlined in the Urban Plan. The first two projects were the Park Avenue Plaza, the Chouteau parking 
loVurban park and historic lighting. The neighborhood felt that if investors/developers saw that we as a neighborhood 
were serious about our future, they also would want to invest here. It is that public/private partnership that has created 
an environment of trust, hope and investment in the neighborhood's future. 

I can honestly say no. John Hoal, School of Architecture, Washington University and H3 Studio, was amazing. I think 
most residents felt that attending the public workshops was attuned to obtaining a "masters" in urban planning. And 
fun! The city was generous in its support and assistance, as well. Although labor intensive (two years of public 
workshops/meetings and writing the Final Report,) I believe the results speak for themselves. Although there is a 
tremendous amount of work, notification and meeting time, unless everyone believes that they have a seat at the 
table, there will never truly be "buy-in." I believe that most residents and business owners felt they each and everyone 
was a major "stakeholder." 



Community Representative Perspective 

Name: Tim Gore Title: Member 
Organization(s): Lafayette Park Conservancy and Lafayette Park Implementation Advisory 
Board 
Telephone: 314 773 2786 
Address: 1502 Mississippi Avenue City/State/Zip: St. Louis, MO 63104 
Fax: None E-mail: TimRGee@sbcglobal.net 

DDDDDDDDDDDDDD 
1. How did your, or the organization you represent, become involved in this project? 
What role did you play? 

I have been involved in this project in two capacities. First, I chaired the Executive Committee 
for the Lafayette Park Master Plan. The Master Plan was a community driven process with a 
series of six public meetings held over the course of a calendar year to create a Master Plan for 
the historic park at the center of Lafayette Square. It became a subset of the Urban Plan and was 
codified in ordinance by the City of St. Louis. The Master Plan includes a mission statement, 
measurable goals and objectives, finance mechanisms and policy mechanisms to restore the 
unique historic character of the park and blend appropriate and community preferred modem 
amenities into that setting. At the end of the year-long community planning process, a public 
vote approved the Master Plan and sent the final document to the City of St. Louis. 

Second, I served as President of the Lafayette Park Conservancy, a grass roots organization of 
community members dedicated to raising money for the preservation of Lafayette Park and the 
implementation of the community approved Master Plan mentioned above. 

Third, I chaired the Lafayette Park Implementation Advisory Board, established in the Master 
Plan, to guide the process of bringing the projects in the Master Plan to life. I currently serve on 
the Board as a member. 

2. From the community's point of view, what were the major issues concerning the 
project? 

The first major issue was to make sure community input in the Lafayette Master Plan was 
genuine, transparent, and listened to. This occurred quite successfully through the series of 
public meetings. Second, it was vital to balance the historic nature of the Park with the need for 
modem amenities. As a National Historic District the neighborhood was especially sensitive to 
this issue. Excellent discussions were held on very specific projects for the Master Plan to make 
sure this balance was maintained. Third, the community wanted to make sure that the process 
lived beyond the Master Plan. Lots of organizations create Master Plans but that does not 
mechanisms are put in place to ensure their adoption and adherence. The neighborhood was 
experiencing a very successful implementation of the Lafayette Square Urban Plan as the Park 
Master Plan and wanted that to occur again with the Park Master Plan. The inclusion of 
implementation phases and a Park Advisory Board in the Master Plan met this need very well. 



3. What trade-offs and compromises were required during the development of the project? 
How did your organization participate in making them? 

There was a great deal of give and take during the year-long series of public meetings with the 
Master Plan. The Lafayette Park Conservancy, with representatives on the Executive Committee 
of the Master Plan and members in attendance at public meetings, were very involved in making 
any compromises. The public meeting process went very smoothly but one area that can serve as 
an example here dealt with the potential for creating a dog run in Lafayette Park. There are 
many dog owners in the neighborhood but no dog park especially close. The potential for 
conflict was large but the process of the public meetings was so transparent and objective that all 
individuals felt their voice was heard as the decision was made to have no dog run in the park. 

4. Has this project made the community a better place to Jive or work? If so, how? 

Yes, the project continues to make our community a better place to live. First, it increased 
opportunities for volunteerism in the neighborhood and more community members have stepped 
forward to participate in the projects detailed in the Master Plan and taken on for implementation 
by the Lafayette Park Conservancy. 

Second, we have seen projects of the Park Master Plan come to life. The historic Park House has 
been renovated both inside and out. It now includes a catering kitchen for community events and 
a meeting room for neighborhood organizations. The Lafayette Park Conservancy has taken on 
the conservation of the historic cannons in the Park and the statue of Thomas Hart Benton 
sculpted by Harriet Hosmer. 

Third, the community has created additional events to celebrate the Park and the neighborhood. 
The Lafayette Park Conservancy hosts an anuual Gala and other events tied to specific parts of 
the Master Plan such as restoring the Benton statue, renovating the Boat House. These events 
bring diverse elements of the community together to share good times and increase the vitality of 
the community as a whole. 

5. Would you change anything about this project or the development process you went 
through? 

The development process went extremely well, and I would not change a thing. D D D D D D 
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PUBLIC AGENCY PERSPECTIVE 
Please an~wer qut:~tions in space provided. Applicants should feet free w use photocopies of thi"J applicJ.tion forms if needed. If possibl~. 
answers ro all questions should ba typed or 'wtitttm directly on the forms. If the forms are not us~d and ilOSW<:r:i are typed on a ):eparata 
p~ge, each .1nswer must be preceded by rhe question to which it responds, and the l~ngth of each answer should be lim ired to the area 
ptowided on the original form. 

This sheet is to bo filled ouc hy staff repre)tmt:~.tive(sJ of public ilgem.-y(les) who were directly involved in the Financing, design review, or 
public approvals thai affected this projoct. 

Nam~ Don Roe 'Jilfe Acting Direclor 

Organi:<.>livn City of St. Louis Planning and Urban Design Agenu Telephone ( 314 ) 622.3400 

Address 1015 Locust St. Suite 1100 CirytS~at<:IZIP St. Louis/MissaurV63101 

Fax ( 314 ) 259·3406 f.mail RoeD@stlouiscity.com 
'fhe undf:rSlgned grants the Bruner Foundiltion permitision to use, reproduce, or makt! availllble for rE!production or use by others, for 
any purpos~ whatso ~the ma rial) submined. The applicant warrants that th(l applicant has full powt:r and authority 10 :iubmit the 
application and al t~ ac ed m ri~ls and to grant these rights and permissions. 

Si 

1. What role did ur agency play in the dovelopment of this project.l Describe any requirements made of this project by your agency 
!e.g., zoning. public participa~an, public benefits, impact Slatemenls). 

The City of St. Louis Planning and Urban Design Agency (f'DA), in conjunction with the City's Planning Commission, 
established procedures and requirements for neighborhoods with the organization and means to cruate neighborhood 
plans that would ultimately be adopted by the City. PDA played a supportive role in the preparation of the Lafayette 
Square Neighborhood- Urban Plan (LSNUP) and the Lafayette Park Master Plan (LPMP). The gruat majority of the 
credit should go to the residents of the Lafayette Square neighborhood, lhe members of the Lafayette Square 
Restoration Committee (LSRC), the elected officials representing the neighborhood (Aldermen Lewis Reed and Phyllis 
Young), and the plans' consultants. In the case of the LSNUP, PDA staff provided lechnical assistance, including the 
following: attending planning meetings; providing a list of criteria and essenlial elements that the plan (as well as all 
proposed neighborhood plans in the City) would need to address; reviewing the plan's findings and recommendations, 
including the proposed land use and zoning maps; comP,iling the texl and graphics for the final plan document; and 
conducting a fonnal presentalion and public hearing as part of the plan adoption process by the City's Planning 
Commission. In the case of the LPMP, PDA slaff provided technical assislance, Including some of lhe same tasks as 
for the previous plan: seJVing on the plan's Master Plan Executive Committee; attending planning meetings, reviewing 
the plan's findings and recommendations: and conducting a formal presentation and public hearing as part of the plan 
adoption process by the City's Planning Commission. 

2. How wa~ this proj~ct intended to ben~ fit your cityl Whilt tmde-o(fs and compromises wer~ required to implement the project? Haw 
did your agency partidpare in making theml 

The preparation of the two plans is in keeping with one of the designated powers and duties lor the Planning 
Commission -to create and support community-based neighborhood planning aclivity, working with neighborhood 
organizations, aldermen, neighborhood slabilization managers and other concerned participenls. The preparalion and 
adoption of the LSNUP as a Neighborhood Plan has proved lo be a very valuable resource for both the neighborhood 
and lhe City. Anolher power and duty that the Planning Commission is charged with is to "review specific rezoning 
requests, street and alley vacation requests, proposed development plans and related development aclivity for 
compliance with the Comprehensive Plan and any applicable Neighborhood Plan". The LSNUP provides more specific 
and detailed information than the City's Comprehensive Plan (Strategic Land Use Plan) for sites located in the 
Lafayette Square neighborhood. For example, the LSNUP provides specific design slandards tailored to the 
neighborhood's historic district designation (massing, setbacks, heighls and parking); land use and zoning 
recommendations ror each parcel; and vehicular and pedestrian circulalion for different areas of the neighborhood. As 
part of PDA's reviews, our agency discusses proposals wilh the LSRC's Urban Plan Committee lo get input from 
neighbors and the neighborhood, which is reported lo lhe Planning Commission. Our agency also ensures that any 
proposal involving the neighborhood's historic district designation is well-coordinated with the LSNUP's design 
standards. As a result of these reviews, proposed building designs have been Improved. In terms or lrade-offs, nearly 
all proposals that have been reviewed were determined to be in conformity with lha LSNUP. When proposals meet 
most planning criteria and are supported by the LSRC's Urban Plan Commitlee, PDA allows same trade·offs or 
compromises to implement projects that meet the overall goals and objectives of the LSNUP. 

9etPe 39\ld 9NINNI!ld 



Special program trains neighborhood leaders 

Discussant: TBD 

C3 Livable Communities for Youth and Families 

C4 

Moderator: Jill Thompson, Vision for Children at Risk 

• Linking Capacity Building with Quality Standards and 
Professional Networking 

JamaL. Dodson, St. Louis for Kids 

• therhood: Empowering That Missing Link 

albert Sullivan, Father's Support Center 

• The Missouri Family Development Training & 
Credentia\ing Program 

• 

TBD 

unity Gardens, Community History 

• The Neighborhood f(npact of Community Gardens 

Mark Tranel, Univ 
Louis 

Gateway Greening 

• Revitalizing Neighborhoods 
Archaeology: A Report on Old N 

Andrew Hurley, University o 
Louis 

Tim Baumann, University of Missoun~ St. 
Louis 

Deadline for Registration is s:oo p.m. on Monday, April 
7· 
Click here to Register Online >>Register 

http://pprc.umsl.edu/base_pages/home/cls_storyCS.htm 
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PUBLIC AGENCY PERSPECTIVE 
Please answer questions in space provided. Applicants should feel free to use photocopies of the application forms if needed. If possible, 
answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and answers are typed on a separate 
page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to the area 
provided on the original form. 

This sheet is to be filled out by staff representative(s) of public agency(ies) who were directly involved in the financing, design review, or 
public approvals that affected this project. 

Name Don Roe Title Acting Director 

Organization City of St. Louis Planning and Urban Design Agen~ Telephone ( 314 l 622.3400 

Address 1 015 Locust St. Suite 1100 City/State/ZIP St. Louis/Missouri/631 01 

Fax ( 314 ) 259-3406 E-mail RoeD@stlouiscity.com 
The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by others, for 
any purpose whatsoever, the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and authority to submit the 
application and all attached materials and to grant these rights and permissions. 

Si nature 

1. What role did your agency play in the development of this project? Describe any requirements made of this project by your agency 
(e.g., zoning, public participation, public benefits, impact statements). 

The City of St. Louis Planning and Urban Design Agency (PDA), in conjunction with the City's Planning Commission, 
established procedures and requirements for neighborhoods with the organization and means to create neighborhood 
plans that would ultimately be adopted by the City. PDA played a supportive role in the preparation of the Lafayette 
Square Neighborhood - Urban Plan (LSNUP) and the Lafayette Park Master Plan (LPMP). The great majority of the 
credit should go to the residents of the Lafayette Square neighborhood, the members of the Lafayette Square 
Restoration Committee (LSRC), the elected officials representing the neighborhood (Aldermen Lewis Reed and Phyllis 
Young), and the plans' consultants. In the case of the LSNUP, PDA staff provided technical assistance, including the 
following: attending planning meetings; providing a list of criteria and essential elements that the plan (as well as all 
proposed neighborhood plans in the City) would need to address; reviewing the plan's findings and recommendations, 
including the proposed land use and zoning maps; compiling the text and graphics for the final plan document; and 
conducting a formal presentation and public hearing as part of the plan adoption process by the City's Planning 
Commission. In the case of the LPMP, PDA staff provided technical assistance, including some of the same tasks as 
for the previous plan: serving on the plan's Master Plan Executive Committee; attending planning meetings, reviewing 
the plan's findings and recommendations; and conducting a formal presentation and public hearing as part of the plan 
adoption process by the City's Planning Commission. 

2. How was this project intended to benefit your city? What trade-offs and compromises were required to implement the project? How 
did your agency participate in making them? 

The preparation of the two plans is in keeping with one of the designated powers and duties for the Planning 
Commission -- to create and support community-based neighborhood planning activity, working with neighborhood 
organizations, aldermen, neighborhood stabilization managers and other concerned participants. The preparation and 
adoption of the LSNUP as a Neighborhood Plan has proved to be a very valuable resource for both the neighborhood 
and the City. Another power and duty that the Planning Commission is charged with is to "review specific rezoning 
requests, street and alley vacation requests, proposed development plans and related development activity for 
compliance with the Comprehensive Plan and any applicable Neighborhood Plan". The LSNUP provides more specific 
and detailed information than the City's·Comprehensive Plan (Strategic Land Use Plan) for sites located in the 
Lafayette Square neighborhood. For example, the LSNUP provides specific design standards tailored to the 
neighborhood's historic district designation (massing, setbacks, heights and parking); land use and zoning 
recommendations for each parcel; and vehicular and pedestrian circulation for different areas of the neighborhood. As 
part of PDA's reviews, our agency discusses proposals with the LSRC's Urban Plan Committee to get input from 
neighbors and the neighborhood, which is reported to the Planning Commission. Our agency also ensures that any 
proposal involving the neighborhood's historic district designation is well-coordinated with the LSNUP's design 
standards. As a result of these reviews, proposed building designs have been improved. In terms of trade-offs, nearly 
all proposals that have been reviewed were determined to be in conformity with the LSNUP. When proposals meet 
most planning criteria and are supported by the LSRC's Urban Plan Committee, PDA allows some trade-offs or 
compromises to implement projects that meet the overall goals and objectives of the LSNUP. 



PU BLIC AGENCY PERSPECTIVE <co ro, 

Descnbc the pmwct's 1rnpact on vour CitY Please he JS spec1f1c JS poss1ble 

The preparation of the LSNUP in 2001 has helped to guide the neighborhood's fast-paced growth during the 21st 
century. 
• Many recent redevelopment projects - especially along the neighborhood's periphery -- have helped to spur the 
revitalization of adjacent neighborhoods, such as McKinley Heights and The Gate District, and adjacent 
redevelopment sites, such as the abandoned City Hospital complex. 
• The revitalization of the Park Ave . Business District has had a major impact on the neighborhood. A combination of 
newly constructed buildings, rehabilitated buildings and capital improvements projects (a new plaza, a new fountain 
and street improvements) has brought new commercial activity to near the heart of the neighborhood, attracted visitors 
and reinforced the pedestrian-friendly character of the neighborhood, including the adjacent Lafayette Park. 
· The rejuvenated Park Ave. Business District has provided tangible evidence-- in the form of well-designed new and 
rehabilitated buildings and capital improvements projects -- and given hope to other neighborhood groups that their 
own commercial districts can be transformed. 
There is no question that the various improvements cited above in the Lafayette Square neighborhood and adjacent 
areas have helped the City financially. As residential and commercial buildings have been built or rehabilitated, 
property values have risen and consumers have bought more goods and services. This has led to an increase in the 
amount of property taxes, sales taxes, earnings taxes, and other taxes and fees collected by the City. 

4. Did th1s project result in new modt•ls of publ id privJtc partnerships? An.' there aspects ol th1s project that would be instruni\e to 
.1gencies like yours 111 other c1ties? 

As previously stated, the preparation of the two plans can largely be credited to the residents of Lafayette Square and 
its neighborhood group, political leadership and the plans' consultants. This has led to a sense of "ownership" of the 
two plans by the LSRC and its Urban Plan Committee. The LSNUP is readily-accessible and is actively used by 
neighborhood residents, their neighborhood group, their elected officials and PDA staff in evaluating various proposals 
(proposed development projects, rezonings, alley vacations, etc.). What is unique about the neighborhood plan is its 
linkage with the neighborhood-wide Lafayette Square Historic District Tax-Increment Financing (TIF) District. (Under 
tax-increment financing, a portion of future taxes generated by a development project is used to pay for immediate 
infrastructure and other costs.) Under this TIF District, major development projects built in the northeast quadrant of 
the neighborhood contribute taxes into a pool of money used to implement proposed capital improvements projects in 
the neighborhood. This was the first neighborhood- or district-wide TIF District in the City. A few of the recent capital 
improvements projects that have been built in the neighborhood and that were at least partially funded by proceeds 
from development projects in the TIF District include neighborhood entrance gates, land acquisition along Park Ave., 
the new plaza along the Park Ave. Business District, and the reconfiguration of the streets located near the 
intersection of Chouteau Ave. and 18th St. The value of the TIF District, of course, is that it provides some of the funds 
needed to implement a plan. 

5. What do }'OU cons1der to lx• the mo~t ,1nd lc<~~t ~Ul.lC>~rul a>pl'Us ot tho~ project? 

The most successful aspect of the two plans is the degree to which the plans have been implemented. Unlike many 
plans which languish due to inadequate support, a poor economic climate or other factors, the continuing revitalization 
of the neighborhood and its park have helped to re-establish Lafayette Square as one of the most elegant and 
fashionable historic neighborhoods in the City. Thus, the vision exhibited by preservationists and urban pioneers a few 
decades ago has continued to this day with a new band of committed neighborhood leaders. Lafayette Square's 
continued revitalization has led to increased property values and redevelopment in adjacent areas. The least 
successful aspect of the LSNUP is the relative lack of detailed recommendations for the Chouteau Ave. corridor, the 
northern boundary of the neighborhood. Since this is probably the neighborhood's most challenging sub-area -- much 
of the area is a mix of active and sparsely-used commercial and industrial sites along a traditionally industrial arterial 
street (and is located immediately adjacent to residential uses), and it was assumed that this would be one of the last 
portions of the neighborhood to be redeveloped -- and the LSUNP did identify some development options for the area, 
it is understandable that this area would have received less attention than those areas in the neighborhood more likely 
to be redeveloped soon. Given the recent changes in land use patterns along this stretch of Chouteau Ave., a more 
comprehensive examination of land use and zoning issues along Chouteau Ave. is currently being conducted by the 
LSRC. When completed, these findings and recommendations should be documented and added to the LSNUP, and 
the amendment should ultimately be adopted by the Planning Commission. 
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ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER PERSPECTIVE 
Please answer questions in space provided. Applicants should feel free to use photocopies of the application fonns if needed. If possible, 
answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the fonns. If the forms are not used and answers are typed on a separate 
page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it respa~ds, and the length of each anSW'er should be limited to the area pro-
vided on the original form. · 

This sheet is to be filled out by a design professional who worked as a Consultant on the project, providing design, planning, or other ser· 
vices. Copies may be given to other design professionals if desired. 

Name Paul Doerner Tttle President, Lawrence Group Residential, LLC 

Ornanization The Lawrence Group Teleohone ( 314 ) 231-5700 

Address 319 N. 4th St. City/State/ZIP" St. Louis MO, 63102 

Fax ( 314 ) 231-0301 E-mail Paui.Doemer@thelawrencegroup.com 

The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by others, for 
any purpose whatsoever, the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and authority to submit the 
application and all attached materials and to grant these rlgh~ and permissions. 

Signature g C Q · . 
1. Describe the design concept of this project, including urban design considerations, choice of materials, scale, etc. 

Lafayette Square is a unique and important collection of architectural wonders that extend from its. original conception, 
with Its centerpiece Park, down to the intricate detailing of an individual house's cornice. The design process used in 
the neighborhood's rebirth always sought to protect that character by using an inclusive and participatory approach 
that allowed all s!Eikeholders a voice in the process. Beginning with the overarching Urban Plan, which gave a 
structure and vision for the entire neighborhood, to the more specific design initiatives such as an infill building or the 
new Plaza, public meetings were always held and differing view points were always considered. This led to a general 
consensus to extend the grammar and feel of what existed and to "finish" the Square with the same materials, scale 
and aesthetics that It had begun with. This seemingly conservative approach was probably harder for many 
developers and public officials to adapt to, but the citizens on their various Boards and Committees held firm. 
Lafayette Square would grow as a unified and cohesive architectural and urban design experience. That concept has 
lead to that rare thing In the world today •.•• a special and unique "place". 

2. Describe the ~est Important social and programmatic functions of the design. 

To "be open", to "bring together", and to "be respectful" were probably the mostlmportant social and programmatic 
functions of this design. It was clear from the start of the public meeting process that the existing residents would 
have nothing to do with creating a gated neighborhood. While this might have yielded some safety and property value 
benefits, only where dangerous traffic situations existed were street closures allowed. The goal was always to be 
open to the surrounding communities. The meetings also stressed the importance of the communal experience that Is 
enhanced by the revival of the existing shopping distrtct, the planned improvements to the Park, and the creation of 
the Plaza which give specific areas for the·resldents and visttors to .gather for special or everyday events. Finally, that 
each new house or shop or entry monument is respectful to the essence of the neighborhood that it Is being placed 
into means that the Square continues to grow, but along lines that reflect and continue what has come before. With 
the rapid change that some urban areas can experience, this predictably is a very worthwhile community. 



ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER PERSPECTIVE (coNT'Dl 

3. Describe the major challenges of designing this project and any design trade-offs or compromises required to complete the project. 

To design a project of this scope and complexity In an existing distressed environment with an anxious population 
watching your every move requires more than a little pa~ence, diplomacy, and perseverance. But in the end the 
various contributors to the Neighborhood's design learned to 'flow" wHh the process. Instead, the real challenge 
became the difficulty of creating a quality environment with limited funds. Over time the standard of restoration work 
carried out on the existing houses and buildings in the Square had risen to a very high level. This raised the bar for all 
new projects. The Lafayette Square Restoration Committee and its Development Committee Boards performed a 
pivotal function In demanding quality materials and sensitive design directions were adopted for all new projects as well 
as ongoing restoration projects. In addition, the creation of a neighborhood TIF helped gneatly In raising funds for 
public projects such as the construction of the new Plaza on the site of a former junk yard. 

4. Describe the ways in whidl the design relates to its urban context. 

Before the existence of the Urtian Plan, the essence of the neighborhood was easily perceived at its center, around the 
Park, but the designated edges of the neighborhood presented a ragged, often empty face to the surrounding 
community. WHh the guidelines provided by the Plan, new Entry Markers, Condo and Loft Buildings, and a Parking 
Plaza pnesent a consistent and finished Image to the surrounding aneas. This in tum has spawned new development in 
those adjacent communities. But they have been quick to learn from the· Square's organizational as well as built 
example. It's almost as if Lafayette Square provided an example of 'how to be' urban. 

The City of St. Louis has some of the finest urban Architecture In the United States. The efforts to restore and 
complete Lafayette Square mean·that today these remarkable surviving buildings can be appneclated In a sympathetic 
an~ vibrant context rather than being viewed as isolated masterpieces. · · 
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DEVELOPER PERSPECTIVE 
Please answer questions in space provided. Applicants should feel free to use photocopies of the application forms if needed. If possible, 
answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and answers are typed on a separate 
page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to the area pro
vided on the original form. 

This sheet is to be filled out by the person who took primary responsibility for project fiuandng or is a representative of the group which 
did. 

Name Chris Goodson Title managing memebr 

Organization Gilded Age Telephone ( 314 ) 241-0811 

Address 1915 Park Avenue City/State/ZIP St. louis, MO 63104 

Fax ( 314 ) 241-0843 E-mail chris@gilded-age.com 
The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by others, for 
any purpose whatsoever, the materials bmitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and authority to submit the 
application and all a acheG..p1ateria d to grant ese rights and permissions. 

14. K-/ 
1. What role did you or your company play in the development of this project? Describe the scope of involvement. 

Gilded Age is a residential and commercial development company based in Lafayette Square. Gilded Age has 
completed over $150 million worth of projects over the last decade in the surrounding area. I am a principal of the 
company and neighborhood resident. I offered one of the develope~s perspective during the Urban Plan process and 
am the President of the Near South Side Corporation. The NSIC is a non profit group that was formed to implement 
the Urban Plan through the receipt of a special district tax. This tax is generated by a district wide TIF and an 
incremental tax that is produced in the neighborhood on economic activity and goes in to a special allocation fund that 
is spent on public improvements. The Park Avenue Plaza and The LaSalle Plaza are examples. As a long time 
resident I was part of the planning process in the Urban Plan. Also as a resident and business owner in the 
neighborhood I took the role of being President of the non profit group that developed the public improvements. As a 
developer I invested a nd developed several of the vacant sites that were in the neighborhood. The development of 
these sites helped to eradicated.the blight of the abandoned buildings and abandoned filling station lots and it also 
brought new businesses to these sites that produced tax revenue to fund the public improvements. Some of the 
examples my company developed were the construction of a $6.5 million replica building on a former Kiesel Oil Lot 
called the 1801 Park Ave Development. It was condos and a retro restaurant Soda Fountain Square and across from 
the Plaza. The Plaza was built on a former junkyard site that sat in the middle of the business district. This was one 
of the major priorities of the Urban Plan. This project would not have been constructed without the tax revenue from 
orivate develooment and the orivate develooments would not have occurred without the elimination of the iunkvard. a 

2. What trade-offs or compromises were required during the development of the project? 

I am going to outline two projects here: The Plaza constructed by the nonprofit group and The 1801 Park Avenue 
building constructed by Gilded Age. 

The Plaza replaced a derelict junkyard in the middle of the business district. The needs were for a community garden 
and plaza area and also a need for community parking for the area. One of the challenges was to create parking 
without jeopardizing the aesthetics of the area. Parking was limited but hidden with landscaping. Another 
compromise that had to be made was the challenge of the old power lines and the large generator that was in the 
middle of the future Plaza. We were able to work with Ameren Electric on burying the power lines but the generator 
had to remain. We compromised by designing a small roundabout around it and masking it with landscaping. The 
overall challenge was incorporating all of the neighborhood input on the design but this was handled successfully. 

The private development had to be constructed with the neighborhood historic requirements in mind. Ideally for 
development to work financially it would need to be 5 or 6 stories tall but the restrictions limited it to 3. The 
compromise was made and the result is wonderful building that looks as if it has been there for over 100 years. 
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The financing of the public plaza was extremely innovative. The Tax increment Financing special allocation fund is a 
pay as you go fund. Consequently the non profit group only has as much funds as the new economic activity 
generates for a given quarter. The challenge was that we need to construct the Plaza to attract new businesses and 
developments. Our group approached numerous Banks about extending a line of credit based on future TIF revenues 
to construct the two different Plazas. A Bank extended that line and the nonprofit group has been paying the principal 
down and interest as the new tax increment revenues come in to the fund. Without this mechanism we would have 
had to wait several years before actually beginning to build any of the Public improvements in the Urban Plan. 

The private 1801 Park Avenue project was challenging because it was new construction. There were no State or 
histone tax credits available and a Private TIF could not be used because the tax increment funds on this project were 
going to the public improvements TIF. Consequently we used private funding and a traditional Bank financing. 
However the project would not have been successful wHhout the elimination of the junkyard across the street. 

. \ ' " 

The most successful aspect of the public Park Plaza and the LaSalle Plaza is how they have been the caUayst for 
private development around them. Both Plaza eliminated public eyesores and helped to begin the implementation of 
the Urban Plan. Without these projects there would not have been the influx of private development. Also both 
spaces have nw served as wonderful community public space. Fairs and events have been held in these locations 
and the surrounding businesses have been able to use the spaces to promote their businesses. 

The challenge has been maintaining these wonderful spaces. funding of this maintenance is a priority for the nonprofit 
group. 

The most successful aspect of the 1801 Park Avenue project was bringing new residents to the area and the 
development of an anchor restaurant to the area. The replica construction blends in wonderfully with the surrounding 
architecture. The building has drawn people from all areas to frequent the restaurant and the exposure for the area is 
tremendous. 

The challenge was the financing. Because there were no public incentives on this particular project the project was 
not a succesful one from an economic perspective. However it served as a catalyst for other development from my 
company and others. 
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business owners. This collaboration between the city and neighborhood brought over 700 
participants together over the course of eight months to share their ideas and vision for the 
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report is dedicated. The Final Report, written by neighborhood residents, documents their 
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CbapterOne 

Scope of Neighborhood Plan 
Introduction and Overview 

1.1 Purpo e and Objective 

The Lafayette Square t eighborhood-Urban Plan provides a set of 
guideline and a road map of implementation action that 
capitalizes on the exi ting assets of the neighborhood and the 
proposed adjacent developments in order to continue the revital
ization of Lafayette Square. Specifically, it outlines the medium 
to long-term vision for the neighborhood during the next twen~· 

years in an orderly and comprehensive manner. In particular, the 
Plan build! upon the character, quality and "sense of place" that 
make Lafayette Square unique and ucr an important asset to the 
City of St. Louis. As such, it proposes and recommends solution~ 

for vacant lots and buildings, acce . circulation and parking: 
basic improvementc; to the street. , idewalks and parks; neighbor
hood ervices and amenitie ; ~ well as, propo al for the redevel
opment of the Park Avenue Bu ine District, Dolman Redevelop
ment project and the Chouteau corridor. The implementation 
ection of the Plan wi II descrihe the sequence and cost of the 

capital public improvement projects and .uggest key private 
development projects on which the neighborhood hould focu . 

Thus. the objectives of the Plan are as fo liO\\ : 

• Provide the neighborhood. city, the Lafayette Square Restora
tion Committee (L RC) and future boards \\i th a road map 
of actions that will be implemented over tl1e years. 

• Along with a written report of finding and recommenda
tion , generate maps, drawing. and other graphic represen
tations in order to facilitate an action plan. Identify 
appropriate tool to match each goal's outcome. 

• Identify and maximize city and state dollars, grants, pecial 
taxing districts and private funding for capital improve
ments. 

The Plan i a direct result of tl1e neighborhood's de ire to take 
advantage of the many opportunities within and adjacent to the 
neighborhood. With the redevelopment of City Ho pi tal and the 
HOPE VI Near South ide Redevelopment project directly abutting 

DRAFT 
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the eastern edge of the neighborhood, ti1e new Grattru1 Street 
Par~'\Va}, the Dolman Redevelopment project. three major 
restoration projects that will add over 230 new hou ing units and 
the potential to redevelop the Park Avenue Business Di trict into 
one of the region's most unique hopping. dining and office hubs. 
it was imperative to develop a comprehensive et of guidelines in 
order to make ure that Lafayette Square remains a trong and 
thriving neighborhood. 

One mile from dO\mtown, the potential to make Lafayette Square 
ti1e fif'St choice for working and I iring \\ill only occur, and 
ubsequently appeal. if it i ti1e result of a good planing effort. 

This joint venture between the neighhorhood and the Ci~· 

anticipates that a comprehen ire plan that prorides reasonable 
guidelines and propo als, olid implementatiOn measures and 
appropri.1,te funding mechanisms will not only continue to 

enhance and strengthen the neighborhood, hut be a catalyst for 
strong economic development for the entire Near Southsrde. 

1.2 Planning Proce 

A four-phase community participatory planning process occurred 
during the 2000 calendar year. Phase I included two communi~ 

workshops that gathered data that documented i ue of concern 
and identrfied strength and weakn~ of the neighborhood. 
Phase 2 included two workshop where information was ynthe
sized and provided to ti1e community for discussion and input. 

~eighborhood Workshop- ~lay 2000 

5 
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These sessions also covered urban design and development 
principals as well as potential design options. Phase 3 was a 
series of meetings with other stakeholders that included busi
nesses, institutions, city agencies and other interested parties, 
again, to gather data, input, ideas, concerns and design and 
development principles. Included in Phase 4 were two final 
public workshops for review and consensus on the final outcome. 

Residents and business owners were notified of the public 
meetings via two forms of communication: 1, the monthly· 
Marquis, the neighborhood newspaper that is delivered to every 
address in the planning area, and 2, a flyer which was distributed 
to every address announcing each public meeting at least ten days 
prior to said meeting. Meetings were also posted on the neighbor
hood web site and the neighborhood e-mail group. Group 
meetings with other stakeholders were by written invitation 
mailed first class. Nearly 700 residents, business owners and 
other stakeholders participated in the planning process. 

1.3 Plan Approval 

Criteria for approval of the Plan by the neighborhood was a two
thirds majority with eligible voters consisting of all residents of 
majority age, business owners, property owners and not-for-profit 
organizations. On November 16,2000, the Plan was approved by 
nearly 85% of the voters representing these entities. Approval of 
the Plan by the neighborhood is a condition for the adoption of 
the Plan by the City of St. Louis Planning Commission. 

1.4 Administrative Structure 

The LSRC established a Steering Committee to work with the 
consultants and the neighborhood. The responsibilities of the 
Committee included the daily administration of the project; 
organization of the neighborhood planning meetings, data 
gathering, compilation of workshop output and building 
consensus for the final design plan. 
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The Com!ruttee also provided guidance to the consultants on the 
proposalsiand guidelines and reported on the planning process to 
the neighborhood at the LSRC monthly meetings and articles in 

I 

the Marquis. Minutes from the Steering Committee meetings 
I 

were printed in the Marquis and available at the public meetings. 
I 

Membership included representatives of the LSRC, non-member 
I 

residents, pusiness owners, Alderman Lewis Reed and Phyllis 
Young and the Planning Department. 

I 

The consultant for the Plan was John Hoal, professor in the 
WashingtOn University School of Architecture. All consulting fees 
were waivM The LSRC paid approximately $20,000.00 for 
planning \naterials, copying, notifications, mailings and a 
graduate student at Washington University to assist with the 
planning lnaterials, graphics, and maps. 

1.5 Contents and Organization of this Report 

The Plan combines the elements of an urban design plan along 
with a gen~ral framework of guidelines to ensure that the 
continued 'redevelopment of the neighborhood maintains and 
enhances ib existing character and identity. The guidelines are 
intended tJ complement the existing Historic Code. All individual 
projects an\! redevelopment zones within the Plan area, unless 
specifically excluded, are subject to the goals and guidelines set 
forth in this Plan. 

The Plan dpcument is composed of several sections, or elements, 
with related graphics, exhibits or photographs. Since the 

I 

neighborhood has a long and varied history, it was imperative to 
I 

chronicle the past along with existing or current conditions, in 
order to be\ter comprehend the roadmap of future goals and 
objectives. :Generally, the Plan document outlines the 

I 

neighborhood's history, prior planning studies and achievements, 
existing co*ditions, new general guidelines and new specific 
guidelines for such elements as Circulation or the Park Avenue 

' Business District. Finally, the Plan document recommends 
certain actibns in order to implement the Plan, explores potential 

I 

funding respurces, and sets timelines for completion and project 
priorities. 
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1.6 Tenus Used in this Report 

Most of the terms used in this report are non-technical and are 
commonly used in everyday lang.uage. Exceptions will be defined 
when appropriate. 

The terms "neighborhood", "Lafayette Square" and "historic 
district" used in this report are interchangeable and are all 
defined as that land bounded by Jefferson on the west, Chouteau 
on the north, Grattan Street Parkway on the east and Interstate 44 
on the south. 
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Figure 1 City of St. Louis Map 
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Chapter Two 

Historical Analysis 

2.1 Neighborhood History 

Since its beginnings as common pasture and fann ground 
outside the Village of St. Louis in the early 1800's, Lafayette 
Square has risen and declined with the social and economic 
trends of the city that now surrounds it. This area, just south and 
west of downtown St. Louis, rose to prominence in the years just 
following the Civil War. St. Louis' most affluent citizens were 
drawn to Lafayette Square to escape the congestion of the 
riverfront and to seek a more elegant and refined atmosphere 
around what was to become Lafayette Park. Thirty acres in size 
and dedicated in 1836, Lafayette Park is perhaps the oldest city 
park west of the Mississippi and is considered the highlight at the 
center of the neighborhood. With the combination of a beautiful 
park for recreation and abundant land for new housing, Lafayette 
Square became one of the most prestigious residential areas in 
the nation. From its early days, Lafayette Park was developed with 
the help of area businessmen and residents working in coopera
tion with city government. Through these cooperative efforts, 
bandstands and pathways were built along with a park house and 
boathouse overlooking the park lake. 

From the 1860's to the 1890's, Lafayette Square experienced the 
highlights of affluent urban living, but harder times were ahead. 
As newer areas began to develop in the neighborhoods to the west, 
many residents began the movement away from the downtown 
area. And, in 1896, a devastating tornado dealt the neighborhood 
a blow from which it would take nearly a century to recover. The 
powerful storm destroyed the park along with many of the grand 
homes. While many of the residents stayed to rebuild, many 
simply moved away. Thus began a long, slow decline that lasted 
for nearly seven decades. During the Great Depression, many of 
the homes were converted into rooming houses or split into 
multi-family units. 

Beginning in the early to mid 1960's, a small group of people 
began moving back into Lafayette Square with the mission to 
restore and renovate the irreplaceable Victorian architecture and 
once again tum the neighborhood into a desirable place to live 
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and conduct business. This group of "urban pioneers" formed 
I 

the Lafayette Square Restoration Conunittee in the late 1960's. In 
I 

1972, the Board of Alderman designated the neighborhood the 
city's first ~istoric district and in 1973, it was named to the 
National Historic District registry. With this new designation 
carne city Jrdinances limiting further demolition of historic 

' buildings :ind structures and establishing some guidelines for 
restoration. It also gave the neighborhood a valuable tool in 
order to "Iriarkef' the neighborhood to prospective buyers and 

' investors. pberal tax credits during the 1970's and. early 1980's 
also provided opportunities to complete a number of "infill" 
projects thit duplicated historic buildings within the neighbor
hood. 

Neighborhood fundraising events and collaborative efforts with 
I 

the city realized important improvement projects in Lafayette 
Park such k restoration of the original wrought-iron fence, 
restoration! of the Park House and beautification enhancements. 
These efforts remain in effect today and reflect the high level of 
neighborhqod participation in the well-being and continued 
improvement of their community and subsequently, the city. 
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Chapter Two 

2.2 Prior Planning Studies 

The first formalized Lafayette Square Restoration Plan was 
drafted in 1971 in cooperation with the city and neighborhood 
and was instrumental in bringing the historic district designation 
;md spotlighting the unique redevelopment opportunities. This 
early plan gave structure and organization to neighborhood 
leaders and helped put into motion Lafayette Square' ri e to 
prominence once again over the next twenty-five years. Addition
ally, the hjstoric designation be towed locally and nationally 
prompted the need for a f01mal. enforceable et of building codes 

After the tornado- ~Ia) 1896 
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and guidelines governing primarily the facades of all buildings in 
the neighborhood. The Historic Code was formally completed 
and adopted by the city in 1994. 1n 1996, the neighborhood, 
again in cooperation with the city, adopted the Long Range Plan, 
which recognizes a eries of projects that hould be completed in 
order to further enhance and strengthen the neighborhood. 
However, tru document did not document an action plan, 
funding mechani ms. strength and weaknesses nor any structure 
to realize the goals. As a result, this Plan was proposed in October 
of 1999 as a mean to provide the impetus for moring these goals 
and objectives from concept to a reaJity. 
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Chapter7bree 

Existing Conditions Element 

3.1 Explanation of Findings 

The Existing Conditions Element is a compilation of analysis 
drawings, maps and charts prepared by the plan consultant and 
reviewed for accuracy by participants at the public workshops. 
Each map focuses on one of two pieces of key information, such 
as land use, current housing stock or zoning. It was prepared 

Chooteau Ave 

Figure 2 Planning Area Map 

M CI1Y OF ST. LOUIS 
~ Lajayellt Square Hi!toric Neighborhood 

with the aid of residents and city resources, and a visual tour of 
I 

each street, property and structure was conducted so that weak-
' nesses and strengths could be easily identified and opportunities 

explored dt the public workshops. 
I 
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DLAFAYETTE QUARE EIG H BORHOOD-URBA PLAN 

Chapter Four 

Analysis of Plan 

4. 1 Introduction 

The Plan guidelines and principles provide a general framework 
to ensure that the continued redevelopment of the neighborhood 
maintain and enhances tl1e existing character and identity. 
These guidelines complement the existing Hi toric Code. The 
major goals and themes are, in some cases, explained in greater 
detail in ubsequent elements of this report. 

4.2 Use Guidelines 

• Lafayette Square is predominantly a residential neighbor
hood and all new land uses mu t reinforce that character or 
serve a residential function. 

• Lafayette Square is an urban pedestrian-oriented neighbor
hood and all development must reinforce the urban charac
ter of the neighborhood, and the experience and sense of 
safety of the pedestrian. 

lYrical Street scape - R utger Street 

CITY OF T. LOCIS 20 
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• The developer(s) must devote all land only to those u es 
specified in this plan . 

• Encourage new and infill residential development with a 
variety of lot sizes and building types to encourage a diversity 
of neighborhood residents. The Pattern Book, created in 
March of 2001 and a~ a direct result of the Plan, should be 
used as the primary source for new residential uni ts. 

• Encourage a \\~de mix of commercial and retail uses in the 
Park Avenue Business District, emphasizing those that serve 
the needs of re idents. 

• No new light and heavy industrial development nor big-box 
development is permitted in tile neighborhood. 

• Encourage high-tech companies to relocate to the neighbor
hood. 

• All land uses must encourage pedestrian connection and 
comfort. Active street frontages, especially along the Park 
Avenue Business District. must provide for a ense of safety for 
the pedestrian and shopkeeper. For example, large signs 
covering windows is not allowed. 

• Encourage a wide variety of festival and celebrations on a 
regular basis. 
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4.3 Streets 

• treeL~ are important components of the public open pace 
system <md must be designed at a detailed level with great 
care and ensitivity. 

• The street layout as shown in this plan must be implemented 
for the provisions of a balanced. safe and efficient pedestri an 
and vehicular ystem. 

• Street design should follow the typical street found in the 
neighborhood. 

• Develop a street improvement program and monitor the 
operation and implementation of the program. 

• Building in or over the public right-of-way or giving up of 
treet areas for private ownership is not permitted. 

• StreeL<; mu t be designed for pedestrian comfort and safety. 
• Ensure all ADA requirements are met and when possible. 

exceeded. 

4.4 Vehicular Acce 

• Create a pedestrian friendly em·ironment and minimize 
connicts between automobiles and pedestrians. 

• Promote safe and efficient movement of ,·ehicles. pedestrians 
and bicycli ts in public and pri\·ate circulation area'i. 

• Develop a detailed plan to provide bicycle lanes through the 
neighborhood and to connect to the citywide bicycle. ~·stem. 

• Coordinate with Bi-State agency to re-route the #80 bu line 
once the Grattan Street Parkway i completed in order to 
better ~f'\·e residents and worke~ and to alle\'iate the 
deterioration of Mississippi Street between Park and 
Chouteau and the structural damage to historic home along 
this street. 

• Coordinate with the St. IJJui School admini tration to 
relocate the school bus transfer point, possibly to another 
location adjacent tl1e park. The current location has been 
designated as needed parking for the expansion of the Park 
Avenue Business District. 

• Coordinate with the City of St. Louis to designate all neigh
borhood streels as non-truck routes. 

• Coordinate ,,;th the City of St. Loui and J\IODOT to ensure 
the Highway 44/55 intersection meets the design intent as 
hown on thi plan. 

• Minimize the width and length of drivewa~ .. 

DRAFT 

• There should be no vehicular curb cuts from treel'i to ingle
family residences. If possible, new construction, especial I) 
along the Park A,·enue Busines~ Di trict should pro,·ide 
access from the alley or ide treets off Park Arenue. 

• All treet intersections to be four-way tops. 
• Provide the necessary traffic control to improve vehicular 

:md pedestrian safe~·. 

• Impose a 25 P~IH peed limit wllhm the neighborhood. 
slowing traffic, imprming . afet} :md consistent on all treel'i. 

• Encourage the development of a vehicular entrance from 
Chouteau Avenue to the Foan1 Facto!) and ~l i i s1ppi Loft 
development. thereby reducing traffic on ~li i ippi Avenue 

• PnJ\ide public improvemen~ along Chouteau Avenue ince 11 

is a major entrance into the neighborhood. 

Example of Bike Lane w1th Stnpmg- Fore;t Park 
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4.5 Pedestrian Access 

• Increase pedestrian activity and thus neighborhood safety, by 
providing front doors that connect directly to the street. 

• Entrances should be highlighted by significant architectural. 
lighting and landscape elements. 

• Ground floor units in multi-sto1y buildings should have 
individual street-facing entrances for each ground floor unit. 
All units above the ground floor shall have at least once 
common street facing entrance. 

• All sidewalk materials to conform to the Historic Code and be 
a minimum of 5' wide, but ideally 6'. Park Avenue Business 
District is an exception. 

Urban Oasis 

2~ 
CITY OF ST. LOCIS 

4.6 Landscaping 

• Design and implement a street tree-planting program for all 
streets with the objective to create a continuous green canopy 
and a lush green edge. 

• The planting hierarchy and choice of tree type must reflect 
the importance of major views and vistas, and of individual 
street character. 

• Landscaping should complement the architectural features 
and entry with its placement. 

• Landscaping elements should be used to screen undesirable 
features or to provide a privacy buffer. 

• The use of native and hardy species is encouraged. 
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• All new trees in public areas to have a minimum of 2"-3" 
caliper with a 12'- 16' height and well-defined branch 
structure and overall form. Small ornamental trees should 
be discouraged in parl-:ways (tile green space between 
sidewalks and streets.) 

• Trees shall be planted at not less Ulan 30' on center and in 
parallel to the curb. 

• Trees lObe planted in parkways of s·-T w·here possible. Park 
Avenue Busine. s Oi trict i an exception witll tree planted in 
tree-wells. 

• Keep all trees limbed up to a minimum of 8' above the 
. idewalk. Trees should be trimmed and pruned as appropri
ate to allow as much light to filter down from the current 
lighting standards. 

• ~ ledians to include a mixture of canopy and ornamental 
trees supplemented wi th gardenesque tyled of planting beds. 

• In public areac;, all shrubs and hedge to be planted in 
groups ratller than individual plants. 

• Consider providing irrigation in all median and select 
plants for low maintenance. 

• Provide benns and landscaping as sound barriers along 
Highway4'1. 

4. 7 Lighting 

• Lighti ng should enhance security and the aesthetic quali ties 
of the streetscape while minimizing negative impacts on tl1e 
neighboring properties. 

• Placement of lighting and fixtures should provide a coordi
nated and organized appearance that is designed \\ith the 
placement of sidewalks and landscaping. 

• Lighting should be designed to provide an even and uniform 
distribution of light, and should be consistent from block to 
block. 

• Install new double-headed historic replica streetlights (per 
existing streetlights along Park Avenue) along Park, 
Lafayette, Mississippi and ~lissouri Streets. 

• Install new single-headed pedestrian-friendly oriented 
historic replica streetlighL~ along side streeL~. 

• Fixtures attached to garages, in addition to the streetl igh~, 

should illuminate alleys. 
• All lighti ng in parking lots should be pedestrian scaled and 

uti lize low cut off fixtures to avoid glare. 

DRAFT 

• Parking area lighting hould compliment the lighting of 
adjacent street and properties and should use compatible 
fixtures, source colors and illumination level. 

• Parking area lighting adjacent to residential development 
should direct the light away from the residence. especially 
upper noors. 

Examples ofllistonc Pedestnan Lrghtmg 

4.8 Entrances 

• At all major entrance. to the neighborhood, provide entry 
features to match the existing entrance atjefferson and Park 
Avenues. 

• All secondary entrances to have single hi toric posts on either 
side of the entrance. Design fence/um/po ts for end of all 
cui-de- ac streets. 

• All entrance features to provide pedestrian access at allumes. 

Cln' OF ST. LOCI 23 
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• At the Chouteau and 18111/Grattan Street entrance the 18th 
Street and Lafayette; and the Dolman at Lafayette entrance, 
provide entry features with operable gates that are controlled 
by the immediate adjacent neighborhood group of residen L~ 

- those most impacted by speeding and non-neighborhood 
traffic. For example, the 18th StreeVChouteau entrance 
would be controlled by those residents whose properties are 
within the area defined by Chouteau on the north , Grattan 
Parkway on the east, 18tl1 on the west and Park Avenue on the 
SOUU1. 

• Upgrade bridge on Highway 44 and Mississippi to serve as a 
major entrance to the neighborhood, but design in a manner 
to control and slow traffic entering tl1e neighborhood. 

4.9 Materials 

• All streets to be asphalt with the appropriate street calming 
measures at intersections and entrances as shown on th is 
plan. Missis ippi Avenue between Chouteau and Park 
Avenues is an exception to be determined at a later date. (In 
May of 200 I, the neighborhood elected to re-pave the middle 
of Mississippi and keep cobblestones on the ides.) 

• All alleys to be concrete, cobble or brick. 

Entry Features mto t\eighborhood- Park Avenue and Jefferson Avenue 
---. 

1
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4.10 Parks and Open Spaces 

• Active and well-designed open spaces are essential for a 
quali ty public environment and livable neighborhood. 

• Develop a specific short-term and long-term action plan that 
is coordinated with a budget to implement improvements 
that will ensure the vitality of both existing and proposed 
open space . 

• Develop a consistent design vocabulary throughout the 
neighborhood for each open space considering landscaping, 
paving, lighting and street furniture. 

• Encourage a vruiety of programs and activities in all open 
paces including public art, children's pl ay areas, passive 

seating, interactive features, etc. 

4.10.1 Lafayette Park 

• Develop a restoration plan ba<;ed upon the original design. 
• Over the long-term, seek official National Historic designa

tion. 
• Develop a "Friends of Lafayette Park" organization in order 

to raise capital for improvement projects. 
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• Restore the public art, buildings and pavilion. 
• Provide 45 degree parking all around the perimeter of the 

park, park ide only, in order to provide additional parking 
for events, festivals. traffic calming and additional parking 
for the Park Avenue Busi ness Di trict. 

• Install new-single-headed pedestri an oriented historic replica 
lights. 

• Develop a landscape plan that i based upon the hi toric 
plan. 

• Incorporate pedestrian crosswalks opposite major and minor 
entrances on the treets surrounding tl1e park. 

George \l;'ashmgton Statue 111 Laf:t)t!le Park 
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4. 10.2 Community Garden and Dog-Hun 

• Derelop a new communi~· garden and dog-runs on the 
vacant ite north of Hickory Street between ~li souri and 
j\lacKay Place. in the e,·ent the community garden leaders 
are unable to obtain the current ite at Park & Dolman as a 
permanent si te. Other options include space at 18th/ 
Chouteau or along the Grattan ~treet Park·way. 

• Derelop a fenced dog run in the landscaped buffer area 
immediately we t of the Grattan Street Parkway. 

"!.!OJ Park Avenue Plaza 

• Derelop ne\\ plaza as focal pomt of the Park Avenue Bus me..\ 
Di trict. 

• A portion of the plaza mu~t be retained in pubhc mmership. 
• Provide a fountain in the plaza. 
• Derelop a de5ign t.hat clearly differentiates thi area from 

other parks in the neighborhood. 
• Pro, ide two-way treets with parking around the plaza. 
• Proride <tS degree angled park1ng around the plaza if 

possible to create additional parkmg space.. 

4.1 1 Building Orientation and Placement 

• 'ew building5 hould acknowledge the existmg treet 
hierarch~ and . hould patially enhance and define the street 

• Buildings should he designed ~o that the maJority of the 
building's nms aligns ''~th and 1s clo e to the sidewalk and 
street. 

• Where possible. follow the existing pattern of historic 
building placement. 

• o new buildings are to be more U1ru1 three stories, especial!} 
along the Park Avenue Busines.~ District. unless a variance is 
recei\·ed by the St. Loui Planning Department. 
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4.11.1 BuildingFacades 

• All the street level buildings should be designed to create 
pedestrian scaled, visually interesting active and a comfort
able environment by minimizing blank walls and incorpo
rating architectural and landscape features of interest and 
utility. 

• For new residential buildings, variety for pedestrians should 
be achieved through the use of design features such as entry 
points, stairs, porches, balconies, bay windows and landscap
ing. 

• For retail buildings, street level retail spaces should be 
accessed directly from the sidewalk and a minimum of 75 
percent of the ground floor frontage should be glazed and/or 
entryways. This allows greater visual transparency between 
inside and outside and creates a pedestrian-friendly environ
ment. 

• The design of new buildings should incorporate architectural 
scaling elements that recall but do not necessarily replicate 
traditional details. 

• Ensure that building facades relate to typical residential 
forms through the use of materials, architectural ornament 
and details. 

• Architectural detailing should be designed to create visual 
interest. 

• Provide reveals and changes in surface plane textures that 
contribute to the visual interest of the fa~ade particularly 
when accented by light and shadow. 

4.11.2 Massing and Materials 

• New building should acknowledge the scale and proportion 
of adjacent historic structures. 

• Building facades should be composed in accordance with 
traditional principles with three vertical segments: a base, a 
wall and a roof portion. Each of these portions should have 
its own characteristic detailing. 

• Appropriate selection of architectural details such as vertical 
and horizontal recesses and projections, changes in height, 
floor levels, roof forms, parapets, cornice treatments, window 

~ CITY OF ST. LOUIS U Lafayette Square Historic Neighborhood 

reveals and forms, color and location of building entries and 
garages, as appropriate to each site and building use, add to 
the character of the building. 

• Cons/ruction materials should be compatible with those used 
' elsewhere along the street. 
' 

4.12 ~arking Structures and Lots 

• An ealiily accessible and adequate parking facility is an 
essential component in designing a successful mixed-use 
neighborhood. Parking facilities should be built or located 
to cmhplement overall goals for activity and connectivity and 
shoula be integrated as visually interesting elements in a 
pedes\rian-friendly place. 

I 

4.12.1 ~arking Structures 

• New Jarking structures should include ground floor retail 
and b~ detailed as buildings, not as generic garage struc-

1 tures., 
• Parking structures should be designed in such a way that 

they b~come architectural assets by utilizing appropriate 
articulation, detailing, massing and scale. 

• Desig~ parking structures entries such that it avoids or 
I 

minimizes vehicular and pedestrian conflicts. 
• Preferkbly locate parking structures' entrances to side streets. 

I 
I 

4.12.2 Surface Lots 

• Maintlun a consistent and active street space reinforced by a 
contiriuous edge of building frontage while minimizing the 
visual 1impacts of surface parking lots. 

• Use to& walls or fences, grade separations, plantings or other 
devicJ to screen cars and eliminate gaps in the street wall 

' caused by surface parking. 
• Do not create a security problem or obscure visibility to or 

from the sidewalk. 
I 

• The perimeter of surface parking lots should be landscaped 
with ttees and shrubs. 

• Mark ~ntry points to the lot clearly so that conflicts between 
vehicles and pedestrians are minimized. Avoid curb cuts 
(minimum one) and create a vehincular entrance off alley if 
possible. 

I 
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• Provide illumination that ensures a ~ense of safety for both 
occupants and passersby. 

• Minimize the visual impact of parking on the residential 
streetscape. 

• Minimize the impact of headlights and vehicle noise on 
adjacent streets and residences. 

• Parking hould be designed and located so that it i. not 
risible from the publ ic right-of-way and should not nega
tively impact adjoin ing properties. 

• Surface parking on major neighborhood stree~ should be 
discouraged and be seen only as a temporary u e. 

• Lamp standards for parking lot lighting must not exceed 20 
feet in height and match historic style of neighborhood 
fi xture. 

\ew Parking Lot 111 Busmess Distnct 

4 .12.3 Street Parking 

• Parallel parking on all treets i required with exception as 
fo lio\\,: 

-45 degree angled parking on all treets surrounding park, 
park side only 
-45 degree angled parking on Park, r~idential side, from 
Mis is ippi to Benton 
-45 degree angled parking on ~li i ippi, w~t ide. from 
Park to Chouteau. 

4.13 Urban Elements and Fumiturc 

• Develop a coordinated treet furniture program especially for 
the neighborhood. 
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't Ill Sign age 

• Develop a clear and coordinated ignage and tnterpretatire 
system. 

• Signs should be unobtrusive. 
• Sign colors, material, sizes, shape and lighting, hou ld 

complement the architectural and/or landscape design. 
• Encourage ranet) of retail and restaurant ·tgnage, a\\11tng.'i. 

and the in tallatton of colorful building elements ~pectall~ 
in the Park Avenue Business Di trict. 

• Develop a tandard banner size and fixture method for the 
neighborhood, especially in the Park A\'enue Busines. 
Di trict. 

• Encourage ulllque special event banners for the neighbor
hood, especially in the Park Arenue Business lJistnct. 

'-1 .13.2 Public \rt 

• Art should add beau~· and interest to a place. It may include 
sculpture, water. seating <md eren an opportunit~ for 
children to pia~. 

• De\'elop a public art program. 
• The setting for public art is significant to the e:-.pcrience of 

the art itself and especially iL'i impact on the place. 
• Placement of public art should a\'oid locations where it 

would compete with a storefront or obstruct a pedestrian 
path, create a traffic hazard, or compete \\ith other public 
art. 

• ~!ural or base-relief . hould be u ed to enliren othennse 
blank walls. 

• Construct publ1c artu~ing durable and enmonment-friendl) 
materials and fi nishes. 

• Publicly accessible art components should be mcluded in all 
private and public de\·elopment. 
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4.13.3 Walls and Fences 

• Coordinate the design of walls and fences to complement the 
architecture and the character of the neighborhood. 

• Fence and wall design should allow open space and land
scaping to be visible from the public right-of-way. 

Annual Bike Race 

4.14 Community Events and Festivals 

• The LSRC to sponsor a wide variety of neighborhood 
activities and events on a regular basis. 

• Develop unique one-of-a-kind festivals and events that build 
upon the character of the neighborhood. 

• Support and strengthen the "summer in the park" concert 
series. 

• Support the various house tour programs. 
• Support the bike race around the park. Design the special 

paving areas to accommodate thjs event. 
• Support improvements to the community pool and tennis 

court~. 

• Develop a marketing program for all events and festivals. 

Kids Parade 

28 

Poster Promoting 2000 I louse Tour 

4. 15 Operations, Management and Maintenance 

• 

• 

Lafayette Square Restoration Conunittee (LSRC) to be 
designated "Plan Implementer". 
LSRC to revie\v its structure, budget and operations in order 
to ensure the full support of the neighborhood for this plan 
and to ensure an effective implementing and fi nancing 
structure is dereloped to capitalize on this plan. 
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• The neighborhood to retain a full-time mid-level Neighbor
hood Development Specialist who has previous experience 
and track record on similar projects. LSRC to prepare a job 
description and budget for presentation at a neighborhood 
meeting prior to advertisement and selection. It is critical 
that the job not be a compilation of existing tasks but 
focused on making the plan happen. 

• Develop a bi-monthly Plan Coordination meeting facilitated 
by the Neighborhood Development Specialist with all 
Alderman, city agencies and private developers working in 
the neighborhood or immediately adjacent. 

• Develop a quarterly Near Southside Area meeting facilitated 
by the Neighborhood Development Specialist with all 
Aldermen and neighborhood leaders to coordinate the 
redevelopment efforts. 

• Secure the necessary public capital improvements funds for 
street and park improvements. 

• New developments to fund wherever possible neighborhood 
improvements such as trash cans, streetlights, trees, benches, 
public art, etc. 

• Existing businesses immediately adjacent to a residential 
area to be sensitive to the needs of homeowners and develop 
operational plans to address neighborhood concerns. For 
instance, businesses along Jefferson Avenue, Park Avenue and 
Rutger Street need to work with surrounding residential 
areas in order to minimize negative impacts. 

• Write grants and form partnerships to secure the necessary 
funding for the next phase of planning as well as a few 
selected projects. 

• Encourage developers and businesses that meet the 
community's vision to build and! or relocate to the neighbor
hood. 

• Extend the historic boundaries of the neighborhood east to 
the new Grattan Street Parkway. 

• Work with the existing St. Louis School District to upgrade 
and improve neighborhood schools. 

• Work with the St. Louis Police Department to improve safety 
in the neighborhood and to control traffic speeding. 

• Ensure the necessary underground communications 
infrastructure is supplied to the neighborhood. 
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• Develop a maintenance program for current and new public 
improvements, funding resources and a maintenance code 
that can be enforced. 

• LSRC and City of St. Louis' Neighborhood Stabilization 
Officer to attend to the small but important maintenance 
and operational issues of the neighborhood. 
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Park Avenue Business District 

5.1 Introduction 

Although Lafayette Square is predominantly residential in 
character, an important component of the neighborhood is the 
Park Avenue Business District. The Park Avenue Business District 
(District) plays an important role in the neighborhood in that, 
along with the adjacent Lafayette Park, it serves as a focus of 
activity within the neighborhood. As the primary node of 
commercial activity in the neighborhood, the District contains 
most of the locally serving business establishments in Lafayette 
Square, including restaurants, bars, dry cleaners, art gallery, 
coffee shop, other retail and office uses. 

Of course, some of these businesses draw patrons from outside the 
neighborhood as well. For many of these patrons, it could be said 
that the District serves as a "window" on Lafayette Square, since 
most of their overall impressions of the neighborhood would 
naturally come from their experiences while shopping, dining, or 
doing business on Park Avenue. 

At present, the District consists of a collection of well-maintained 
historic buildings situated along the north side of Park Avenue 
between Mississippi Street on the west, and Dolman Street on the 
east. The District is typical of a traditional commercial 
streetscape, characterized by buildings that form a continuous 
street wall with a high percentage of window and door openings, 
on-street parking, and a rear service alley. Typically, such historic 
commercial buildings feature ground-floor commercial retail or 
office storefronts, with upper-story residential or office uses. Such 
is the case with the Park Avenue Business District. 

The western half of the District is solid; however, the eastern half is 
characterized by a few buildings separated by vacant lots. The 
south side of Park Avenue between Mississippi and Dolman is 
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largely vafant, and as a result the District, though charming, has 
an "unfinished" feel. These empty spaces between buildings 
create ga~s that can be psychological as well as physical, making 
some people feel uneasy when walking down the street. One of 
the aims df the Lafayette Square- Neighborhood Urban Plan, is to 
ensure thJt these vacant lots are developed in such a manner as to 
enhance a'nd- in a sense- "complete" the historic picture and 

I 

charm of the Business District. 

5.2 Park Avenue Plaza 

As noted ajJove, the south side of Park Avenue is presently 
underdeveloped, other than for a vacant, non-historic building 

I 

located near the southwest comer of Park and J8ili Streets. A 
sizable pofuon of this vacant land, approximately 138,000 sq. feet 
was form~rly used as an auto salvage yard, which has been 
recently removed. Directly behind this vacant site is the former 

I 

Western Wjre Building, currently being redeveloped as a mixed-
use comm~rcial!residential project, known as the Wire Works 
Development Project. The rear portion of the site will be devoted 
to parking1 for the adjacent Wire Works; however, the frontage 
along Par~ Avenue should be developed as a focal point for the 
Park Avenue Business District. This will be accomplished by 
developing a new public plaza on the site. 

With this ip mind, the foll01ving guidelines are set forth for the 
design of the new plaza: 

• A portfon of the plaza must be retained in public ownership. 
• A fouqtain shall be installed in the plaza. 
• The plaza shall be designed in such a way as to differentiate 

it frotiJ other parks within the neighborhood, and indeed, the 
I metro, area. 

• 45 de~ree angled parking should be provided around the 
plaza.' 
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5.3 Community Garden Option 

There is presently a community garden located at the northwest 
corner of Park Avenue and Dolman Street. A beautiful mural has 
been painted on the side of the building immediately to the west 
of the garden, and a gazebo has been erected on the site. Al
though the agreement between the City and garden leaders states 
that tl1e garden was to be a tempora1y project until the site was 
developed into a mixed use/commercial project, it was agreed 
tl1at the community garden leaders should be given the opportu
nity to try to acquire the property. If this is not feasible, the 
neighborhood will work wi th the garden leaders to find a 
permanent site. The garden will remain at its present si te until 
the property is developed or an alternative site is found. Thus, the 
option set forth for this 9,700 square foot site is: 

• Retain the ite as a community garden if the garden leaders 
can obtain the property from the city. If this is not feasible, 
tl1e community garden wi ll remain there until such lime as 
the property is developed or a permanent site for tl1e garden 
is found. 

i 3 2 l CITY OF ST. LOU! 
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There is strong sentiment for additional pocket parks and green 
spaces throughout the neighborhood. Developers should be 
encouraged to incorporate such features when designing new 
projects. There are also opportunities to develop green spaces 
along the Grattan Street Parkway with multiple uses such as a 
garden or dog run. 
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Park Al'cnuc 

5.4 U e Guidelines 

In order to maintain and enhance the existing character of the 
Park Avenue Bu ines District, all new de\elopment hall be 
limited to residential and neighborhood commercial u e . 
Neighborhood commercial u es may include restaurants, retail 
stores, small busine ses and ofri ces, personal serve e tabli hments 
(e.g. d1y cleaners, hair salons, barber shops) , medical cl inics, day 
care centers and other incidental u es which will not create or 
become a nui ance or hazard to the surrounding uses or neigh
borhood. Typically, the neighborhood commercial uses would be 
located at street level or above, with residential uses ituated either 
above or to the rear of commercial uses. Care mu t be taken in 

the design of buildings to ensure that residents would not be 
impacted by commercial activitie . especially ervice-type 
commercial and restaurant uses. 

5.5 Streets and Parking 

Park Avenue is a wide street, me<L<;uring 64 feet in width between 
Mi i sippi and Dolman. There are two lanes of traffic, with 45 
degree angled parking on both sides. The idewalks, howerer. are 
quite narrow, only 8 feet wide. In the past, there has been orne 
interest in widening the idewalks to make them more "pedes
trian-oriented,'' as well as provide more pace to allow for 
outdoor dining in front of the restaurants. The dilemma, 
however, has been the loss of on- treet parking space that would 
result from reducing the street widtl1 in order to accommodate 
widening of the sidewalks. I Iowever, additional 45 degree angled 
parking at Park & Mississippi and parking around the new Plaza 
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will offset any perceived lo of 45 degree angled parking on Park 
Avenue. And,. ome ''tight parking" conve) to the vi itor tl1at the 
area is vibrant ~md exciting, \'ery much like the Central West End. 
\'is i to~ don't mind parking a block away from their farorite hop 
or re. taurant if they are made to feel safe and ecure and there are 
other pedestrian . . 

The Plan call for improrements to Park Arenue b~ \\ldenmg the 
sidewalks to a minimum of 15 feet in width but ideally to 18 feet. 
and reducing the parement to one eight-foot ,,;de parallel 
parking land and one travel lane in each direction. Along the 
sidewalk, new trees shall be planted, spaced in tree well. at a 
maximum of 30 feet apart. The trees would be interspersed witl1 
ne\\ decorative historic replica double-headed .treetlights to 
match the exi ti ng. Sidewalk areas in front of restaurants shall 
be designated for outdoor dining. 

BEFORE 

17.4 m (51') 

AFTER 

g ' ll'i (U 'J 

Example of a propost.'\l change tn trt>et sections · On.-gon Department of 
Transportation 
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5.6 Block Configuration Guidelines 

In the future development of land in the Park Avenue Business 
District, it is important to maintain the scale and size of new 
development so that it fits in well with existing development. One 
way to achieve this goal is to require that the configuration of 
individual blocks retain the original street grid of the area. In 
addition, the features of newly developed blocks shall mimic 
existing developed blocks, according to the following guidelines: 

• Each block must be framed by a public pedestrian walkway 
around the perimeter of the block with a new widened 
sidewalk of at least 15 feet in width, ideally 18 feet, with 
regularly spaced trees as noted in Section 5.5 above. 

• Curb cuts will not be penni !ted except for access to off-street 
parking as a temporary measure. 

• Off-street parking must be located to the rear of the build
ings, and screened from public view. Whenever possible, 
parking areas should be shared among businesses within the 
same block. Off-street parking areas must have at least three 
(3) percent of their interior area landscaped. This interior 
landscaping should consist mostly of trees. 

• Parking Structures will be subject to the same massing, lot 
configuration, building and material guides as commercial 
buildings. 

• Each block must have a rear alley, which has no sidewalks or 
setbacks. Generally, alleys on opposing blocks must align 
with one another, creating a secondary circulation pattern 
for off-street parking, sanitary and utility pmposes. 

• Trash dumpsters must be placed to the rear of the buildings 
and screened from view using planting materials and/or 
fencing. 

5.7 Lot Configuration Guidelines 

How buildings are placed on a particular lot has a major affect on 
the overall appearance and pedestrian orientation of a streetscape. 
In order to maintain the traditional commercial street character 
of Park Avenue, new buildings must be built to the sidewalk, with 
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no gaps ~ong the frontage. Accordingly, the following lot 
configura!ion guidelines shall apply to the Park Avenue Business 
District: : 

• Main: building facades must be placed on the front property 
line and extend the full width of the frontage along Park 

I Avenue. 
• Com~r buildings must extend along the secondary street the 

full Jidth of the lot. 
• No bJilding shall be erected on any lot or parcel or combina

tion rlf lots or parcels containing less than 50% of the 
I 

aggr~gate area. 
• No b~ilding or combination of buildings shall cover less 

than 35% of the aggregate land area of any lot or parcel or 
I 

combination of lots or parcels, which comprise the develop-
ment site. 

• A stre~t elevation must be submitted for approval at sche
matic design phase, showing the existing buildings immedi
ately ~djacent to the lots to be developed. 

• Lighting of any property must not cause visual glare toward 
resid~ntial property to passing motor vehicles. 

• New ~ouble-headed historic replica streetlights (per existing 
streetlights along Park Avenue) shall be installed along Park, 
Lafa~ette, Mississippi and Missouri Avenues. 

5.8 ~sting Historic and Non-Historic Buildings 

The existipg historic commercial buildings along Park Avenue 
are a precious resource not only to the Lafayette Square neighbor
hood, but to the entire city of St. Louis as well. Their mainte
nance and preservation is absolutely vital if the Park Avenue 
Business District is to be successful. 

In 1994, the LSRC adopted the Lafayette Square Historic District 
Code: Sta~~dards to Design and Construction. The Historic Code, 
adopted by the City of St.Louis in December 1994, sets forth design 
and construction regulations to renovation and restoration of 

I 

existing historic buildings in Lafayette Square. Accordingly, the 
renovatio~ and restoration of historic buildings in the Park 
Avenue Btisiness District shall follow the Historic Code. In 

' addition, \he renovation and redevelopment of existing non-
historic bl!ildings shall follow the Historic Code as well. 
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5.9 New Building Guidelines 

As noted in Section 5.8, the existing historic buildings along Park 
Avenue are a strong identifying feature of the Business District, 
and, as such, set the tone for future development. New develop
ment shall adhere to the following guidelines: 

• All new buildings shall be designed with a precedent example 
as the base. The example must be selected from the neigh
borhood, and identified and submitted for approval at the 
time of schematic design. 

• Buildings shall be composed of simple volumes, typically 
covered by flat or pitched roofs. Wider buildings (50 feet wide 
or more) must be broken down into a series of smaller 
elements or bays to match the rhythm of traditional historic 
storefronts. 

• Traditional commercial buildings typically have an orderly 
composition of windows and doors within each bay. The 
entrance bay should be the most important. 

• The principal fa~ade shall be divided into a base, middle and 
top. Adding height in the middle tier can create taller 
buildings. 

• Buildings shall be a maximum of three stories in height and 
a minimum of two stories. Buildings up to five stories may 
be considered but will require a variance from the City 
Planning Department. 

• First floor minimum floor-to-ceiling height should be 12 
feet. Upper floor minimum height should be 10 feet. 

• There should be a horizontal band of decorative molding at 
the division line between the base and the middle, as well as 
an expressed cornice line. 

5.10 New Building Materials 

In addition to the massing and design of new buildings, how well 
they fit in with the existing historic structures also depends upon 
the building materials used in their construction. All of the 
existing historic structures in the Park Avenue Business District 
are brick. In fact, most buildings within the entire Lafayette 
Square neighborhood and throughout much of St. Louis are brick 
as well. A few of these buildings, while constructed of brick, have 
stone or smooth stucco facades, especially in Lafayette Square. 
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These materials must be used in the construction of new build
ings, so that they fit well and complement the existing historic 
buildings. 

The following regulations shall apply to building materials used 
in new construction within the Business District: 

• Cladding materials on the primary and intermediate f~ade 
must be brick, stone or that which is common to the District. 

• For buildings that are not placed on a comer lot, the primary 
fa~ade cladding must return the comer a minimum of 36 
inches. 

• Comer buildings are considered to have two primary facades. 
• Painted surfaces must blend with the historic character of the 

surrounding neighborhoods, and be complementary to the 
brick or stone used on the fa~ade. 

• Four-inch wood or vinyl siding is acceptable on the rear of 
unexposed side facades only. 

• Ground floor windows should be large plate glass. Upper 
story windows should be "punched" vertical in proportion, 
and arranged in an orderly rhythm. 

• Traditional canvas awnings are recommended. They not 
only provide cover and outdoor display space, but they add 
color and serve as a transition between the storefront and the 
upper f~ade. The awnings must be sloped and fit the 
openings of the building on which they attach and not 
overlap the opening or multiple openings. 

• Signs must be placed above the transom area on the 
signboard area. Signage above the second story windows is 
not acceptable. 

• Generally, signs \viii be encouraged on awnings where they 
will not interrupt the storefront design proportions. 

CITY OF ST. LOUIS fr35ll 
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5.11 Street Level Transparency 

One of the most important elements of a pedestrian-friendly 
streetscape is the generous use of windows, allowing a pedestrian 
to see into various storefronts. This "transparency'' of the 
buildings makes the streetscape more visually interesting for 
passersby, while also allowing merchants to better advertise their 
merchandise or services by actually making the products visible to 
the passerby, with a minimum of signage. 

To ensure the visibility of pedestrian interactive uses and provide a 
more open and human-scaled architectural character along the 
sidewalk, the follow guidelines are set forth: 

• A variety of glass-to-wall ratios that reflect the different uses 
within a building are strongly encouraged. Typically, this is 
characterized as less glass-to-wall for residential use and 
upper floors, and more glass-to-wall for commercial uses. 

• Use awnings or canopies to reduce glare and reflections on 
storefront glass, and shade and weather protect the storefront 
displays as well as pedestrians standing or walking by the 
storefront. 

5.12 General Guidelines 

• As part of the streetscape design for Park Avenue, develop a 
lease and management plan for the outdoor dining area on 
the improved and expanded sidewalk. 

• Develop clearly demarcated areas for public seating vs. 
outdoor dining. 

• Develop guidelines for the design and operation of restaurant 
patios on public sidewalks. 
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5.13 Operations, Management and Maintenance 
i 

• Whenever different types of land uses are combined within a 
building or block, or are located next to one another, or are 
in cidse proximity to residential properties, certain nuisance 
probl¢ms may arise if not properly addressed. Certain types 
of commercial uses, especially eating or drinking establish
ments, may have greater impacts on surrounding land uses 

I than others. For example, restaurants draw larger numbers 
I 

of patrons during certain periods of the day, often requiring a 
grea4r number of parking spaces during these peak periods. 

I They also usually generate larger amounts of waste, odors, 
' and rioise than many types of general commercial or office 
I 

uses. 1And yet, by their very nature, restaurants play a crucial 
role ih adding to the overall vitality of a commercial district. 

Dining ouf has long been a major social event, enjoyed by a wide 
cross-section of the population. This is certainly true in Lafayette 
Square. I~ order to ensure that the existing and future mix of 

I 

uses co-exist within the Park Avenue Business District, the 
following ~easures are recommended: 

i 

• Support the formation of a Park Avenue Business District 
I 

Associ.ation, to oversee the management and maintenance of 
the area. 

I 

• The Park Avenue Business District Association needs to 
' resolve the interim "lack of parking" perception through a 

program such as the provision of valet parking and/or 
I 

marketing. 
' • Add sufficient trash bins in the alley behind Park Avenue and 

according to city ordinances. 
• Ensuie that waste removal is completed per city policy and 

operational requirements. 
• Be serlsitive to noise created by patrons sitting outside on 

nearby residences. Consider restricting outdoor seating after 
certain hours. 

' • New ~velopment should fund, wherever possible, neighbor-
hood improvements such as trash cans, streetlights, public 
benches, artwork, etc. 
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181h & Dolman Redevelopment Area 

6.1 Introduction 

Located in the northeastern comer of the Lafayette Square 
neighborhood, the 18m Street and Dolman area has suffered from 
rampant demolition before the neighborhood w~L~ de ignated an 
historic area. Currentl y, Dolman is heavily traveled by commuter 
traffic and has few residences that line the treet. With the 
creation of the Urban Plan and HOPE VI, Dolman was identified 
as a prime area for redevelopment. 

As intere tin Lafayette Square has i ncrea~ed over the last few 
vears and investors have began to redevelop some of the \'acant 
~tructures. new attention i being given to the large number of 
empty lots and derelict buildings located in the northeastern edge 
of the neighborhood. With the recent redevelopment plan and 
activity and the Grattan Street Parkway slated for completion by 
November 2002, the City of St. Louis Rede,·elopment Agency. 

Dolman Arenue hetween Chouteau Arenue and Park ·\\enue 
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which i the primal) owner of the lots on Dolman, \\ill he i. suing 
a Hequest for Proposal in order to develop new residential 
properties. 

It is the goal of the Pbn to provide a vi ion for these new resi
dences o that there i. a sense. or feeling, that these new resi
dences ha\'e been here "awhile" and do not tand apart from the 
rest of the neighborhood. Addttionally. public unprovements ha\e 
been identified that enhances and strengthens tillS quadr~mt of 
the neighborhood. 

The ew Construction Guidelines were de,·eloped in response to 
the impending di tribution of the Request for Proposal b} tl1e Cit! 
of St. Louis to pro. pective developers. The guidelines are intended 
to prc)\ide a clear and concise guide not only for the Dolman 
area. but any private de,·eloper con idering erecting any ne\\ 
residence \\ithin the neighborh(X>d. B~ establi~hmg gwdeline . 
the neighborhood encourages developers to be sensitive to the 
unique contextual architecture. The New Construction Guide
lines may be obtained from tl1e St. Louis Rede,elopment Agenc~ 
or the LSRC. 

CITY OF T Lot I~ 
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6.2 Design Options- Defining the Neighborhood 
Edge 

With the redevelopment of the Dolman area including new 
residences and the construction of the Grattan Street Parkway, 
there exists the opportunity to create a new, softer edge to this 
quadrant of the neighborhood and the ability to link the old with 
the new. An elegant, welcoming edge will also provide residents 
with usable, interactive space and create a unique look for the 
northeast quadrant of the neighborhood. 

1\vo potential development options were identified addressing 
these unique opportunities at the northern ends of 18th and 
Dolman Streets, respectively. Currently closed to thru traffic with 
concrete planters and bollards, the area lacks definition and is 
uninviting. Volunteers have done there best to "dress up" the area 
with plantings, but it is a transition area between the neighbor
hood and the point in which you begin to enter the "downtown" 

Figure I 'l 18th Street :\eighborhood Edge Option One 

CITY OF ST. LOCI 

area. A ne.v entry would define the neighborhood edge, link 
Dolman and 18th Streets and create a traditional ''Victorian 
Eclipse", producing a usable, inviting pace for residents and 
visitors. Both options would include intersecting 18th and 
Dolman Streets with a ·'ci rcular" road, thus creating a visually 
interesting space and defining a unique edge. The two options 
are as follows: 

Option 1: Develop a mirror or imilar-like building which 
currently exists on the east ide of entry street from Chouteau, 
thus creating a symmetrical entry. 

Option 2: Remove the exi ling building and create a "green 
space" on either side of the entry street from Chouteau. One of 
these entry sides could be used for a new communi~' garden. Or, 
the existing building could remain and a community garden 
nanking it on the other side of the entry street. 

Figure IS 18th Street 1\eighborhood Edge Option 1\vo 
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6.3 Use Guidelines 

An urban setting often has a mix of uses. The following are 
acceptable for the Dolman area: 

• A lot or parcel or combination of lots or parcels must be used 
to develop single family attached I detached or multi-family 
residential development. 

• Provide a site as shown on this plan for a small neighbor
hood school. 

• Provide one new commercial site as shown on this plan. 

6.4 Block Configuration Guidelines 

The redevelopment of !Sili and Dolman must be sensitive to the 
existing standards that exist in the neighborhood. The following 
block configuration guidelines are not new to the neighborhood, 
but merely document what exists and should be maintained. 

• Block configuration must retain the street grid as shown in 
this plan. 

• Each block must be framed by a public pedestrian walkway 
around the perimeter of the block with a sidewalk that is a 
minimum of 5 feet wide and a tree lawn that is at least 5 feet 
wide. 

• Vehicular curb cuts will not be permitted, except for alley
ways. 

• Each block must have a rear alley, which has no sidewalks or 
setbacks. Generally, these alleys on opposing blocks must 
align with one another creating a secondary circulation 
pattern for off-street parking, sanitary and utility purpose. 

6.5 Lot Configuration Guidelines 

• Lots are typically long and narrow with consistent front 
setbacks and shallow side setbacks. Houses are built to the 
side setback lines and appear evenly spaced, in regular 
rhythm along the street. New construction must observe this 
pattern of building spacing. Setback of buildings of a 
specific lot or parcel must be in accordance with the existing 
setback line. 
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• The placement of the individual buildings, or groupings of 
buildings, must be such that the street oriented urban 
character of the neighborhood is continued. 

• Bays and similar architectural projections may extend into 
required front yards a maximum of 4 feet; unenclosed 
porches may also extend into required front yards a maxi
mum of 8 feet. 

• A street elevation must be submitted for approval at sche
matic design sh01ving the existing buildings immediately 
adjacent to the lots to be developed. 

6.6 Existing Historic and Non-Historic Buildings 

• Renovation and restoration of historic buildings should 
follow the Lafayette Square Historic District Code: Standards 
for Design and Construction 

• Renovation and redevelopment of existing non-historic 
buildings should follow the Lafayette Square Historic District 
Code: Standards for Design and Construction 

6.7 Building Guidelines 

• All new buildings must be designed with a precedent example 
as the base. The example must be selected from the neigh
borhood, and identified and submitted for approval at the 
time of schematic design. 

• Most of the houses found in the neighborhood exhibit a 
consistency in their proportion and overall height. House 
facades can be divided into a number of zones: the founda
tion, the wall zone, the cornice zone and the roof zone. New 
houses should be based upon this design principle. 

• Front porches should be at the typical level above the street. 
• Floor to ceiling heights (minimum 10 feet) should be used 

to create consistent wall zones and cornice heights. 
• Building facades must not exceed a height of three stories. 

The ground floor should appear to be at least 4 steps above 
grade to allow for the basement. 

• The facades of the residential units must have a range of 
treatments of porches, balconies, window, doors, dormers, 
overhangs, materials, and trim colors to provide variety. 
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6.8 Building ~laterial 

• Cladding materiab on the primary and intem1ediate fa~ade 
must be brick, stone or that which is common to the street. 

• For buildings that are not placed on a corner lot. the primary 
fa~ade cladding material must return the corner a minimum 
of 36 inches. 

• Corner buildings are constdered to ha\·e two pnmary facades. 
• Painted urface, must blend with the hi. toric character of the 

urrounding neighborhood.!, and be complementary to the 
brick or tone u ed on the fa~ade. 

• Four-inch wood or rinyl ~iding i acceptable on the rear and 
unexposed side facades only. 

• Windows and doors must be con tructed of enher wood or 
modern materials. but must maintain an hi toric appear
ance. Clear and non-renectl\·e panel of gi3S.'I mu the u ed 
for windows and doors. Storm windO\\ and doors are 
allowable, provided they not detract from the fa~ade design. 

• Roofing material will be limited to slate. synthetic slate, 
asphalt or fibergla! shingles Dark colors are preferred. 

6.9 General Guideline 

• The existing Sah·atton Army butldmg and ite ~hould be 
. ubject to a detail ~tudy for it rede,·elopment. 

• At the Chouteau ;md 18d' Street Entrance, provide operable 
gates as described in C:hapter -1 . Proride entry features with 
operable gates at Dolman & Lafayette and 18m and Lafayette. 
As an interim measure. proride alternative landscaping other 
than barrels at alllocatiom. unilar to . treet clo. ure. in the 
C:entral West End. 

6. 10 Operations. Management and ~laintenance 

• Do not con ider opening Dolman & I '' until one year after 
the Grattan Street Park·way and the entrance, to 55/-t'l and 
the link onto 18d• Street are bUilt that the traffic ituation 
can be monitored and observed. The rE!.<Iident~ must approre 
any potential opening in that area as described in Chapter -1. 

• Once the Grattan Street Parkway i completed, close Dolman 
at both ends. 

• All treet intersection to be four-way top . 

CITY OF "'T I.Ot I~ 4 1 
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Chapter Seven 

Chouteau Avenue 

7.1 Introduction 

The Plan recommends that tl1e neighborhood and city address tlle 
land use and zoning issues along Chouteau Avenue. and has 
presented a number of options for tlle redevelopment of this area. 
Currently, the area is a mixture of residential housing, retail 
businesses, light-to-heavy industry including manufacturing and 
chemical processing and vacant lots. Because of the very nature 
of these competing interests, antagonism sometimes exists. The 
Plan seeks to create additional residential housing and businesses 
tl1at contribute and enhance tlle neighborhood, thereby eliminat
ing tlle negative impacts and environmental concerns that 
currently prevail. 

Chouteau Avenue is an east-west arterial that defines the northern 
edge of the historic district between jefferson and Dolman. The 
north entrances to the neighborhood are currently at Missowi. 
Mississippi and Dolman Streets, although Dolman will be closed 
once the Grattan Street Par~·way is completed. Chouteau is 
configured as a four-lane street with a shoulder/parking lane in 
each direction, and lined \vith sidewalks on both sides. 

Currently, the street is zoned to accommodate li ght to medium 
industry, west of the new loft housing. Several types of businesses 
operate on the section of Chouteau consisting of light to medium 
manufacturing, industrial and construction supply vendors, 
chemical distribution and processing, heavy trucking to rage 
ales and maintenance and office use. 

The new loft housing and the eastern portion of Chouteau are 
zoned for neighborhood commercial or residential uses. 

Due to current u es, few pedestrians walk down Chouteau, even 
though it i sidewalked on both ides. Additionally, it i not a 
particularly attractive street. with little or no landscaping except 
at a couple of the entrances to businesse . MacKay Street which 
once terminated at Chouteau now ends at llickory and is sur-

42 
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Chouteau Al'enue Lookmg East 

rounded by vacant loL'i and blocked by ci rcular concrete planters. 
Obviously, some of the goals that will be mentioned are long
term, however, it is important to document them and begin to 
work towards the redevelopment of lhis area, especially since new 
loft housing is expected to open near tlle entrance at Chouteau 
and Mi sissippi in 2002. 
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7.2 ew Loft Housing 

There are tv.ro redevelopment project.<; slated for completion in 
2002 tl1at will add nearly 200 residential unil5 to the neighbor
hood: 

• The Foam Factory Building at Mississippi and Hickory. 
• The Mississippi Loft Building at Mississippi between Hickory 

and LaSalle. Thi. project ,,;II al o incorporate a restaurant. 

Both buildings are one-to-two blocks north of Chouteau. Both 
project.<; will hou e market-rentlort apartment.<; and are expected 
to attract first-time renters to the ci~· that work in nearby 
dmmtown or within the neighborhood. These rentefll ,,;II 
frequent nearby restaurant.<; in the neighborhood and other type 
of bu inesses. They are also potential first-Lime homebuyers. For 

Fonner lndustnal Building, on \hss1 1pp1 \rcnuc Bemg Convened 11110 Loft llousmg 
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many, th i. will he their first experience living and working in a 
ci~· and first impression are critical if we expect them to sla~ and 
invest in inner city communi tie and neighborhoods. Although 
Lafayette Square h~L'i primarily been a ingle-family residential 
neighborhood. more people walking to the park and frequenting 
bu inesses trengthen people' sense of afety and security. 

The developers have to date and are expected to continue to work 
\\ith the neighborhood concerning parking issues and other 
matters that ma~ arise ,,;th uch large prOJecL'>. Both develope!'\ 
are working clo ely with Cultural Re ources and the neighbor
hood to en ure that their respective project.<; meet the require
men~ of the Hi tone Code. Additionally, it 1 recommended that 
the LSRC work with the developers in order to provide informa
tion relating to activities and history of the neighborhood tone\\ 
resident!. 
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7.3 Mississippi Avenue Parking 

Both projects will have surface lots within the confines of their 
respective properties, however, with increased visitors and a new 
restaurant, additional parking will be required. It is recom
mended that 45 degree angled parking be established on the west 
side of Mississippi from Chouteau to Park Avenue. Not only will 
this help to mitigate parking issues for visitors, but also it is 
expected to dramatically slow down speeding traffic on Missis
sippi. The eastern side of Mississippi \\~II remain parallel parking. 

Figure 16 Chouteau Option One 

7.4 Design Options 

The Plan recommends that an entrance gate similar to the one at 
Park & jefferson be installed at Chouteau and Mississippi, along 
with appropriate landscaping. The center of Chouteau should 
also be landscaped with a median to soften the harsh feel of the 
industrial buildings. \XIhen feasible, a separate entrance from 
Chouteau to the Loft projects should be constructed to help 
alleviate traffic on Missis ippi and to increase off-street parking. 

Figure 17 Chouteau Option 1\vo 

~~C~r~~~O~F~S~T~· ~L(~)~Ul~S---------------------------------------------------------
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Due to the infinite possibilities in this area, an urban designer 
could arrive at a number of options and conclusions. The 
neighborhood looked at three options as noted on Figure on 
previous page and below. Due to the long-tenn nature of tl1ese 
particular goals, it will be necessary for the neighborhood to 
monitor the redevelopment closely and will in all probability, re
\'isil this area again to review the option .. However, llts critical 
that the I<L'it remainjng lot at the corner of Mississippi and 
Chouteau (~lac Truck Leac;ing) i redeveloped as oon as po ible 
in order to provide a table environment for the new loft projects 
and send a positive message to visitors entering the neighborhood 
at this location. 

Figure 18 Chouteau Option Three 

D RAFT 

7.5 ew Land Use Guideline 

The Plan recommends the foiiO\\ing for the Chouteau Rede\·elop
ment area: 

• Re-zone current indu trial land uses to neighborhood 
commercial or re idential, as required east of ~lcKa} Place 

• Over time, work with the Aldennan and City to find alterna
tive sites for commercial uses that are not compatible \\ith a 
r~idential neighborhood. 

• The demolition of non-historic buildings \\ill be allowed. 
• Encourage high-tech busines es to relocate to thi area. 
• Improve pedestrian and \·ehicularconnecthil) along and 

through Chouteau A\'enue. 
• Chouteau Avenue should be redesigned to include landscape 

median . 
• Encourage the de\elopment of an entrance from Chouteau to 

the loft projects. 
• Provide metl1ods to reduce or eliminate. ound intru ion!> b) 

bu inesses 
• Bu ine s ignage should renect the histoncal character of the 

neighborhood. 
• All new con truction. lot configurations, block configura

tions. building guideline:, to follow the Dolman Rede\·elop
ment and Park Avenue Business Oi trict guideline as well ;L<; 
the Historic Code. 
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Chapter Eight 

Lafayette Avenue Entrances 

8.1 Introduction 

Lafayette Avenue is an east-west street running through the 
neighborhood from jefferson on the west to Dolman, and the new 
Grattan Street Parkway on the east. Although it is a wide street, 
the land uses, residential properties and Lafayette Park, dictate 
that it should be treated as a local street. Once the Grattan Street 
Park'way is completed, it is imperative that commuter traffic be 
directed to use tl1e Grattan Street Parkway into downtown. (See 
Circulation Element Chapter 9). Although medians were not 
considered viable options for use around Lafayette Park, tl1e use of 
a median on Lafayette between 18111 and the Grattan Street 
Parkway is required to soften the look of the new freeway inter
change on-and-off ramps to 44155. There i also housing that i 
being renovated that faces the freeway ramps. Another median 

Figure 19 Lafayette /18th Street Option One 

may be required at the entrance to Lafayette from Jefferson in 
order to narrow the street and infom1 motorists tl1at they are 
entering a residential neighborhood. At botl1 entrances, entrance 
features similar to the Park &Jefferson entrance are to be erected. 

8.2 Design Options 

Currently on tl1e Lafayette/jefferson entrance, there are two vacant 
lots, in which the alderman and neighborhood are trying to 
interest appropriate neighborhood businesses. Due to the smaller 
lot size , it has been difficult to market this corner, although it is 
next to a freeway off-ramp. The Lafayette/18111 Street offers the 
best site for a number of neighborhood friendly businesses and 
again. it is located next to the freeway on-off ramps, which makes 
it a prime location for redevelopment. The neighborhood should 
begin now to begin marketing this prime area once the 55/44 
interchange is completed. Both options are show on Figures 
below. 

Ftgure 20 Lafayette / 18th Street Option 1\\'o 

4 6 \[ ~C=ITY~O~F=S~T.~L=O~U~I ~~~-------------------------------------------
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Figure 21 Lafayettc/]effcrson Option One F1gure .:!2 Lafayette/]effer.;on Opuon1\m 
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Chapter Nine 

Circulation Element 
(Vehicular & Pedestrian) 

9.1 Introduction 

Due to its proximity to downtown and the interstate freeway 
system, streets throughout the neighborhood are currently u ed as 
convenient commuter routes. Excessive speeds impo e undue 
hardship and unsafe conditions for pedestrians. on local
delivery truck contribute to noise and air pollution and cause 
damage to the foundations and structures of historic buildings. 
This is due to the effects of ground vibration by heavy vehicle on 
buildings that pre-date current building codes. 

Once completed, the Grattan Street Parkway will help to alleviate 
a large percentage of the north/south interstate commuter traffic 
that currently uses neighborhood streets. However, there is little 
evidence to suggest that non-freeway commuters will change their 
driving habits and will continue to use tl1e neighborhood as tl1eir 
first choice for entering and exiting the central city. Additionally, 
with the redevelopment of the HOPE VI project, old City Hospital, 
the Park Avenue Business District and over 250 new residential 

Wide Streets Around the Park Invite Speedmg 

4 8 Cin' O F ST. LOCI 

units within the neighborhood over the next few years, traffic is 
expected to increase, especially along the east-west corridors of the 
neighborhood. The neighborhood can sustain increased traffic; it 
is the speed and the unlawful operation of vehicles that handicaps 
the neighborhood. 

The streets around Lafayette Park were originally designed as 
parade routes and are extremely wide which contributes to 
peeding. (Park- 70', Lafayette- 65', Missouri - 51 ', Mississippi 

- 70'). Pedestrians feel un afe, even when crossing at intersec
tions. And, excessive noise due to speeding vehicles and non-local 
delive1y trucks reduce social interaction between neighbor and 
make even taking a walk an unpleasant experience. Thus, 
residents on these street<; are inclined to stay indoors or in their 
backyards. 

A general assessment with respect to vehicular and pedestrian 
traffic has been made of the streets, pedestrian ways and circula
tion conditions. Traffic counts were not provided, or taken for this 
analysis, however, the existing conditions were observed and 
reviewed in conjunction with existi ng infrastructure and informa
tion that was gathered from avai lable public ources including 
the I lOPE \1 traffic study. 
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Chapter Nine 

9.2 Goals 

The Plan proposes a series of improvements to streets that 
provides for a balanced, safe and efficient use of the current 
pedestrian and vehicular system. These changes reflect a 
goal of enhancing the continued revitalization of Lafayette 
Square to make sure that it remains a vibrant and thriving 
neighborhood. In developing these changes, the objectives below 
were followed: 

• Lafayette Square is a predominantly residential neighbor
hood. 

• Lafayette Square is an urban pedestrian-oriented neighbor
hood. 

• Streets must be designed and operated for maximum 
pedestrian comfort and safety. 

• All ADA requirements must be met and/or exceeded. 
• Conflicts between automobiles and pedestrians must be 

minimized. 
• Increase pedestrian safety and thus, neighborhood safety and 

security. 

The Plan states that the current grid system should be retained. 
Streets, other than those already closed to thru-traffic or slated for 
closure in the future (Dolman) should remain open. The intent 
of the changes to the circulation system encourages vehicle 
movement to respect the character, quality and "sense of place" 
that makes Lafayette Square so unique, rather than to impede 
motorists through a network of mazes. 

9.3 Street Classifications 

The Plan describes three classes of public streets in the neighbor
hood based solely on function: local, collector and major arterial. 
Width was not considered a factor since adjacent land use is 
residential, except for the Park Avenue Business District. Even 
there, the operation of the vehicle dictates how the pedestrian will 
experience shopping, strolling or dining outdoors. 

DRAFT 

Local streets within the neighborhood are used primarily to serve 
as access to residential sites that abut them. Collector streets are 
used to move vehicular traffic in and out of the neighborhood 
and to provide access to residential units that abut them. As 
stated above, collector streets should be treated as local for two 
reasons: 1, the primary use is residential and 2, pedestrians 
require safe access to Lafayette Park, the primary recreation center 
for the neighborhood. 

All streets within the neighborhood are local, except for Lafayette, 
Mississippi and Park Avenues, which are collectors. 

The primary function of arterial streets is to move large volumes 
of traffic to other areas of the city and to serve as transportation 
corridors for commercial vehicles. These streets which surround 
the neighborhood are Jefferson, Chouteau and the Grattan Street 
Parkway. 

9. 4 Traffic Calming Measures & Recommendations 

Due to timing issues with projects yet to be completed and 
funding requirements for certain measures, the following 
recommendations are categorized into phases: 

Phase 1 

• Speed limits should be consistent throughout the neighbor
hood and reflect the residential character. Pedestrians using 
Lafayette Park, the primary recreation center, should feel safe 
and secure crossing intersections. Therefore, speed limits on 
all streets should be posted at 25 MPH. 

• To discourage commuters in the south city area from using 
the neighborhood simple as a convenient by-pass, a No Left 
Thm 7-9 AM should be posted on Gravois onto Mississippi. 
Commuters should use Jefferson, Grattan or Thcker as the 
arterials designated by city to enter and exit downtown. 

• No Trucks (except for local delivery) should be posted on all 
streets leading into the neighborhood. Truck Route Signs 
should be posted directing such vehicles to the appropriate 
arterials as designated by the city. 

CITY OF ST. LOUIS lf49ll 
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Chapter Nine 

• All collector intersections to have four-way stops. Consider 
painting "STOP" prior to the pedestrian crosswalk. 

• Paint "STOP" at the intersection of Mississippi and Hickory 
before the stop sign. 

• Crosswalks should be clearly indicated at all collector 
intersections including local side streets that abut collectors. 

Phase 2 

• Once the city portion of the Grattan Street Parkway i 
completed, designate a No Left 1\.trn from the 18tll Street exit 
on 44 onto Lafayette. Commuters should be forced to turn 
right and proceed to Grattan. Motorists wishing to enter the 
neighborhood may exit 44 at jefferson. 

People Come Fir..t 
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• Designate clearly that collector streets are one Jane in each 
direction, thereby slowing motorists. Due to the width of the 
streets around the Park, the natural inclination is to speed. 
And, some motorists on Park and Mississippi often pass on 
the right, endangering residents and other motorists. 

• Designate bike lanes around Lafayette Park, connecting into 
downtown and the bike Jane recently designated on Russell 
Avenue. 

• Designate 45 degree angled parking on Mississippi (52" 
wide) , west side only, from Chouteau to Park. 

• Designate a No Left Thrn 3-6PM westbound on Chouteau 
onto Mjssi ippi once the Grattan Street Parkway is com
pleted from Lafayette to Chouteau. 

• Designate 45 degree angled parking around the perimeter of 
Lafayette Park at all times during all days, park side only, 
except for the portion of Park between Benton Place and 
Mississippi Avenue. This will help to reduce speedjng and 
promote additional parking for the Park Avenue Business 
District. 

• Upon completion of the Grattan Street Parkway from 
Lafayette to Chouteau, re-route Bi-State 80 bus line to Park 
Avenue in both di rections. Currently, the southbound leg of 
the route runs on Mississippi, one of the fe-.v remaining 
cobblestone streets in the city. Due to the damage caused by 
the vibration of the heavy vehicles, the northbound leg was 
routed to Park Avenue some years ago. With the redevelop
mem of the Park Avenue Business District, it only makes 
ense to have the bus run on both sides of Park Avenue, 

where ridership will increase and accessibi lity and safety wi ll 
improve. 

Example- ':15 Degree Parking and Parallel Parking in Central West End 
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Phase 3 

• In tall cros1;walks with materials such as brick pavers, 
beginning with the Park Avenue Busines District, proceeding 
to all four-way intersections around Lafayette Park, then 
local . treets abutting the collector treets, and then to the 
remaining treets. 

• At Lafayette and jefferson. Park & Grattan and Lafayette at 
the 44155 interchange, in tall islands (short median ) to 
narrow the streels and indicate to motorists that they are 
entering a residential neighborhood. 

• The neighborhood feels strongly that the stree~ around 
Lafayette Park, which were originally designed as parade 
routes. hould retain their character and histone ~ignifi
cance. Therefore. medians are not appropriate. I lowever. a 
review of traffic calming de, 'ices uch <L~ intersection bulb or 

Example- Street Closure111th Landscapmg 111 the C.emral \\~tEnd 
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pedestrian islands may be required in the future if the above 
improvemenl'l do not markedly improve safet). 

• Remove barrel-planter barners at closed streets. sub~tttutmg 
wi th aesthetically appropriate planters uch as those found in 
the Central \X'e. t End. 
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Chapter Ten 

Lafayette Park 

10.1 Introduction 

Due to budget restraints, the neighborhood could not undertake 
an analysis of Lafayette Park during the urban plan process for 
the neighborhood. And. because the i ues confronting the park 
are unique and since it is uch an important asset to the neigh
borhood and city, it is deserving of its own asse sment. However, 
certain recommendations came forth from the Plan concerning 
Lafayette Park. These recommendations along with a brief 
history, existing condi tions and recent improvements are noted 
below. 

10.2 Park Histo1y 

The land bounded by Park, Mississippi, Lafayette and Missouri 
Avenues know today as Lafayette Park originally part of the St. 
Louis Common. When the Common was divided by an ordinance 
entitled "Concerning tl1e Common" approved March 25, 1836. 
this 29.95 acre tract of land was reserved for general and unspeci
fied use as a "public square, subject to such rules and regulations 
as the mayor and board of alderman may, from time to time, 
make, in relation thereto ... " 

IL was separated from the Common in 1844 but it was not until 
1851 that it was formally dedicated as a park under tlle nan1e 
"Lafayette Square.' ' This name became associated with the 
neighborhood surrounding the park and has remained the name 
of the neighborhood even though the park itself was renamed 
"Lafayette Park" in 1854. 

Lafayette Park is the fi rst public park in the City of St. Louis, the 
oldest public park in Mi ouri and perhaps one of the oldest west 
of the Missi ippi River. 

The ordinance of 1851, which dedicated the land to park purposes 
also established a Board of Improvement to administer it. This 
board consisted of five members: the Mayor, who was chairman, 
the City Engineer and three citizens who owned property and 

CITY OF ST. LOU 52 
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resided in the vicinity of the park. The Board was authorized to 
employ a manager for the park, to prescribe rules and regulations 
concerning use and control and to adopt plans to enclose and 
improve the park. 

Under the admin istration of th is independent board, the park was 
transformed from a nearly treeless, unfenced and underdeveloped 
tract of land into a sophi ticated urban park which was furnished 
with trees, extensive landscaping, buildings, lakes, pavi lions, gas 
lighting, public monuments and an extensive system of paved 
walks and roadways. A monumental iron fence and stone gates 
were added which typified tl1e importance the general public gave 
to urban parks during the last half of the 19m century. 

At some point after 1874, the Board of Improvement was dissolved 
and management of the park becan1e the responsibility of the City 
Parks Department, where it remains today. 

Early Photos of the Park 
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Monetary support for the park over the years has ranged from 
public funding, taxes on real property on residents living near the 
park, private donations, bonds and private gifts. Today, public 
funds finance the upkeep of the park with help from private 
donations the neighborhood is able to raise and the volunteer 
labor efforts of Lafayette Square residents. 

In 1896, a devastating tornado destroyed much of the park. 
knocking down nearly eve1y tree, the band pavilion, and other 
gazebos and formal gardens. Along with the decline of the 
neighborhood went the park. It wasn't until the 1970's that 
residents, with the help of the city, began to restore some of its past 
grandeur, including the park house, duck gazebo, restoration of 
the wrought iron fence and other beautification projects. Today, 
many neighborhood residents pend countless hours volunteering 
their time to help beautify and maintain the park. 

DRAFT 

Lafayelte Park Lake Today 
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Chap ter Ten 

P LAN 

Original Park Pol icc Station - Now Neighborhood Headquarters 

10.3 Existing Conditions 

Lafayette Park is actively maintained by the St. Louis Parks 
Department although limited funding restricts the scope and size 
of major improvements. The park makes a first good impression 
on the first time visitor, but the tme condition of the park is a 
different stOiy. The natural features, the terrain, tree inventory as 
well as the man-made features such as the fence, buildings, 
monuments and infrastructure are all in decline and require 
major repairs and! or complete renovation, as follows: 

• Soil is compacted and in some areas, eroded. Standing water 
is a common problem during heavy rains. 

r;=/.l Cln' O F ST. LOUIS 0 Lufuyf/1( Sq1111rf 1/Jrtori,· ,\ nghb11rhood 

• Many trees, especially mature ones, need pruning. Many 
others should be removed because they are dangerous or are 
not suitable for the location. Overcrowding is also a 
problem. 

• The mechanism anchoring the fence posts to the ground has 
failed in many places and sections of the fence would fal l if 
they were not connected to other sections capable of support
ing them. Evety post should be removed and installed 
properly. 

• Many pieces are missing from tl1e fence, including the entire 
base section at one point. 

• Fourteen of the 42 iron gates are missing. Many parts of tl1e 
remaining gates are broken or missing. 

• The Park House is in generally good repair. The electrical 
system should be upgraded and the interior shows signs of 
wear. The slate roof has been replaced with asphalt shingles. 
The roof flagpo le and some ornamentation have been 
removed. 

• There are several important monuments in the park, which 
are in need of conservation. The Washington bronze cast by 
Hubard from the original marble by Houdon is missing its 
walking stick and is in serious need of conservation. The 
base is stained. The Benton by Harriett Hosmer needs 
repatinization and attention to a developing rust boil. The 
bases of the Revolutionary War cannons have deteriorated 
and the metal needs conservation. The limestone urn is 
beginning to spall at the joint between tl1e base and bowl. 

• The lake has been greatly improved by having the subsiding 
retaining wall replaced but the overflow is not able to drain 
the lake adequately when needed and gaps in the retaining 
wall allow capillary action to bring water to the surface of the 
bank surrounding the lake, which creates a muddy area at 
the lake's edge. The water inflow pipe should be lowered to 
make it less visible. The lake water intake supplying water to 
tl1e fountain frequently sops up wi th debris requiring the lake 
to be drained for cleaning. The water quali ty is poor. 

• The lower lake or lagoon needs to be dredged. Many of the 
mineral blossom rocks lining the edges of the lake and 
flowerbeds are missing or loose. Some paths are completely 
covered by erosion from the surrounding beds. Repairs to the 
drain from the lagoon evidently have fa iled because a 
sinkhole has developed where the repairs were made. 
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• The arched support for the iron bridge over the lagoon i 
intact but tl1e ironwork connecting tlle bridge deck to tlle 
arch support is missing ancVor patched. The concrete deck 
may be losing strength. The ornamental handrail has been 
replaced with pipe railing that is in good repair. Decorative 
urns are missing from their bases, and the bases are cracked 
due to water penetration. The northern bridge approaches 
are being undermined by erosion. 

• Many of the pathways need to be replaced with asphalt. 
• Underground water pipes break frequentl y. 
• Restroom facilities in tlle park are inadequate. 
• The Boathouse is structurally sound but incapable of 

achieving its potential to become a popular and useful 
meeting/recreational faci lity even though it is air-condi
tioned, has a wood-burning nreplace and is favorably 
located. Inadequate restrooms, electrical outleLc; and no 
kitchen facility do not lend to a pleasant environment. 

• Freeway cobra lighting has replaced the original lighting. 
ot only is it historically inaccurate, the light does little to 

light tlle pathways since tl1e light can not filter through tlle 
canopy of trees. This makes for extremely unsafe conditions. 

• The original base of the band shell remains but the structure 
has never been replaced. 

• There is no irrigation system for planting beds. 

Recent improvemenl'i to tlle park include tl1e following: 

• A children's playground hac; been installed. 
• The cast iron fence was repaired, new pear points in tailed 

and the fence painted. 
• Reconstruction of the lake retaining wall was made during 

the year 2000. 
• Air conditioning was added to tlle Park House and 

BoatHouse. 
• ew trash receptacles were added in the year 200 I . 
• Portions of the perimeter driveways have been improved. 
• Flowerbeds including those that surround tlle monuments 

have been re-landscaped during the last few years by 
residents and funding from the LSRC. 
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10.4 Recommendations 

It is possible to restore Lafayette Park to its place among tl1e top 
rank of hi toric and important urban parks in tl1e nation and it 
should be the duty of the neighborhood, in cooperation with tl1e 
city, to make this goal a reality. In order to accompli h this task, 
tlle following tep should be taken: 

• Prepare a preliminary survey of eveJY natural and man
made feature in the park. 

• Document the hi tory and development of the park by 
accumulating maps, records, photographs and drawings 
pertaining to tlle park and its features. 

• Prepare a master plan with tlle aid of residents, interested 
parties, landscape architects, engineers and the city to reach 
a consen us on the future of tlle park. 

• Form a "Friends of the Park" in order to obtain private and 
public funds, write grants and begin a capital fundraising 
campaign. 

• Consider creating a eparate entity to oversee and manage 
the project. 

Lafayette Park Children's Playground, completed 10 1998. 
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Implementation Element 

11.1 Introduction 

In order to move the Plan from a concept to a reality, action items 
must be rigorously pursued on a daily basis, yet the implementa
tion plan must also be flexible enough to respond, based upon a 
rational decision-making process, to opportunities that will arise 
over the course of time. This chapter describes the action items, 
approximate timelines for completing projects, approximate costs 
for certain projects and potential funding mechanisms. 

11.2 Project Timeline 

All of the following action items are in addition to the typical 
issues and needs that have to be addressed as part of the on-going 
operations and management of the neighborhood. The following 
list identifies the commencement date of each of the projects or 
process: 

Immediate Action Items (Year One) 
• Complete Master Plan Report. 
• Develop cost estimates for public improvements/projects. 
• Develop a detailed implementation plan with assigned 

responsibilities/schedule. 
• Presentation to necessary boards including the City Planning 

Commission 
• Amend necessary redevelopment areas and plans. 
• Amend zoning to Neighborhood Commercial for eastern 

portions of Park and Chouteau. 
• Approval of necessary ordinances by Board of Alderman 
• Ensure all three sections of Grattan Street Parkway are 

planned and constructed in an appropriate and coordinated 
manner. The Interstates 44155 intersection is a high priority. 

• Coordinate with City and developer of Wire Works to plan the 
Park Avenue Plaza. 

• Continue the development of a coordinated landscape and 
lighting program including budget and implementation 
schedule for the neighborhood trees. 

• Develop the Lafayette Square Pattern Book. 

• Coordinate with City Street Department in order to imple
mentiPhase I of the Circulation Element. 

• Write I grants and form partnerships to secure the necessary 
fundihg for the next phase of planning as well as a few 

I 

selected projects. 
• Develbp partnerships with surrounding neighborhoods, 

busidesses and institutions with the intention of providing 
I ' 

an integrated and coordinated redevelopment of the area. 
• The rleighborhood to retain a full-time mid-level Neighbor

hood bevelopment Specialist. 

Medium~ Term Action Items (Year 1\vo- Five) 
I 

• Commence implementation of landscape and lighting 
progr~ for the neighborhood streets. 

• Complete the construction of the Hope VI project area. 
• Exte~d historic boundary of neighborhood east to Grattan St. 
• Zone former highway right-of-way at Lafayette and. 18th 

Streei to Neighborhood Commercial 
• Complete the construction of the Park Avenue Plaza. 
• Corruhence the Park Avenue Business District Streetscape. 
• Retaih a consultant team to complete the detail design & 

consttuction drawings. 
I • 

• Develop a funding plan. 
I • 

• Ensure all necessary public approvals. 
• Coimhence the Restoration of Lafayette Park. 
• Retain a consultant to complete a Master Plan. 
• Develop an implementation plan and cost estimates. 
• Writeigrants for implementation 
• Creal¢ a "Friends of Lafayette Park". 
• Coordinate the completion of the Loft Projects. 
• Writelgrants for particular projects identified in the Urban 

Plan.i 
• Develop plans to commence Phases 2 & 3 of the Circulation 

Elem~nt. 
! 

Long-Tehn Action Items (Year Six- Ten) 
I 

• Continue restoration of Lafayette Park. 
I 

• Deve\op and Implement a Public Realm Improvement Plan 
(medians, cross-walks, entrances, re-surfacing, sidewalks, 
furniture, etc) 

• Retain a consultant team to complete detail drawings, 
design, cost estimates for Lafayette Park. 

• Deve\op a funding plan and implementation plan. 
lls611~C~ITY~O~F~ST~.~L~O~U~IS~~~--------------~•~~EfimJ!mtlr~eMMihH~~~~~a~ey~p~~hlh~·e~~~prrea~•M~s.~-D--RA---F==T=--
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11.3 Estimated Project Costs 

Project Name 

Park Avenue Plaza 

Entry Features 

18ili SUChouteau 

Victorian Eclipse 
18ilifDolman 

Intersection/Traffic 
Calming Measures 

Lighting 

Lafayette Park 

Community Garden 

MISC. 

TOTAL 

DRAFT 

Chapter Eleven 

Description Amount 

Land Acquisition $350,000 
Plaza & Fountain 150,000 
Sidewalk Widening 250,000 
Tree Planting & Wells 50,000 
Public Furniture 50,000 
Pedestrian Intersection 75,000 
Architectural & Engineering 45,000 

At all entrances to neighborhood 
As described in Plan 300,000 

Construct Pennanent Entry Feature 75,000 

Connect Dolman & 18ili 150,000 
Architectural & Engineering 8,000 

Brick Pavers at all intersections 180,000 
Traffic Calming Measures 250,000 
Architectural & Engineering 21,000 

Historic Pedestrian Lighting 2,750,000 

Approx. Costs to restore 2,750,000 
Architectural & Engineering 150,000 

Create Garden 35,000 
Architectural & Engineering 2,000 

500,000 

$8,141,000 

CITY OF ST. LOUIS ~ 
Lafaytllt Sq1fare Historic Ntighborhood U 
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Chapter Eleven 

11.4 Potential Funding Mechanisms 

The following briefly describes potential funding sources for the 
projects mentioned above. 

Tax Increment Financing 

Tax Increment Financing (TIF) is a funding mechanism 
designed to help finance certain eligible improvements to property 
in designated redevelopment project areas (TIF districts) by 
utilizing the new or incremental tax revenues generated by the 
project after completion. Under TIF, property taxes within the TIF 
District are frozen for up to 23 years, the property owners then 
make Payments In Lieu of Taxes (PILOTS) to a "special alloca
tion fund". Additionally, 50% of any new local Economic Activity 
Taxes (WS) generated from the project are also paid to the fund. 
EATS include local sales taxes, gross receipts taxes, earnings taxes 
and utility taxes. 

The proceeds of the fund are then used to reimburse the developer 
for eligible project costs or to retire loans, bonds, debentures or 
other indebtedness issues by a municipality or county to pay for 
the improvements. 

Eligible project costs are the total of all reasonable or necessary 
costs incurred, or estimated to be incurred and any costs inciden
tal to a redevelopment plan or project or a combination of 
projects within the District. Specifically, these costs include, but 
are not limited to: 
• Costs of studies, surveys and plans. 
• Professional service costs (architectural, engineering, legal, 

financial, etc.). 
• Property assembly costs (acquisition, demolition, clearing 

and grading). 

• Costs of r~habilitating, reconstructing, and remodeling of 
existing structures. 

I 

• Costs of construction of public works. 
• Financin~ costs, including issuance interest and reserves. 

The City may designate redevelopment projects and adopt tax 
increment findncing by passage of local ordinances. Local 
governments rtpproving redevelopment projects utilizing tax 
increment fimmcing must make findings that the designated area 

I 
would not be privately developed, absent the availability of the 
incentive. Additionally, the redevelopment area must be deter-

' mined by the local government body as a "blight area", a 
"conservation:area", an "economic development area" or any 
combination. I Tax Increment Financing may be used only when 
there is evidedce that the redevelopment would not occur without 
it and where the project area qualifies as a blighted, conservation, 
or economic qevelopment area. 

Federal Transportation Funds 

Such monies may be utilized for any improvement to the roadway 
' that "calms" traffic or increases the safety of the pedestrian, i.e., 

pedestrian strJet lighting. Project applications are made to the 
East-West CoJrdinating Council. 

Public & Private Grants 

The neighborhood may apply for a multitude of public and 
private granJ

1 
although the majority is for improvements to 

public parks and green spaces. 
I 

Capital Fundraising Campaign 
I 

For Lafayette fark, consider forming a Not-For-Profit agency that 
would oversee park improvement projects and solicit funds from 
private doner5 and corporations. 

~sslj~C~ITY~~O~F~ST~.~L~O~U~IS~~~------------------------------------------------
Lajayelle Sq11an Historic Neighborhood 
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Chapter Twelve 

Future Impacts 

12.1 Demographic/Economic Impacts 

The 2000 census showed a population of 1, 761 residents in the 
neighborhood. Based on new residential units currently under 
construction and those planned for the future, it is anticipated 
300-350 new residents will be added over the next decade. This 
number could increase by another 100-150 if any other large
scale projects are proposed. Although there are still a few 
remaining single-family parcels scattered throughout the 
neighborhood, the only appropriate area for new construction 
that would add significant population is the Chouteau corridor. 
As described in Chapter 7, there are many opportunities there for 
mixed-use projects. 

The three new loft projects (Foam Factory Building, Mississippi Loft 
Building and the Wireworks Building), which are all market-rate 
apartments, will add approximately 230 new units. It is expected 
that the majority of these one and two-bedroom units will be in
habited by one individual. For many, it will be their first experience 
living and working in the city, since it is expected that most will be 
employed in the downtown area or the neighborhood. Market analy
sis perforroed by the developers of these loft apartments also show 
that these residents' disposable income is much higher than aver
age and they would dine out an average of 3-4 times per week. If 
their experience living and working in the city is positive, it is likely 
that they will, in the future, want to buy a home, either here in the 
neighborhood or perhaps the Gate District, Soulard or Benton Park, 
continuing to strengthen the Near Southside. 

The Park Avenue Business District will add approximately 350 new 
jobs over the next decade with the addition of new restaurants, shops 
and office space. The I-44155 Interchange site is a prime location 
for a mixed-use development or office space. This interchange link
ing the new Grattan Street Parkway to the freeways is expected to be 
completed by 2005. The Chouteau corridor, depending on the type 
of new development, could possibly add another 500 new jobs. It is 
expected that other than some service-level jobs, most new employ
ment will be high-tech and oriented to professional services, thereby 
greatly adding to the tax base for the neighborhood and city. 

DRAFT 

12.2 Environmental Compatibility 

There are no known negative environmental impacts. In fact, 
commercial office uses will eventually replace the light-to
medium industrial uses that have existed for several decades. 
This will greatly reduce noise pollution. The Circulation Element 
proposals in this report to not impede nor circumvent any 
motorist from using the neighborhood, thereby negatively 
impacting other neighborhoods. It is anticipated that over the 
course of the next few years, the environmental quality will 
improve. At this time, there are no known expansion plans for 
any major business. 

12.3 Infrastructure/Public Facilities Impacts 

There.are no known impacts on the existing infrastructure within 
the neighborhood. Any new development will be required, as 
according to present city ordinances, to conforro to all regulations 
concerning parking requirements, electrical and pluming, waste 
management, telephone lines, etc. 

Lafayette Park, as described and recommended in Chapter 10 of 
this report, is expected to undergo a number of improvements and 
enhancements over the course of the next ten years. This program 
will ensure that the park will be able to withstand an expected in
crease in use. 

12.4 Conformance with City's Comprehensive Plan 

The Plan conforms to the city's Comprehensive Plan. Although 
the HOPE VI project, Phase VI, encompasses part of the northeast 
quadrant of the neighborhood, both the neighborhood and HOPE 
VI are working closing together to ensure a product that will 
conforro to HUD guidelines and those ordinances governing the 
historic district. 

12.5 Recommend Land Use/Zoning Changes 

All land (parcels) within the historic district shall be zoned with 
accordance with the guidelines and recommendations noted in 
previous elements of this report. The Plan allows flexibility in 
certain areas such as the Chouteau corridor and Park Avenue 

~~ 
CITY OF ST. LOUIS 5 9 
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Chapter Twelve 

Business District, however, all uses should be compatible with 
residential housing as noted in previous chapteiS and continue to 
enhance and strengthen the residential character of the neighbor
hood. In all planned developments, whether residential or 
cdmmercial, the neighborhood expects that the design of projects 
conform to the Historic Code and New Construction Guidelines. 
However, a variety of features such as richly landscaped common 
open space, recreation facilities, artwork, gardens, outdoor dining 
areas, offstreet parking and other amenities are encouraged to be 
incorporated into the design. 

11 6 oii~CI~TY~O~F~S~T~.~LO~lli~S---------------------------------------------------
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The Lafayette Square Restoration Committee 

Mission Statement 

The LSRC is a not-for-profit organization 
which seeks to facilitate the preservation 
and redevelopment of Lafayette Square, re
specting its special historic character and 
enhancmg its overall livability. 

The purposes of the LSRC are: to foster 
community improvement, to encourage res
toration and preservation, to re-establish 
Lafayette Pari< as a focal point, to stabilize 
the neighborhood, to foster civic pride, to 
acquire property to further its goals, and to 
encourage and support legislation for pres
ervation, restoration, and improvement of 
the area. 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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Operational Framework 

The structural and philosophical context 
within which the LSRC wor1<s to fulfill its 
mission enables the residents of the neig;h
borhood to focus action in the followmg 
areas: 

Restoration, Preservation, Improvement, 
Development, Stabilizing the Neighbor
hood, Encouraging a Sense of Community, 
Promoting Lafayette Square, Maximizing 
OrganizationalEfficiencyandEffectiveness. 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
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Introduction 

This Long Range Plan serves as a blueprint 
for the ongoing development of Lafayette 
Square. It takes into account the changing 
strengths and opportunities which now and 
in the future will affect the ability of the 
LSRC to fulfill its mission. It is intended for 
use by the community as a means by which 

preservation values, civic cooperation, and 
nei(Shborhood involvement can help shape 
policies, plans and development. I tis meant 
to be shared with current and prospective 
business owners, realtors, developers, city 
planners, and leaders of the immeaiate and 
expanded community. 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
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Photo courtesy of Missouri Historical Society, St. Louis. J. W. Dunn, Sr., photographer. 

The Village of St. Louis, founded by Pierre 
Laclede in 1764, was at different times un
der Spanish and French control, but became 
part of the United States in 1803 when Tho
mas Jefferson and Napoleon Bonaparte 
signed the Treaty of Cession, part of the 
Louisiana Purchase. 

The area now known as Lafayette Square 
began as part of the common ground used 
as pasture and farm land in the French settle
ment of the Village of St. Louis. The area 
eventually developed into the most presti
gious residential neighborhood in the city. 

The focal point of the neighborhood is 
Lafayette Park, a 30 acre tract which was 
created in 1836 as the first city park in St. 
Louis. It remains the only land within the 
city limits never to have been under private 
ownership; and it is the oldest public park 
west of the Mississippi River. During that 
same year, the city fathers gradually oegan 
to sell off the common ground surrounding 
the pasture to private owners for homesites. 

The first use of the park was as a parade and 
drill ground for the troops of Colonel 
Thornton Grimsley, President of the Board 

of Aldermen of the City of St. Louis. For a 
number of years the area was considered 
too remote for practical residential devel
opment and the J;>ark became known as 
"Grimsley's Folly . · 

As the city grew from a population o£11,000 
in 1840 to almost 100,000 m the prosperous 
decades preceding the Civil War, the real 
estate surrounding the park became among 
the most expensive and desirable in the 
city. The park itself attracted crowds of 
citizens attending concerts, boating, and 
visiting the extensive gardens. 

The park was maintained and improved 
through the combined efforts of the City, 
businessmen, and neighborhood residents. 
That partnership provided trees, shrubs, 
bandstands, and pathways to aid in the 
development of the most popular and fash
ionable recreation spot in the city. A 
superintendent's cottage, boathouse, po
lice station, several bandstands and sculp
tured gardens were constructed. The re
stored police station now serves as the head
quarters for the Lafayette S~~uare Restora
tion Committee and as a pollee substation. 

........... " .............. . 
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"Inauguration of the Benton Statue in St. Louis on May 27, 1868" courtesy of Missouri Historical Society, St. Louis. 

By 1867 the rough wooden fence which 
enclosed the park "to keep out stray cattle, 
hogs and runaway horses" became inad
equate. An architectural competition was 
held in 1868 to provide a design for a new 
fence. Winning architect Francis Tunica 
designed and supervised the construction 
of the iron fence, gateways and marble 
gateposts which surround the park to this 
day. This is the only park in the City of St. 
Louis which is surrounded by a fence to
day. 

The park contains two important bronze 
statues: one of U;S. Senator Thomas Hart 
Benton and the other is the only statue in St. 
Louis representing the first U.S. president, 
George Washington. The Benton statue was 
crafted by sculptor Harriet Hosmer, the first 
woman in the United States to be admitted 
to medical school. · 

Over the years Lafayette Square has been 
home to three St. Louis mayors, two mem
bers of the U.S. Congress, one U.S. Senator, 
four members of presidential cabinets, a 
future U.S. Supreme Court justice and a 
president of the American Bar Association. 

In 1851, Lafayette Square received its offi
cial name and dedication and a Board of 
Improvement was appointed. As a result, 
the streets surroundmg the park were de
signed to be a generous 120 feet wide. 

Archibald Gamble, Charles Gibson and 
David Nicholson, among others, obtained 
muchofthepropertyalongthepark'ssouth 
frontage. Beginning about 1850 they built 
large mansions facing the park and sitting 
on well-landscaped estates. 

By 1850 the east side of the park began to 
develop. Kennett Place was developed by 
Stephen Barlow, the St. Louis Recorder of 
Deeds and presidentoflronMountainRail
road. He bUilt a three-story brick mansion 
which featured a cast iron porch. 

Sales of land on the park's west side oc
curred after 1856 but the building activity 
did not match that of the east and south 
sides until1880. 

•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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Photo of Lafayette Park Fountain, 1872, courtesy of Missouri Historical Society, St. Louis. 

Architect George I. Barnett designed Park 
Avenue houses for George Bain and John 
Jackson, president of the Pacific Railroad. 
2107 Park Avenue was the home for forty 
years of Anthony Ittner, progenitor of three 
generations of St. Louis architects. Other 
prominent St. Louis families who built 
homes in Lafayette Square include Busch, 
Jaccard, and DesLoge. 

The Second Empire residence at 1532 Mis
sissippi was built in 1877by Horace Bixby, 
a famed riverboat pilot, who once charged 
Mark Twain$500 for instructioninriverboat 
navigation. He later became a central char
acter in Twain's Life on the Mississippi. 

In the nineteenth century, deeds for land 
frontingtheparkcontainedastringentclause 
restricting the building of any dramshop, 
soap factory, candle factory, machine shop, 
or nouse of entertainment. 

Before the Civil War, residents and visitors 
reached the Lafayette Park area by horse 
cars. In 1859, the People's Railway provided 
access. The line began at Fourth and Mor
gan Streets and ran out Chouteau to Second 
Carondelet A venue to Park A venue. It ter-

minated at Park and Mississippi Avenues. 
After the Civil War the company added its 
Compton Hill line which ran south on Mis
sissippi from Park to Lafayette and west to 
Grand Boulevard. 

In 1864 the Lindell Railway ran its Blue Line 
west on Chouteau Avenue from 18th Street 
toEwingAvenue. TherewasaisoaLafayette 
Park branch of the Gravois.Railway that 
began operation in 1873. These lines were 
electrified in the 1890s and have been trans
planted today by the Bi-State Development 
Agency's bus lines. 

By 1890 western suburbs were being devel
oped and luring residents away from 
Lafayette Square. The devastating cyclone 

· of 1896 hastened the decline of Lafayette 
Square. The cyclone caused such vast de
struction to the park and the residences that 
even many of tli.e long entrenched families 
decided to join the migration from the 
Lafayette Square area. 

The Union Club, a family organization of 
south side residents, was a long-standing 
Lafayette Square institution located on the 
southeast corner of Lafayette and Jefferson . 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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Photo of LAfayette Park bandstand after 1896 tornado, courtesy of Missouri Historical Society, St. Louis. 

Avenues. Built in 1892, the club building 
was destroyed in the 1896 storm and subse
quently was rebuilt. The Union Club re
mained a neighborhood landmark until 
1955. The club itself disbanded in 1913 
when its function was replaced by the Ger
man House which was under construction 
across Jefferson A venue. 

In 1875 the largest commercial enter.Erise in 
the vicinity of Lafayette Park was joseph 
Schnaider' s Summer Garden located on Mis
sissippi A venue near Hickory Street. The 
Garden featured outdoor theatrical perfor
mances where patrons could dririk beer 
from Schnaider' s brewery located at Missis
sippi and Chouteau A venues. 

Other principal businesses in the late nine
teenth century were the Phoenix Brewery, 
at Eighteenth Street and Lafayette Avenue 
and the Lafayette Park Hotel.on the south
east comer of Park and Mississippi Av
enues. 

Efforts to protect the Square with the city's 
first zoning ordinance m 1918 failed when 
the Missouri Supreme Court declared the 
ordinance unconstitutional in 1923. Com-

mercia! interests then began to impinge on 
the !?.ark's surroundings and the exocfus of 
families from the area was hastened. 

During the next 50 years, Lafayette Square 
fell into neglect. Many of the once splendid 
buildings were remodeled into mUlti-fam
ily dwelling units. Some of the distinguished 
architecture was totally destroyed. 

In the late 1960s a small core Of individuals· 
seeking an alternative to suburbia began 
individual restoration projects in the area. 
By 1972 the restoration efforts were recog
ruzed when the St. Louis Board of Alder
men designated Lafayette Square as the 
city's first historic district. The city ordi
nance established certain architectural re
strictions designed to retain the original 
Victorian character of the neighborhood. 
Demolition was limited under the ordinance 
which also created a plan for the eventual 
complete renewal of Lafayette Square. 

In 1973 the National Park Service, an arm of 
the U.S. Department of Interior, registered 
Lafayette Square as a National Historic 
Landmark. 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
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The Architecture of Lafayette Square 

Example of "transitional Federal" residence. 

The architecture of Lafayette Square is 
known as Victorian which covers a wide 
variety of styles popular between 1836 and 
1900, the era named after England's Queen 
Victoria. In the U.S. after the Civil War, 

. idustrialization and personal wealth were 
increasing. "The Gilded Age," the name 
given to this post-war period indicates that 
people had tl:le money and the inclination to 
buy expensive architectural details and fix
tures and that the industrial companies were 
able to produce these things in large quan
tities. 

Only a few examples of "Federal" style 
strucures remain in the Square today. Popu
larin thernid 19th century, these townhouses 
exemplify the style's chai:acteristic total brick 
construction, pitched roof with double-

Example of a "Second Empire" residence. 

ended chimneys and dormer windows. The 
original windows were six-over-six paned 
glass. Most of these early homes also fea
tured two-story open gaJJ.eries projecting 
from the rear wing of tli.e structure. 

In sheer numbers, "Second Empire" 
townhouses dominate the Square. The Sec
ond Empire townhouses in Lafayette Square 
are unique because of their characteristic 
stone veneer fronts. Less elaborate Second 
Empire townhouses imitated the stone with 
cement stucco. The name comes from the 
French Second Empire of Napoleon ill and 
the period from 1852 to 1870. This style, 
imported to St. Louis from France, became 
the architectural rage of the 1870s. It was· 
popular because it imitated the fashionable 
architecture in Paris at the time. Favored 
French architect Francois Mansard had de-
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The "Romanesque" Lafayette Park United Methodist 
Church. 

signed an addi~on to the Louvre and had 
remodeled other Parisien _public buildings 
utilizing his characteristic mansard' roo£ 

A slate mansard roof slopes back gently 
from the the top of the wall face and hides 
the flat or hipped roof from the street. His
torically, it was used atop stately, upright 
facades. The added height of a mansard 
roof provides additional head space to the 
upper floor. 

Cornices, brackets, columns, and decora
tive detailing add to the elegance of these 
Second Empire homes. Bay windows are 
sometimes two stories in height. Italianate 
design touches on many of the houses in
clude arched windows and doorways. 

The "Romanesque Revival" style in 
Lafayette Square is characterized by rts rus-

Typical Lafayette Square townhouse. 

ticated stone and heavy appearance. 
Weighty roundeq arches and capped tur
rets are typical, as are deeply recessed win
dows. These massive homes are typically 
reminiscent of European castles. 

The "Townhouse" which is most character
istic to Lafayette Square is a tall narrow 
structure found in abundance throughout 
the neighborhood. These townhouses ex
hibit many of the characteristics of the Sec
ond Emprre style on a more modest scale 
than the larger homes of the same style. 
Slate mansards, decorative cornices, brack
ets, and stately facades distinguish these 
residences. Ori 18th Street is the "Harris 
Row," a designated City Landmark and 
once a uniform row of 13 two-story houses. 
A subsequent street change left a shorter 
but still continuous row often houses. . 

•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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Demographic Information 

+ z 

Population by Age, Race and Sex 

Black Whh• Oth" ...... tabr 
Male ·~ .. Malo Female Malo 

·~" 
Mole Female PopUI.JUon 

0-4 17 17 so ... 0 1 fiT fiT 134 5-17 ... 59 65 62 1 3 114 124 238 1S:.24 16 "' 41 34 2 2 59 65 124 25-34 33 55 225 161 2 1 2SO 217 477 
35-44 53 53 247 170 2 1 302 224 526 ..... 16 17 101 .. 3 2 120 07 207 

"""' 15 11 ... ., 0 0 .. 52 116 65• 17 18 ... 57 0 0 65 75 140 

Tolal 215 259 B26 642 10 10 1051 911 1962 

Households 1nd Families 

Household Size No. Percent Household and Family Characterlctics 

1 ...... 344 37.6'11o Non-Family Households 300 2 ........ 313 34.2% Female-Headed Households .. 3 ........ 134 14.7'!1. Female-Headed Households ~ Ct'.i!clren .. 
4- 71 7.8 .. Percent Fetnala-Headecl Household; lil.4% 5 ........ 39 4~" t Person 65+ 47 6 ........ 7 0.8'1. 
7+ Persons 6 0.7 .. ·Number or Families 394 

Mamed Couple Families 259 
Total '" Married Couple Families with Children 113 

Persons ~ Hwsehold 2.15 Families n Pei'cent of Households 43.11L 

---· -··- -- ~- -----

Source: Neighborhood Demographic Pro
files. Prepared in the latter half of1992 and 
the first half of 1993 by the Community 

Development Agency, Research Division 
utilizing 1990 census STF-1A and STF-3A 
data. · 
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u 
Household lnc.aml by lneome Group (lOOO'a) 

lncamoGroup No. of Households Income Measures 

$0410 .... Mdan Hciusetdd 1ncome $4<,11711 
$10..$15 77 Aver.ge l-bJsehold Income $4<,970 
$1S-$25 92 Median Family Income $52,167 

= .. Aver.ge FamBy 1ncome $56,825 
$35450 128 Per capb Income $19,778 - 161 
$7&$99 "' Persons Living In Poverty 0 
$1 ... .. 

PoorP..cns 130 
Tctal 1063 Very Poor Persons " 

Avefllge Family tneome by No. of Work1rt: ln F.rnlly 0 
No. of Workers No • ........ Ooaopotlon 

0 " $4,.., Euc:UM, Managerial lind Profeulonal 461 
1 " $41,933 Selea, Tochnic:al and Admlns!ration 361 
2 1<3 $69,598 -~ "' 3• " $65,727 F&mq, FcrntJy and Fishing " """' """""""' 110 

'""1 217 

Labor Force and Employment Educationll Artalm»nt 0 
CMIIan Labor Force 1112 PopUa5on 2S • years 1309 
Employed am 16 1060 u........,.. 52 ·- 117 ..... 
Percent Unemployed -t.7'1o Some High School 95 7.3~ 

- S<hool e.g,. 174 13.3~ 0 
Nonclvilian Llibot Force. Female 194 Somo Coll<go 26!> ...... 
Female Civilian Labor Force 461 Aasoc!ate Degree 50 3.8% _ ....... 

447 BM!S e.g,. 340 28.~ 
Unemployed Female 14 Graduate Degree 294 ...... 
Percent Unemployed (of female CLF) 3.0% 0 
Male Civilian Labor Force 651 -- ., 
Unemployed Male 38 
Percent Unemployled (of male Clf) ..... 0 

Housing Charaderlstlcs 

Unftsln Structwe No. Percent Occup<~nq Sl.ltus 
1 (""""") 310 26.7% Occupied Units 914 
1(- 246 21.2% owner Occupied 552 
2 ..... 181 15.6% Renled Units 362 

0 
30<4 250 2Ui"rt Vacant Units 245 .... 123 10.6'11. Percent VICini 21.1"-
toto 19 38 3.3~ Units Paying Cuh Ret!t 212 
201o49 0 0.0% 
50< 0 ..... owner occupied by Race 0 
~"""' 11 ..... Whi1• ... .. .... 

"""" 65 11.8'1. 
Total Unlb 1159 """' 1 0.2% 

"""' 0 0.0% 
Housing Value and Rent 

Median housing Value 1107,150 Renter Oa:upled by Rice 
0 

Aver.ge Housing Value $109,874 Wille 248 .. ~~ ........... $471 """' 110 30.41oft 
A~ Rent $450 """' 1 0.3~ 

"""' 3 0.8Yt ·--- ·----D 
0 
0 
0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
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The Lafayette Square Plan 

for ongoing neighborhood revitalization 
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Lafayette Square 1995 
Orientation Map 
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Goals of the Plan 

1. Create a distinct edge for the historic district. 

A recognizable neighborhood district is cre
ated when its edges are easily identified and 
form a cohesive pattern. A dense landscaped 
edge with welcoming entrances and exits to 
the historic district is planned. Two edges of 
the Lafayette Square neighborhood are 
bound by Interstate 44 and the alley east of 
Dolman. The area beyond those boundaries 
has been cleared of structures in prepara
tion for a future highway. Both of these 
edges would benefit from well-designed 
planters and landscaping which include 

·-q 
PL 2-1/2" X 5/4" 

I "\ 

materials attractive during all seasons. The 
remaining two edges are Jefferson and 
Chouteau which are both well-travelled 
thoroughfares bordered by residential and 
commercial buildings. To bring these edges 
into the visual context of the historic dis
trict, an overall theme can be created by 
installing planters, landscaping, fencing, 
and lighting, by painting existing build
ings, and by designating appropriate mate
rials and sizes for new buildings. 

,-SPECIAL CAST FENQ 
FENCE POINTS 

l A . _ SEE SPEC . 
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J~ PL 5" X 5/4"-
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I --~:::: ===----+·-v· :2'-'t" (FIELD VERIFY 

2'-5" (FIELD VERIFY 

TYPICAL GATE ELEVATION 

2. Build notable entry markers. 

A series of gateways built on significant 
streets wil help identify the area as a unique 
district.A design which replicates the award
winning gates of Lafayette Park will pro
vide a visual symbol for Lafayette Square. 
These new gates will be entry markers and 
not a means of closjng streets. The first such 
set is located at Park Avenue and Jefferson. 

Other future sites include Lafayette at both 
the east and west entries, Chouteau at 
Mississippi, Mississippi at Hwy 44, Mis
souri atilie northentry,andParkAvenue at 
the new highway. Variations on the Park 
Gate theme could include the use of triple, 
double, and single masonry markers with 
and without iron fence sections. 
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3. Create thematic streetscapes throughout the district. 

Three types of streetscapes exist in the dis
trict: tnose with houses facing the park, 
other residential streets with houses facing 
each other across the street, and mixed com
mercial and residential streets. Most streets 
have tree lawns between the sidewalk and 
the curb which can be planted with appro
priate street trees and seasonallancfscap-

ing. This plan advocates that the tree lawns 
be planted in a consistent way on each block, 
giving identity to the specific streets. Pe
riod lighting options sfiould be located at 
the existing ligftt standard sites. Street fur
niture in appropriate locations will also add 
to the vismil appeal of the neighborhood. 

4. Provide attractive alternatives for street closures. 

Two OJ?tions for street closures will provide 
attractive and effective solutions. Land
scaped cui-de-sacs at permanent closure 
sites (Hickory & Jefferson, Whittemore & 
Jefferson, Albion & Jefferson) will be main
tained with attractive seasonal landscap
ing. Attractive planters cast to fit other 
street closure sites will be maintained with 

seasonal plantings. These planters will co
ordinate with those planned for the edges of 
the district. These sites include 18th Street 
north and south, LaSalle, McKay Place, 
Preston at Mississippi, and Carroll St. Street 
closures may also oe achieved by erecting 
working (to be used opened or closed) rep
licas of the Park gates. 

5. Support a Historic Code for buildings and improvements. 

In the past 25 years historic preservation 
has become a popular and rewarding activ
ity in Lafayette Square. Merchants have 
brought new life to the commercial strip. 
Homeowners have reclaimed the neighbor
hood by preserving the structures ana open 
spaces. The philosophy of LSRC is to main
tain and enli.ance tlie original character of 
Lafayette Square's buildings and landscapes. 
National studies have illustrated the enor
mous increase in property values in dis
tricts governed by nistoric building codes. 

The historic code, enforced by the city 
through a review and permit system, re
quires that the public facade of all struc
tures be preserved or enhanced only with 
the proof of a "model example" of a similar 
age and style structure. New infill housing 
is required to be constructed of appropriate 
size, mass and materials and to be located 
on the lot in a manner compatible with 
other structures on the street. A cop}' of the 
1994 Historic Code is included in the ad
denda. 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
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6. Encourage commercial development in designated areas. 

The Park Avenue commercial strip has 
proved to be an ideal incubator for new 
!Jusinesses. Some of St. Louis' most success
ful restaurants and retail businesses were 
established on Park A venue before moving 
to larger accomodations. Cafe Zoe, Patty 
Long, The Resource, and the Irish Crystal 
Co. are a few examples of thriving busi
nesses who have roots in Lafayette Square. 

With the opening of the nearby Kiel Center 
in 1994, patrons looking for dinner and 
shoppingbefore or after hockey, basketball 
or soccer games will find Lafayette Square a 
convenient six blocks away. Much of the 
traffic leaving Highways 44 and 55 will pass 
through Lafayette Square en route to Kiel 
Center, and there is a Metro Link station just 
two blocks to the north on 18th St. The 
corporate headquarters of Union Electric, 
A. G. Edwards, and Ralston Purina and their 
6,000 employees are a short drive from 
Lafayette Square. 

Clearly, Lafayette Square's accessibility and 
proximity to other attractions creates mul
tiple opportunities for commercial devel
opment of services and office space within 
the district. 

An ad hoc committee to encourage com
mercial develo]Jment will serve the neigh
borhoodwith iaeas for attracting investors 

and business orerations. The committee will 
be made up o commercial property own
ers, current business peopfe in Lafayette 
Square, residents, ne1gh!Jors and LSRC 
Board representatives. 

Examples of proposals from the Commer
cial Development Committee include plac
ing business o,rportunity features in the 
"Business Plus' section of the St. Louis Post 
Dispatch, circulating a neighborhood re
quest for recommendations of types of busi
nesses to have in Lafayette Square, and 
inviting businesses similar to those re
quested to look at Lafayette Square as a 
possible location. 

The Committee will search for a manager to 
pursue potential businesses for the neigh
borhood and will encourage landlords to 
extend short-term or creative leases to new 
businesses. 

Parking along Park Avenue will be at 45 
degree angles to allow additional spaces 
and to slow traffic. Street cafe seating will 
be made available by widening the side
walk along Park Avenue. Additional secu
ritypatrols,street treeplantingandcleanup 
will also make Park Avenue more attractive 
to retail businesses. 
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7. Foster long term and new residents 

Lafayette Square has some 1,000 residents 
in single-family and multi-family historic 
structures and infillhousing. The neighbor
hood has worked for twenty years to return 
large historic structures to their original 
single-family status. In some instances it 
has been necessary to allow a mixed-use of 
a residence to enable a family to improve 
and maintain the horne. The Austral Gal
lery is one example of a single-family resi
dence with a first-floor business, an art gal
lery. Recently, a small number of residents 
have requested and been granted permis
sion to run bed-and-breakfast operations in 
their homes. The LSRC is aware of the 
potential for cultural tourism which can 

enhance the liveability of the neighborhood 
for both residential and commercial en
deavors. 

A development committee of the LSRC 
which is headed bf representatives from 
the LSRC Board o Directors reviews all 
requests for variances of the residential zon
ing code in Lafayette Square. The LSRC is 
empowered by its charter and by-laws to 
acquire property to further the develop
ment and restoration of existing buildings, 
and the Development Committee will re
view these opportunities as they become 
available and will make recommendations 
to the LSRC Board and members. 

8. Restore Historic Lafayette Park to its original appearance and use as 
a center of neighborhood activity 

Lafayette Park should be restored to its origi
nal use as a fine limited recreation site which 
contributes to the liveability of Lafayette 
Square and encourages other neighbors and 
visitors to share in iliis unique pface. Signs, 
outdoor furniture and lighting will be in 
keeping with the historic period. With the 
help of federal, state, city, neighborhood 
and privateplanningandfunding, theneigh
bornood will: 

- continue the census of trees and replicate or 
improve upon the original collection 

- improve the Park House for use as the LSRC 
headquarters and as the 3rd District Police substa
tion and as a site to host visits and events in the park 

- improve the boathouse for broader use 

- rebuild three or more gazebos on original sites 
throughout the park 

- recreate the Gothic Victorian duckhouse on the 
island 

-maintain and improve the landscaping at the Benton 
and Washington statues, the Rock Garden, the small 
lagoon, and the bridge 

- rebuild the Central Bandstand 

-restore and maintain the 1860's fence. 

•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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9. Encourage community functions to continue building a sense of ownership 
in adults and youths in the neighborhood. 

i. Lafayette Park will be developed in a 
manner that improves sites and encourages 
recreational use by residents: 

- add apparatus to the children's playground area 

- support the summer concert series in the park 

- create events for pet owners such as dog shows or 
workshops on pet care & training 

ii. Ticketed and free activities will be planned 
and conducted by residents to showcase the 
neighborhood and to bring residents to
geilier: 

- major house and garden tours and mini-tours of 
houses for special groups 

- Opera Promenade events 

- progressive dinners 

- Victorian Balls and auction parties 

iii. Create resources which will enable neigh
bors to stay in touch and identify them
selves as Lafayette Square residents: 

- publish a neighborhood telephone/address direc
tory 

- create a "helping hands" resource ... who knows 
how to paint, wallpaper, tile, roof etc. 

- distibute automobile stickers or historic property 
placques 

iv. Encourag-e and support youth participa
tion and activity: 

- establish youth position on LSRC Board of Direc
tors 

- report in the Marquis births, graduations, school 
and scout honors, etc. 

- support co-ed softball teams 

-support informal volleyball and other park games 

-hold all-ages kite-flying contests 

- organize neighborhood picnics and dinners. 

-events with awards recognition for volunteers and 
businesses 

- holiday decorating contests and tree lighting of 
park and street trees 

-encourage use of the Park House & Boat House for 
private parties. 

- establish a Lafayette Square Historical Society 

- establish a collection and listing of vintage and 
reproduction Victorian costumes to be worn for 
public events 

-support publication of The Marquis, the monthly 
neighborhood paper delivered to all residents. 

- establish a "Youth Award" as part of the annual 
Lafayette Square service awards 

- include youth on task forces, as judges in holiday 
decorating contests, etc. 
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10. Increase safety and security for residents, businesses, and visitors. 

The Lafayette Square neighborhood main
tains a local substation for District 3 police 
officers in the Park House. An ad hoc com
mittee of the LSRC attends meetings held by 
the near southside neighborhoocfs and the 
District 3 police officers to aid in the devel
opment of good safety :practices, such as 
designating Block Captams and initiating 
Neignborhood Watch programs. This Pub
lic Safety Committee reports to the LSRC 

Board of Directors and will lobby, on behalf 
of the neighborhood, for Community Ori
ented Policing, foot patrols and bicycle pa
trols and will pursue additional means for 
funding extra security patrols in Lafayette 
Square. The Neighborhood supports Police 
Picnics in the summer and invites officers 
and families to enjoy free tickets to house 
tours. 

11. Support Strong Public and Private School Options for Neighborhood Residents 

Lafayette Square children attend City Mag
net Schools, Private and Parochial schools 
throughout the community. The neighbor
hood supports the local Community School 

efforts and provides information and ad
vertising opportunities for schools in the 
monthly Marquis publication which reaches 
all residents. 

12. Promote and Market Lafayette Square 

Recognizing the growing p()pularity of cul
tural tourism, Lafayette Square will identify 
opportunities to promote the Square while 
enhancing the quality of life for its residents. 
Signage in Lafayette Square with business 
and historic information as well as identify
ing the historic district on maps, highway 
and roadway signs, and in advertising and 
brochures will lead to activity which sup
ports new business and new residents in 
Lafayette Square. Additionally, the follow
ing proposals will help promote the area: 

-Annual House & Garden Tours 

-Art on the Fence exhibits and sales 

-Victorian Arts Festivals in the park 

-Shakespeare-type performing arts group 

-street musicians, entertainers 

-walking tour tapes available year-round 

-mini-tours 

-specialty tours(" the Kitchens of Lafayette Square") 

-Park House use as Tourist/Visitor Center 

-formal Victorian teas held in the Park House 

-museum displays 
-Lafayette Square street car 

-neighborhood marketing brochures available at visi
tor sites 

-vintage picture books and coloring books 

-calendars and cookbooks 

-tee shirts and mugs 

-postcards, holiday cards, note cards 

-Lafayette Square video to be used for promotions. 
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Special Projects 

-~ ... -

The "Stone House" 

Addressing one of the oldest structures in 
the city, the Stone House Project will stabi
lize the deteriorating building and will de
velop it for future use. Located in the north
west quadrantofLafayetteSquare, the Stone 
House at 1113 Missouri Avenue was built 
between 1844 and 1850. Researcher Thomas 
Danisi reports, "1844 records show that Pe
ter Becker bought the vacant land there for 
five hundred and fifty dollars from a s:pecu
lator who lived in Madison County, Illmois. 
There is no house recorded on this docu
ment. In 1850, he sold part of the tract to 
George Anthes which oy then included a 
stone dwelling house, probably built from 

rock from a quarry on Rutger Street and 
Missouri Avenue. Mr. Anthes, a 
candlemaker, on Missouri Avenue oper
ated his business from the house untill872. 
During that decade, the ground that covers 
LaSalle Street and Missouri Avenue today 
was developed into a tannery and slaugh
terhouse facility." 

Plans call for acquisition of the property, 
design work to stabilize the building and to 
create a new use. Possible uses include a 
museum, community center, residence or 
commercial business. 
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The Central Bandstand 

Located in the midst of Lafayette Park's 
bronze statues and its duck pond, the once
glorious Central Bandstand will rise a&ain 
atop the existing steps and foundation. 
Originally- built in 1876, the bandstand was 
felled by the 1896 tornado and then rebuilt. 
After years of decline and lack of mainte
nance, the City demolished all but the base 

of the pavilion in 1951. The rebuilt pavilion 
will provide all park users with a link to the 
city's grand ancf historic past. The pavilion 
can be built to replicate the origina1 design 
for approximately $150,000. Funding will 
be sought through contributions and spe
cial events whicli. will include benefit con
certs held on the bandstand remains. 
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Proposal by Mississippi Properties Redevelopment Corporation and Dotzler Development Company. Architect: The 
Lawrence Group, Inc. 

The Mississippi Building and Redevelopment along Chouteau 

The building and property at the comer of 
Chouteau and MiSsissipp1 occupy the land 
which once was home to the most popular 
beer garden in the City. This location can 
again oecome a site for entertainment, social 
gatherings, as well as office space. With the 

ongoing development of streets leading to 
Kiel Center and downtown, Chouteau re
development can appeal not only to busi
nesses providing services to nearby corpo
rate employees, but also to visitors en route 
to downtown. 
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Property Improvement and Redevelopment along Park Avenue 

As theprimarycomrnercialstrip in Lafayette 
Square, the area from Dolman west to Mis
sissippi deserves heightened attention to 

landscaping, lighting, street-parking lot
sidewalk improvements and development 
of vacant or underutilized properties. 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
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Lighting 

Period street lighting throughout the park 
and along streets in the historic district will 
reinforce the beauty of the natural and ar
chitectural environment in the Square. Uni
fied lighting will help to visually define the 
mile-square district and provide an attrac-

tive public amenity to both residents and 
visitors. Care will be taken to select period 
style lighting which can be supported by 
the current power and electricity systems 
provided by the city. 
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Historic Markers 

Bronze or aluminum markers for outdoor 
use will be designed to display informa
tion, such as date built, key residents, archi
tects, style etc., about ind1vidual structures 
and locations. Consideration will be given 

to types of historic markers which will ex
hiblt permanence and resistance to vandal
ism as well as appro_priateness of design for 
the Victorian-era ne1ghborhood. 
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Repair and Restore Lafayette Park Fence 

The historic 1860'swrought iron fence is the 
last to remain around a St. Louis park and 
stands out as a symbol of Lafayette Square, 
the city's oldest historic district. The eight 
large aggregate gateways and 250 sections, 
built to Francis Tunica's award-winning 
design, are in need of attention. A mu1ti
level fund-raising campaign is underway to 
support the repair and restoration. Proceeds 
from special events and individual dona
tions have enabled Phase One to begin. 
Corporate and foundation grants and in-

kind donations, coupled with the availabil
ity of Missouri tax credits, will lead to the 
next phase of work. A total of $66,000 is 
being sought to recast and purchase 4,000 
marquis fencepoints and to weld them in 
place and paint the entire fence. The park 
and its environs are a popu1ar field trip 
destination for St. Louis schoolchildren. 
Materials about the park and the fence will 
be shared with area schools. An endow
ment fund will be established for ongoing 
repair and maintenance. 
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Photo courtesy of Missouri Historical Society, St. Louis. 
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Addenda 

Lafayette Square Business Association Mission Statement 
Lafayette Square Business Association Operational Framework 

Businesses in Lafayette Square 

Lafayette Square Historic District Code 
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Lafayette Square Business Association 

Mission Statement 

We, the business owners of Lafayette Square, having seen the potential for economic growth 
and elevation of Lafayette Square as an urban business district, hereby join together to achieve 
a set of common goals. Being a diverse and creative ~roup we shall collaborate to create a 
framework for the Lafayette Square Business Association. 

The mission of the Lafayette Square Business Association (LSBA) shall be to foster higher 
visibility of Lafayette Square based businesses in the St. Louis metropolitan and surrounding 
areas, enhance commerce, encourage growth of new and existing businesses within the 
district, sronsor special projects, encourage and support legislation for improvement of the 
business district, and address other issues that directly effect the future and viability of the 
business district as a part of the greater Lafayette Square community. · 

Operational Framework 

The LSBA is a not for profit organization which works to fulfill its mission within a structural 
and philosophical context which enables its members to focus action in the following areas: 

Physical Improvement, Development of Business Properties 

Promotion of Business 

Encouraging a Sense of Community, including Safety Consideration 

Maximizing Organizational Efficiency & Effectiveness 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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Businesses in Lafayette Square 

Agape Church 
Austral Gallery 
Barr Branch LiQr~ 
Denzel Jines{ l;)MD 
Clinton Macnine 
Demand Factors, Inc. 
The Edge 
EK Manufacturing Co., Inc. 
Ender's Auto R~air 
Frontenac Dry Oeaning 
Gateway Christian School 
Gateway Temple Church 
Tohn R. Greene Realtor 
Hawthorne-Wolf Inc. 
Lafayette House Bed & Breakfast 
Lafayette Park Methodist Church 
Lafayette Square Bath & Tennis 
Mc.A:voy: Realtv 
McLaughlin's Funeral Home 
Metropolitan Community Church 
Kilabrew's. 
Ricardo's Restaurant 
Schwarz Studio, Inc. 
Nar.oleon's Retreat Bed & Breakfast 
Leahman House Bed & Breakfast 
Lafayette Squ~e Travel 
Wesfern Tex1iles 
Park Shop Suey 
Western Wire Products 
Park Avenue Design 
Midwest Accountmg Services 
Agape School of the Arts 

2026 Lafayette 
2115 Park 
1701 South Jefferson 
1911 Park 
1463 S.18th 
1915 Park 
2300 LaSalle 
1119 Mississippi 
1412Dolman 
1937Park 
1907 Lafayette 
2345 Lafayette 
1819 Park 
1818 Chouteau 
2156 Lafayette 
2300 Lafayette 
900Rutger 
2043 Pafk 
2301 Lafayette 
1120 Dolritan 
1727Park 
2001 Park 
1809 Lafayette 
1812 Lafay:ette 
10 Benton Place 
1901 Hickory 
2131 Hickory 
1709 Park 
1415 S.18th 
1915Park 
1805 Lafayette 
1804 Lafayette 
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Introduction to the Proposed Revised Historic Code 1 
The historic and urban character of our neighborhood is 
determined by· the exterior appearance of our buildings. 
The Herital)'e and Urban Design Commission (HUDC) and staff 
is responsLble for reviewin9 all proposed modifications to 
building exteriors with1.n the Historic District. 
Modifications are reviewed against the historic code 
written specifically for Lafayette. square Historic 
District. The current code has proven to be vague, 
requiring interpretation of guidelines by the staff of 
HUDC. The passages of the- existing code can be 
interpreted as extremely tight restrictions or as loose 
guidelines. Interpretations are likely to vary as HUOC 
staff changes, causing confusion and frustration to 
building owners and potential owners, 
There are many reasons for rewriting thO code; To clarify 
requirements; To better regulate infill construction; To 
specifically allow contemporary infill, with guidelines to 
insure appropriateness in the neighborhood; To graduate 
the regulations depending on the importance of the facade; 
To institute the concept of Model Building as a means of 
determining appropriateness of proposed reconstrUction or 
alteration; To advise the ho111eowner by establishing 
proper construction techniques to follow· which will avoid 
short term repairs; · 
The committee has tried to clarify requireilu:ints for each 
element which affects the ·apPearanCe of a bUilding, and 
the overall. appearance of the entire district. The 
requirements have been reviewed in meetings open to the 
entire district, and hopefully reflect the opinions of the 
residents with respect to requirements. 
This code will not effect any existing conditions within 
the district, only alterations to existing buildings and 

new construction, and preservation of vacated buildings. 
It only regulates! 1) construction which will be visible 
from the public areas of the district; 2) construction 
which affects the structural integrity of historic 
buildings in order to preserve the historic building stock 
which presently exists; 3) Maintenance of vacated 
buildings in order to preserve the historic building 
stock. Interiors and the appearance of non-visible 

. exteriors are not regulated by this code. · 
In order for this revised code to replace the existing 
code, it must be introduced to the board of aldermen for 
enactment as· an ordinance. Harit Clark and Phyllis Young, 
the aldermen representing our neighborhood, have agreed to 
introduce the"ordinance if the approved by the residents 
and property owners of the aistrict. To promote 
understanding and support, this code is being distributed 
throughout the neighbOrhood. Please familiarize yourself 
and your neighbors with the proposed code, discuss it 
amoung yourselves, feel free to call members of the 
collllllittee. 
The Code will be introduced during the Lafayette Squ.ara 
Restoration COmmittee Meeting on February 12th. 1991. 
·The vote to accept or reject the proposed revised historic 
code will be held at the following regular meeting on 
March 12. 1991. Any proposed amendments will be voted on 
indiV!duaiiy, then the code, included accepted amendments, 
will be voted on·. 
All neighborhood residents and owners are invited to 
attend these meetings and will be eligible to vote. This 
vote will nOt be restricted to dues paying members of the 
Lafayette Square Restoration committee. 

Revised Lafayette Square Historic Code 
AR'l:ICLE 11 IH':rRODUC'l!IOK 

100 Preface 
101 Definition• 
102 Glo••ary of Term• 

AR'l:ICLE 21 HISTORIC BUILDINGS 
200 G•neral. 
201 Roofs 
201.1 Roof Lines and Dormer configurations @ Public & 

Intermediate Facades 
201,2 Reconstructed Roofs @ Public & Intermediate 

Facades 
201.3 Roofing Materials on Sloping Roofs @ Public, 

Intermediate & Private Facades 
201.4 Roofing Materials on Hansard Roofs @ Public & 

Intermediate Facades 
201.5 Brick Parapets @ Public, Intermediate & Private 

Facades 
201.6 Dormers @ Public & Intermediate Facades 
201.7 cornices @ Public & Intermediate Facades 
201.8 Roofing Accessories @ Public & Inte~ediate 

Facades 
202 E~terior Wall• 

~g~:~ ~~~n~d~~~l@ :u~~~i~ ~n~~~~~~~:t;a~!~:~es 
202,3 Stone and Portland cement Facades @ Public & 

Intermediate Facades 
203 
203.1 
203.2 
203.3 
20. 
204.1 
204.2 
204.3 
205 
205.1 
205.2 

WiD.dowa 
Window at Public Facades @ Public Facades 
Windows at Intermediate Facades 
WindOws at Private Facades 
Doora 
Doors at Public & Intermediate Facades 
'l:ransoms @ Public & Intermediate Facades 
Vehicular Doors @ Public & Intermediate Facades 
Foundation• 
Paint @ Public & Intermediate Facades 
Replacement Materials @ Public & Intermediate 
Facades 

205.3 surface Treatments @ Public & Intermediate Facades 
206 Appendage• 
206.1 Location and Type of Appendage Per Facade· 
206.2 Stone Elements-@ Public"& Intermediate Facades 
206.3 Wood Elements @ Public & Intermediate Facades 
206:4 Metal Elements @ Public & Intermediate Facades 
207 Acce•soriea 
207,1 Wrought and Cast Iron Accessories @ Public & 

Intermediate Facades 
201.2 Shutters @ Public & Intermediate Facades 
207.3 security Bars @ Public & Intermediate Facades 
201.4 Awnings and canopies @ Public & Intermediate 

Facades · 

207.5 Exterior Lighting @ Public & Intermediate Facades 
207.6" Street Addresses @ Public Facades 

~g;:z :!~r;~e: :u~~~ii~ ~n~~~~~i:t~a~:~:des 
208 storefront• 
208.1 Reconstructed Storefronts @ Public & Intermediate 

Facades 
208.2 Storefront conversion @ Public & Intermediate 

Facades 
209 carriage and Aller Bouse• 
209.1 Public Facade 
210 Hew Mdi~ion• to Exbting BU.ildi.ng• 
211 Deaolition 

~ii:~ ~irt~ci;!~~n!0fo~~!;!t~io~e~~its 
211.2 Invalid reasons for Demolition Permits 
212 Vacant Buildings 
213 Propo•al Re:quir-euts 

ARXICI.B 31 HOH-BimRic BUILDINGS, NEW CONSTRUc:t'IOtf 
AND ADDI~IONS ~ BIS~Ric· BUXLDIHOS 

301 
301.1 
301.2 
301.3 
301.4 
301.5 
301.6 

301.7 
302 
303 
30. 

Public and Interaediata" Facade•' 
Sit~ 
Haas 
Scale 

~!~~r~~0~olid to Void 
Public & Intermediate Facade Material and Material 
COlor 
Public & Intermediate Facade Roofs 
Private Facadea 
~=~;g::i ~~~:!:: ~ Carriage Houses 

ARTICLE 41 SI'l'E 

•ol ~~=/Grade @ Public ~ Intermsdiate Facades 

Freestanding Walls @ Public & Intermediate Facades 
Retaining Walls @ Public & Intermediate Facades 

•o2 
402.1 
402.2 
403 
403.1 
403.2 
404 
405 
406 
•o7 •o• 
409 

Fences . 
Street Fences 
~f~!!~lkiences 
Exterior Lighting@ Public.~ Inter.ediate Facadea 
Lawn Sculpture 
svta.iug Pool• 
Satellite Di•bes 
Kailboxe• 

AR'l:ICLE 51 SEVERABILIH 

APPENDIX AI COlor Selection 
APPENDIX Bl Fi-gures referenceil throughout tbia docuaent 
APPENDIX Cl Plat of the Lafayette Squar. Historic Diatric~ 

ARTICLE 1: INTRODUCTION 
100 Prafac• 

;~~J;if:~et~e s~Z:ia:::;or~d COd~~~~t~~'iht!vel::t'd ~~ 
standards to govern. the development of the Lafayette 
Square Hi•toric Di•trict. Thia Ordinance aupplements the 
city of St. Louia Building code and regulates the·· 
·construction, maintenance arid repair of bUildings and 
their aurroundings within the District. 
The Lafayette square Historic District is unique to the 
city of st. Louis in its character, size and quantity of 
relatively unaltered historical buildings. The 
neighborhood is distinct for the manner in which the 
historic buildings relate to one another and to the 
street. The physical characteristics of the District as 
well as the Importance of the neighborhood in the 
historical development of the City of St. Louis are 
compelling reasons for preserving and controlling these 
special features.·· Additionally, the historical value of 
the District has great economic value. 'rhrough" 
establishment and enforcement of cont-rols over the 
architectural characteristics of the District, property 

owners are ensured of the on-going historical value of 
the neighborhood while allowing for planned growth and 
davelDpiiBnt.. 
~here are two basic concepts inherent in this Historic 
COde. 'lhey are embodied. ln the definitions of Public 
Intermediate and Private Facades and Model Examples s:Y 
establishing a definition for three types of building 
facades, there is also established the idea that certain 
portions of a building are more critical to the 
neighborhood' o character than others. Based on this 
premise, thia Ordinance regulates more stringently the 
•Public• elements of the District and is less•concerned 
with the relatively private elements. 
The use of a Hodel. Example as a requir~nt for the 
reconstruction of building elements has an illlportant 
advantage. By using the District itself as a source of 
design and detail, the relationship of the 
i:c~~=~i:~~ion to the historical character of a building 
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2 GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

101.1 Ancillary Building 
Ancillary bu~ldings are detached, non-habitable 
structures including but not limited to the following: 
gate houses; common mailbox centers; storage sheds; 
greenhouses; 

101.2 Append•ge (See figure 1) 
Term used to describe an accessory space, enclosed or 
unenclosed, single story attached structures; i.e. 
conservatory, covered porch, balcony. This definition 
does not include decks, uncovered porches or room addi
tions. A model example of an appendage must be original 
to the structure and consistent with it's age and style. 

101.3 cast Iron (See figure 19) 
Term used to describe a method of pnufacturing iron 
parte or certain building elements. The iron io heated 
to a molten state and poured into molds. Decorative 
~!~:!.ir~~ tie-rod stars are two camDOn exampl~s of 

101.1 COping (See figure 4) · 
Term used to de•cribe the cap of a parapet or wall. 

101,5 COmic• (See figures 1,3,5 & 6) 
This is the decorative portion of a building located 
where the building wall meets the roof. Besides being a 
decorative element, the cornice often camouflages the 
gutter and supports the roof overhang, In the District, 
cornices are made of a variety of materials and designs 
incorporating brackets, dentil moldings, and ogee 
molding!'!· 

101.6 Dor-er (See figures 1 .G 20) 
A dormer is a structure built upon a sloping roof or 
mansard to provide a window into the attic story. 

101.1 Facade (See figure 1) 
A building facade 1.s a specifically defined outer wall 
of the structure. For example, the street facade is the 
building wall which faces the street. 

101.8 PlnL•b Materi.al• 
Any wood or metal painted or stained, smooth textured. 
Bare metal, unpainted galvani%ed metal, rough sawn wood, 
wolmani%ed wooa, are not considered finish materials, 

101.9 Plat Roof 
Flat roofs in the District are those which are 
essentially Uat. They will usually have a alope of 
1/4• per foot to 1/2• per foot and are almost always 
waterproofed by a built-up roof. ' 

101.10 Preo Standing Mall• · 
Term used to describe a free standing wall approximately 
the same height above the grade on each side of the 
wall. , · 

101,11 Gabb 
'the gable of a building is the triangle portion of a 
buildi.ng wall which is formed by two •lopes of a roof. 

101.12 Bal.f-Plou.Ddor 
A type of building which has a roof which slopes from 
one side of the building to the other, as opposed to 
sloping to the front or back. 

101.13 Za.ter-ediat• Facade 
~e~ used to describe the architectural elevation(e) of 
a building which meet the following criteriaa 

1) Side or rear elevation which faces a vacant lot or 
an alley, • 

2) 'the section of ri. side elevation of a building: 
which is in front of the building line of adjacent 
structure•. 

3) Re&.J::" of a cornai- building visible from a side 
street. 

4) Rear or side elevation of a building, visible from 
a public etroet, which could never be hidden by 
another building. 

101.14 Na.Jl,alird (see figure 3) · 
A Hansard is a atooply sloped roof which allows for more 
usable room in an attic story. Usually a m_ansar4 roof 
is used to mask a building' a third story and in this 
way, the building appears to have only two otoriee 
capped with a roof, ~he mansard roof may be uoed to 
make a buildi.ng look taller or more imPress"lve. Dormers 
were often incorporated to provide light and ventilation 
for the attic story. 

101.15 xaaoa.rr 
Masonry is the family of building techni~eo which use 
stone. bric~, or concrete block units, usually separated 
by mortar bel:ts and jointa. In hi.etorical masonry build
ings the mortar La not r•ally a •glue•, but a •cushion• 
which allows the masonry units to move. It also acts as 
a •sealer• to minim,be water penetration at the joints 
between the masonry J,lnits. Gravity is one of the key 
factors in providing stability to an historiCal masonry 
wall. UsuallY the side walls of a building which 
support the roof and floors are more stable than the 
front and rear walls which only support their own 
weight. · 

101.16 Man 
'ts~ used to describe the visual displacement of space 
based on the building's height, width and depth; the 3 
dimensional tmpact of a structure. 

101,17 Hodel Example 
Term used to describe a building or element ( s) of a 
single building type and"sty~e which is to be used as a 
guide for' the design of a reconstructed element or new 
construction. 

101.18 Parapeta (See figure 4) 
A building• a parapet is that portion of the walls which 
project above the roOf. Parapets are most commonly ~art· 
of a masonry building and can be found on build1.ngs 
with flat, gabled, half-flounder, or mansard roofs. 

101.19 Par.a•tona 
Permaetone is a trade name which baa ccxr.a to be used 
generically to describe all varieties of synthetic 
materials designed to resemble stone, These materials 
are precast cementiti.ous •stones• or panels of •stone• 
attached as veneer over existing maoonry. 

101,20 Privata Facade 
Term used to describe ·the architectural elevation(s) of 
a building which do not meet the criteria of a Public 
Facade or an Intermediate Facade, 

101.21 Pri.vacr Pence• 
Term used to describe those fences which are located 
more than 12 inches behind the building line. 

101.22 Proportion 
Term used to deocribe any system of mathematical ratios 
which establish a consistent sot of visual relationships 
~~l:~n the parts of a buildi~g and to the building as ~ 

101.23 PubliC Facade . 
'lerm used to describe the architectural elevation(&) of 
a building which face a J!Ublic street. 'the Public 
Facade includes those sectfons of the elevation which 
are recessed. The facade of a carriage or alley house 
which faces the rear of the main structure on the same 
lot is the Public Facade. · 

101.2& Ratio of •olid to void. 
Term used to describe the percentage of opening to solid 
wall. Openings include doors, windows and incised 
porches and vestibules. 

101.25 Retaining Mall • 
'term used to describe a wall constructed to allow· a 
change in grade from one side of the wall to the other. 

101.26 Scale 
Term used to describe the perceived ei%e of a building 
relative to the height and.width of adjacent structures. 
Also the perceived sl%e of an element of a building 
relative to known architectural elemental for example, 
the si%e of a d~or relative to a window, 

101,21 Storefront 
Storefronts consist of large, fixed pieces of glass as 
typified by figure 11. The gladng area normally 
extends from a knee high sill to ceiHnq height, with 
wood or metal frames supporting the otore window and 
transoms. The area below the windowe were often raised 
panels or moulded panels. 

101.28 str••t Pane•• 
Term used to describe those fenCes which are located in 
front of the buildin'g or lese than 12 inches behind the 
building llne. 

101.29 '!rooth-i.D 
'the phrase •tooth-in• refers to a masonry technique used 
to form a new opening or close an existing o~ning in a 
masonry wall. In the case of a new openin1 in a brick 

~~i~hedthte '!,~d'8. tt:: !~~ua~ew wiTthninltm:':'i:ns fi~:t ·t~= 
Opening. 'l~ie notching would allow for the-insertion of 
half bricks aligning with the ends of the full bricks. 
The result i.e an opening jamb which is sa~ooth, neatly 
aligned, and has the hard surface of the bricks properly 
exposed at the jamb edges. The reveroe process would be 
used to brick in an o~ning in an attempt to blend the 
new bricks with the existi.Dg. This reverse process is 
not a recommended method of infilling a window under 
this Ordinance, Proper methode are described in Article 
203.2(C) 

101.30 <ructpointlng 
Tuckpointing is a process .of repairing mortar joints in 
a maeonry wall. The existing mortar ia removed to a 
prescribed depth from the face of the maoonry. After 
this process is comple"te, new mortar ill prossed into the 
joints and then properly tooled. 'thO removal process i11 
l.mportant to provide adequate area for the new mortar. 
The mortar mix must be compatible with the hardness of 
the masonry. ~he color of the mortar ill determined by 
pigmsnte added, the type, size, and quantity of sand 
mixed in, and the color of the cement u!lod. 'the tooling 
of the mortar joint La important becauue the design of 
the joint tooling can affect the ability of the joint to 
shed water (See figure 8). 'the de"sign of the joint 
tooling also ~!facts the appearance cf the maoonry. 

101,31 Tpp&Dua 
A term used to describe the wood panel which fi.lls in 
the tranoition between an arched brick lintel and a flat 
window head. 

101.32 Vbible 
For tho purpose of this code, visibility shall be deter
mined from PUblic areas of the street on which Public 
and Intermediate Facades face. Visible shall refer to 
things that can be seen from adjacent public areas. 
Fences, landscaping and freestanding walls are not 
permanent and shall not be considered when determining 
visibility. 

101,33 wythe (See figure 1) 
Wythe is a term used in masonry construction to desCribe 
the thickness of a wall. A 2 wythe brick wall is one 
which ie 2 bricks thick (al?proximately S•). Host brick 
Walls in historic reaidentJ.al -construction are 3 wythe 
walla, or 3 bricks thick (approximately 13•). 

101.34 Wrought Iron 
Term uoed to describe a method of manufacturing iron 
~arts or certain building elements. The lron ie heated 
1.n a forge and shaped while soft, either by bendinq or 
hammering. Fences and gates often incorporate wrought 
iron elements. (See figure 19} 



4 ARTICLE 2: HISTORIC BUILDINGS 

200 General: 

A) If documented evidence can be provided which verifies 
that an element of an exieting building has been 
altered, it may be reconstructed to its original 
configuration. 

B) If a building, addition to a building, or element of 
a building b leas than fifty (SO) years· old on the 
date of enactment of this ordinance and the building 
is therefore not an Historic Building within the 
meaning of this Ordinance, it may be altered in 
accordance with the requirements for New 
Construction. Evidence that the building, addition or 
element is leas than fifty (50) years old muet be 
provided. 

C) When a choice of solutions is given in this 
Ordinance, the solutions are presented in order of 
pre~erence. 

D) All provisions of Article 2 apply to Public Facades. 
Those Eroviaions of Article 2 which apply to 
~~~:d.e late and/or Private Facades are specifically 

201 Roof• 

COmlllent: RooLs are a pro.m.j.nent part oL any building, 
and in conjuncrion "'ith the walla. determine a building'.>. 
form and scale. Roof styles, the condition of the roo= 
and its details greatly .i.nt'luence the visual character 
o~ th;e District, lfost of the rof'l styles i..n the 
D4str4ct fall 4nto one of the follo.,~g categories: 1. 
mansard1 2. gable; J, hipped; 4 • .flat. 

201.1 Roof Lines and Dormer Configuriltion at Public & 
Intermediate Facade& 

'rhe roof lines and dormer configuration of an existing 
building shall not be altered except as specifically 
permitted in this Ordinance. Roof lines include the 
roof's slope, height, present location and structure. 

201.2 Reconstructed Roofs at Public & Intermediate 
Facades 

Reconstructed roofs shall be constructed based on the 
original roof design. Where the original slope of the 
roof cannot be verified through reasonable research or 
existing evidence, a Hodel Example may be used. 

201.3 ;:~;;:~d~~:ri•i;i::t:l;~~gs:OOts at Public, 

Comment: Sloping roofs .include all rooL types except 
m41lsard roots which are addressed in Section 201.4 and 
flat roots which are not regulated, 
A) Roofing materials on eloping roofn shatl be '">:1e of 

the following: 
1) A 1!14terial which can be documented as being 

original to the buildirig; 
2) slate shingles; 

J) synthetic s.Lal:e an1.ng.a.ee made of a cemen::Ltious 
composition with fiberglaae or asDestos 
reinf£1rcing; 

4) a composition shingle which replicates the propor
tions of alate shingles. 

comment: OAF •slateli.ne• fulfills this requirement 
5) sheet metal roofing applied in a manner consistent 

with sheet metal roofing on a Hodel Example; 
6) aaphalt or fiberql•ss co~position shingles, 

standard three tab design of 235 pounds per square 
minimum construction; 

7) wood shingles of a shape and size, and applied in 
a 1!14nner conaistent with wood shingles on a Hodel 
Example. 

B) Roll roofing and roofing felt are prohibited as fin
ished roofing materials on sloping roofs. 

C) Patterna mal not be arranged in roofing =ateriale on 
eloping roofa unless based on evidence original to 
the building. . . 

201.4 R.oafi.ng Mat•&'J.als 011. Mansard Roof• at Public 1< 
Iat•rao4iata Faca4aa 

A) Slate or synthetic slate must bO used to replace 
missing or damaged shin9les on mansard roofs where 
more than SO' of the orl.ginal slate shingles are in 
existence. 

Col!l!lt!Jnt: lfans.ard roots .vit:h composition shingles may 
continue to be covered with new composition shingles 
though slate or synthetic .slate eingles are more sympa
thetic to the original clraracter of the building. 
B) Patterns on Mansard Roofs: 

1) Patterna created by the arrangement of slate o.f 
differing colora or configuratione ahall not be 
altered. 

2) Patterns shall not be painted where no pattern 
originally existed. 

3) Patterns shall not be repainted or restained where 
they have faded. 

4) Reconstructed mansard roofs may be patterned 
~hrough the use of slate or synthetic slate 
shingles of differing colore or configurations. 
Such patterns are allowed only if based on 
evidence original to the building. 

C) Roofing materials on mansard roofs shall be one of 
the following: 
1) a l!l3.t.erial which can be documented as being 

original to the building; 
2) elate shingles; 
3) synthetic elate shinglee of a cementitious 

composition with fiberglass or asbestos 
reinforcing I 

4) a composition shingle which replicates the propor-
tions of slate shingles, 

Comment: GAF. •slateline•; asphalt or fiberglass 
composition Sh4ngles, St41ldard three tab desi'l.n of 235 
lb. _per square minimum construction; ful.f4lls this 
requ.u-ement. 

D) Roll roofing- and roofing felt are prohibited as fin
ished roofing materials on mansard roofs at any 
Public, Intermediate or Private facade. 

201.5 Brick Parapets at Public, Intaraodiate ' 
Privata Facadea (See fiquro 4) 

A) Brick parapets and the manner in. which the roofing 
material meet them shall be constructed as follows: 
1) When the inside face of the parapet is visible 

from the ground, the roofing material shall be 
flashed and counter-flashed with sheet metal set 
into the masonry parapet wall. 

2) When the inside face of the parapet is not visible 
.from the ground, the roofing material may be 
eJC;tended up the inside face of ·the parapet and 
fitted under the metal flashing or the parapet 
cap. 

3) Pelt, roofing paper or roll roofing is prohibited 
as finish 1!14terial at the visible side of 
parapets. 

B) Parapet coping shall be restricted as follows: 
1) Visible coping on eloping and hori&ontal parapets 

must be either .brick with cement wash or glazed 
coping tile. 

2) No sheet metal coping shall be visible 
Comment: lfotai or plastic through-.,all flashing should 
be used to prevent moisture Lrom penetrating the 
masonry. A hard, solid brick should be used. 

201.6 Dormers at Public ' Iateb.ediate Facad~a 
(See figure 20) 

A) Dormers shall not be removed or altered in confiqu~a-
tion, location or detail. · 

B) Replacement dormers and elements of a dormer shall be 
designed and positioned on roofs to· replicate the 
dimensions, proportions, materials and details, 
including ornament, of the original dormer. Where 
such dimensions, proportions, 111.ateriale or details 
are not evident from existing conditions, a Hodel 
Example must be provided. New materials which 
replicate the original materials ahall be used. 

C) Dormers are prohibited where there is"no evidence of 
their prior existence. 

D) Dormer Haterlals 
1) Dormer materials, including those at the eides, 

shall not be altered in appearance from the 
original except tha~ non-wood aiding may be used 
at the aides when the dormer is located above the 
second story of a building. 

Comment~ The sides of dormers on slate roofs ~re 
typically slate, while ehe sides ot dorrt~ers on asphalt 
shinglo roots are typicUly 4• exposed "'ood siding. 
(See t.igure lO for illustration of 4• expos!!d wood 
sl.dlng} 
E) ·ornament at Dormers 

Commentr the role of ornament at dormers is 
architecturally significane. 

201.7 

1) Dormer ornament must be replicated from historical 
evidence at the dormer(sl. 

2) Where such evidence no onger exists at the dor
mer(•l• ornament ohal~ be replicated from a Hodel 
Examp e. 

J) Replacement ornament must be constructed of 
original materials or other l!lAterial which 
replicates the original appearance. 

4) ornament and dormer detailing must be of a 
finiehed U~aterial. See finish l!lAterials 
definition, Section 101, 

Comic•• at Public and Interaediata.Facadel 
(See figures 5 & 6) 

Co111111snt: Cornices are a critical element of a 
building's historical and visual integrity, Cornices 
are typically constructed ot tho following materials: 
brick, built-up pieces of wood, sheet metal or 
combinations . o~ all three, Cornices includes top 
cornico~ or crovn moldings. 
Definition: Top cornices or crown Holdings: Ornamental 
moulding of woOd with shefi!t metal flashing or entirely 
of sheet metal which defines the top edqe of the finish 
material of a mansard roof and which covers the seam 
between this material and that of ~he roof. 
A) Reconatructed cornice·s shall be designed to replicate 

the dimensions, including length of corner returns, 
proportions and details of the original cornice. 
Where such dimensions, proportions and details are 
not.evident fr0111 existing conditione, a Model Example 
shall be provided. 

B) cornice Materials: 
1) Cornice materials shall not be altered from the 

original except as permitted in this Ordinance. 
2) Replacement materials shall duplicate the 

appearance of the finished original materials. 
See finish materials definition, Section 101. 

3) Replacement brick within a cornice shall be of 
similar dimensions, color and surface characteris
tics as the original. 

4) Pressed brick: replacement sections of preseed 
brick within a cornice shall be of one of the 
following: 
i) New or used pressed brick of similar 
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DEFINITIONS 

[102.1 Allar Boua• 
Residential structures built at the rear of a building 
lot are called alley houaes. In the early days of the 
neighborhood this double-loading of a building lot was a 

0 
way to provide more living space, whether for extended 
family, rental property or buildings for sale. 'I'oday 
socne alley houses are tho only building remaining on the 
lot; others have been converted into garages or storage 
buildinge. 

102.2 Carriage Boua•• 

0 
In the District there are many carriage housee1 usually 
they are located. at tha rear of the building lot 
i.Dmediate to the alley. A carriage house ia most often 
a 2 story structure. 'rho ground level was used to 
protect carriages and horses and the attic story was 
used to store feed. Living quarters were frequently 
incorporated into the structure for the driver, or hirea 

D 
hand. • 

102.3 Kiatorical 
Aa used in this Ordinance, tho word ":historical-, do
scribes a building which i• 50 year• old or older at the 
time of enactment of thi-. Ordinance. 'this age 
distinction helps to d.taCDine which buildings within 

0 
the District deserve the •trictest protect.iona. A 
building being renovated, repaired or receiving a new 
addition is -restricted by thia ordinance if it is 
•historical• in the context of thio definition. 
Existing buildings which are not historical are also 
affected by various provisiona of this Ordinance. In the 
case of the construction of a new building, ·an 

0 •historical• building may, but does not have to, be used 
aa a guide for its design (aee Model Example). 

102.4 Modal B:~~:aapla 
Within the Ordinance a Hodel Example ie often required 
as a basis for comparison and as a source of ideas for 

0 
0 

reconstructed elements and for new construction. 
Definition: A building or e1e111ent(e) of a single 
building type and style which is to be used as a guide 
for the design of a reconstructed ele!Dent or new 
construction. 
A) A Model Example shall be an historical building of 

3 

~~f~f~1~oag~~c!~;:· ::;h~;~~~~~~c~!~1eef:!~~e o~0 ~~ 
construction. A Hodel Example may be a building, 
existing or once existing, either wit1lin the District or 
the city of St. Louis. Dietrict Hodel Ex&~~~ples are 
preferred. Alterations and additions to an historical 
building cannot be used to set precedent as a Hodel 
Example. 

B) Model Examples shall be presented in the following 
forms: 
1) Existing buildings or building elements shall be 

photographed, IDinimally 3 • x 5 •, black and white 
or color. Elements shall be photographed in 
detail, and fr01t1 at leaat two anglee. . Elements 
ehall be acc0111panieci by a photo illustrating the 
overall form and architectural style of the 
building. 

2) Photographs of buildings or building elements no 
longer in existence. 

102.5 Public, Privata and XPteraediat• Pacadea 
(See figure 2) 

A) Public Facade 
Definition! The architectural elevation(s) of a 
buildinq which face a. public street. The Public 
Facade Includes those sectiona of the elevation which 
are recessed. ·orhe facade of a carriage or alley 
house which faces the rear of the main structure on 
the same lot Lo a Public Facade. 

B) Intermediate Facade 
Definition! 'the architectural elevation(e) of a 
building which meet the following criteria: 
1) A side elevation which faces a vacant lot or an 

alley. 
2) 'rho aection ·of a aide elevation of a building 

which is in front of the building line of adjacent' 
structure&. 

3) The rear of a corner building visible from a aide 
street. 

4) The rear or aide elevation of a building visible 
from a public street which could never &e hidden 
~ anotHer building. 

C) Private Facade 
·Definition! The architectural elevation( B) of a 

~~!~!ngrw:;crnt~~~ia~:e~a;:~e~riteria of a ~lie 
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dimensions, color and surface characterietice 
as the original. 

it) Fiberglass reinforced concrete replicas with 
integral color and matching the original in 
color and surface characteristics. 

5) sheet metal1 replacement sections of sheet metal 
within a cornice ehall be of one of the following: 
i) Sheet metal of the aame material aa the 

existing sheet metal. 
il) Any of the 111aterials indicated as appropriate 

for use within wood cornices. 
6) Wood: Replacement eections of wood within a 

cornice shall be of one of the following! 
i) wood • · 

ii) fiberglasa replicating the original weed · 
iii) synthetic moulded replicas of the original wood 

7) stone and terra cottaz replacement sections of 
stone or terra cotta shall be of one the 
followinqz 
i) Stone or terra cotta of similar color, texture 

ii) ;~~c~~e~~i~~a~: ~~a :£!.1.~1~olor, texture and 
dimension as tho original. 

iii) Fibarglaea reinforced concrete replicating the 
original 

iv) Holded aynthetic replicas of tho original stone 
or terra cotta. · 

C) Gutters within a COrnicez 
1) Wood and ~tal cornices with built-in gutters 

shall be rebuilt in one of the following methodsz 
i) Reconstructed to match the original in profile, 

material and dimension. The method of drainage 
shall be oimilar to the original. (See figure 
5) • . • 

ii) Reconstructed with a atandard sheet metal 
gutter aection integrated into the cornice 
profile and maintaining th• original height and 
projection of the original. (See figure 6) 

Co=ont: Tho section o~ a standard sheet metal gur:ter 
.!3 not alway.ll' su:t:tJ.cJ.ent to acco=odate the vo1Wife ot 
water shed lrom many historic roots. For this roason, 
the area drainage vo1Wifo should be determined and tho 
gutter sized accordingly. • 

2) Masonry cornices with built-in gutter• shall be 
reconstructed to match the original in design, 
profile, dilllension and detail. Alumin11111 gutters 
shall not be integrated into the cornice profile. 

D) COrnice Firllohz . 
1) All exterior surfaces of ·a cornice shall be 

painted except copr,:r may be allowed to obtain its 
natural oxidized f n}.sh. • 

201.8 Roofing Acc•••ori•• at Public ~ rnter.ediate 
Facade• 

A) Gutters and Downspoutsz 
co=ent: Gutters and downspout.ll' protect walla· tram 
water dal!lage and assist in preserving the structural 
integrity ot the build1ng. It their configuration is not 
aimilar to tho original con:tiouration, the archit•ctural 
integrity o:t the building will be ~ed. . 

1) New gutters and downapoute shall be •imilar in 
location, aha~, detail and eiz:e of tho original 
or Hodel Example and ahall drain rainwater to the 
sewer syotem. 

2) If no original location ia evident, guttera shall 
return around corners to side facade and downspout 
shall be located on the side facade. 

J) New guttoro and downopouts shall be of one of the 
following materialaJ 
i) COpperJ painted or allowed to oxidize. 

ii) Galvanized metal, painted. 
iii) AlurninurnJ finished as a non-reflective surface 

whether factory-applied or painted. 
4) Plaatic gutter• and downspout• are prohibited. 

B) Ch~eye (See figure 12)· 
1) Existing ch~eys shall be retained. 
2) Ch~eya not in use may be capped in a manner 

oimllar to adjacent parapets, b.u.t in no ca•e is a 
chimney to be altered in dimension, including 
h~ight.· . 

J) Reconstructed chimneya shall dupl.icate the 
original or be baaed ~pon a Hodel Example. 

C) Roof cresting (See figure 1) 
1) Roof cresting ahail not be removed or altered in 

configuration, location or detail. 
2) Replacement roof creating ahall be deaignsd and 

positioned on roofs to replicate the dimeneiona, 
proportlona, materials and detail& of the original 
root cresting. Where auch dimen•ions, 
proportions, materials or details are not evident 
from existing conditions, a Model Example must be 
provided. · 

3) Roof crestinq shall be of the following materials: 
i) wrought Iron, cast iron, copper or other 

non-reflective metal. · 
ii) plastic which replicates the appearance of the 

above. Plastic cresting shall be securely 
attached and rigid eo as to be 
indistinguishable from metal cresting. 

D) No plumbing vent stacks, attic ventilation devices, 
metal chimney flues or metal fireplace chimneys shall 
be visible. 

E) No skylight or roof window shall be visible. 

F) No radio or television antennae or satellite dishes 
shall be visible. 

G) No solar collectore shall be visible. 

H} No roof decks shall be visible. 
I) No root-top air conditioning units shall be visible. 

J} No other items which are not original to a structure 
shall· be visible. 

202 zxterior Nall• 
Comment.: Exterior ~all& are the physical ~eans ot 

5 
enclosing space beneath a roo:t. Ext.orior walls also 
de:tine the sbaps and visual character o:t a building and 
in conjunction with the roo£, deterll!ine the mass and 
scale o:t a building. Jfost: exterior· walls in The 
District are brick masonry oL double or tripl-wythe 
construction. A large number o:t the lll&sonry valls at. 
public tacados have stone or portland cemont veneers. 

EXterior walls o:t all types o:t const:ruction .tor= a 
building •s primary ·structure. Structural dUI"age is l!IOBt 
o.ften related to water ponstrat.ion. For t:.b.i.ll' reason 
ezt:erior walls, and openJ..ng!l within tho wall, shall be 
maintained and protected in order to assure the 
longevity o:t tbe structure. 

· 202.1 Zxterior w ... onry Walt. at Public G Interaed.iate 
Facade• 

A) Cleaning Exterior Masonry 
1) 'lhe blasting of exterior masonry walls with sancl. 

. or other abrasive ma.terials ia prohibited. 
CoJM~snta . Blasting a masonry wall with abrasive 
materials destroys tbe hard outer sur:tace o:t the masonry 
and thus exposes t:be softer core o:t the masonry to tbe 
olS.IIIents. Blasting· thus l20t only pe.rmanently damages 
tbe appearance o:t the· brick, but alao shortens the li:t• 
of the individual brick and the building as a vhole. 

2) Masonry a hall only be cleaned of dirt or paint 
with non-acidic chemical eolutions and water. 
Such.aolutiona and water shalr be sprayed at low 
to medium preaouree never to exceed 400 pounde per 
square inch. . 

Co=ent:.: It i• rsccl!fDisnded that tha cloaning techniqua 
:t1rat: b. app1J.ed to a 3 • x 3 • BIUIIpl• area located in an 
unobtrusive area of tbe wall(s) to demonstrate that the 
cleaning technique will be non-damaging. 
B) Exterior Masonry Walls and Paint 

1} A masoriry wall which baa been painted r~~&y be 
repainted. The n- paint. shall be a flat or eemi
qloas paint in a color with . the auo value and 
intensity as the original maso~. Examples of 
appropriate valuea and inteneitiea are listed in 
AppencUx A. 

2) 'I' he painting of unpainted 1!14Sonry walla is 
prohibited. 

C) Tuckpointing zxtOrior Masonry Walla at Public, 
rntermediate G Private Facadea. 

Commentz ruckpo1nt1ng o:t masonry vall• is of the utmost 
bportance · in k•epJng the wall watertight whil• 
retaining the original appearance o~ the wall. 

1) Exhting mortar which is to be removed shall only 
be removed by ha.nd. 'rhe use of power tool• b 
prOhibited. 

Co~M~ent: 
masonry. 

.Powor to~l useags easily chips and damages 

2) 'rhe coct~poaition of the mortar used in tuckpointing 
shall be soft. Lime ia a required ingredient -of 
tho mortar mix. · 

Co111111ent:: In the natural· mov•ZMn~ o;( • building, DtOrt:ar 
vhic:h ia too hard wil~ •pall, chip or bre&k the adjacent 
masonry. A rocotmJJGnded mortar llibt compatible with the 
age o:t the building will be suggestsd by the City o:t St. 
Louia Building Divlaion. 

3) the color of the mortar ahall match th• majority 
of the mortar currently existing in the wall. 

COJm!IGfJt:.' i"he color o:t mortar which does not have color 
p.iglZJGnt added is aL:tect:ad by ehe color and coaraenssa of 
the sand. 'typically vll.ite sllic& Blllld Will result in 
mort:ars o:t a lighter color while bro•m river sand will 
result in mortars o:t & darker color. similarly, aand o~ 
a :tinar coar.seness- vill result in mortars o:t a lighter 
color while coarser sands will result in mortars o:t a 
darker color. In each instance~ the color o:t the mortar 
will not bo clearly ident:Hiablo until it ho~~s dried and 
been washed. lfortar normally dries 1n thirty days and 
may be washed ol residue by plain water and a st:.J..tf 
bristle brush. · 

4) Mortar shall be tooled to 1114tch tho existing or 
original character of the jointo. (See figure.8) 

comment: • Comaron :Joints found with.in The District 
include: concave, ~grooved, and struck. 
Comment: It is recommended that a 3 • x 3 • suple area 
located in an unobtrusive area o~ the vall be 
tuckpointed in order to illustrate COlllpli4DCO with the 
above. 
D) Reconatructed Exterior Walls (See figure 9) 

co=ent: Reconstructed masonry valls Include tho 
replaCement o:t missing masonry within a w&l~ and" the 
reconstruction o:t a masonry val~ which has co~~apsed. 

-co=snt1 lfasonry includes brick, ornamental prsssod 
brick and terra cotta. 

1) construction 
i) A reconstructed C~&sonry wall shall be one of 

the following types of construction: 
a) Solid masonry, or; · 
b) concrete block back-up with masonry 

exterior, or1 
c) masonry veneor on metal or wood studs. 

ii) Mortar thickness and coursing ohall match the 
original. 

2) Material 
i) one of the following materials shall be used: 

a) new masonry units which match the original 
l.n size, ebape, color (variety and pattern 
of color), surface hardneao and ornament. 

b) replicas of original ornamental masonry 
units constructed of tho .materials outlined 
in section 201.7: Cornices. 

COIMient:: used masonry units should not: be used bec.aqse 
of the checked pattern which results• when faces of the 
units which were not originally exposed are relaid. 
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exposed. These faces typically have traces of previor.rs 
construction including paint, plaster, mortar, tar and 
oeher foreign coatings. Jlith a little patience and 
coord1nat.1.on a new masonry unit which matches the 
original can ~e found. · 
E) Exposed Masonry Party Halla at Intermediate Facades 

7~=~~~: w~"f:s:glc~(J~o::Jea"!~e~ ;1:;s b::Jler 01!~~=* 
adjacent: buildings. Upon demolition O:t one of the 
buildings, one :lace of this wall constructed of soft 
interior brick .is lett exposed. EJcposed masonry party 
walls present t.,o problems: 1) how "best to protect the 
soft: brick wall from deterioration and 2) how to i.Jnprove 

. the irregular face left by demolition. 
1) One of the following a~ethods of treating exposed 

masonry party walls shall be used1 
i) Replace the exterior wythe with a new wythe of 

hard face brick. The new brick shall be 
similar in size and color to the original. 

ii) Clean tho oxpos!ild wall of any debria1 replace •nr deteriorated areas, tuckpoint the entire 
wa 1, and apply a clear watarprrofing 
treat:utent. 

2) Stucco ia , •trictly prohibited as a method of 
treating exposed masonry party walls. 

202.2 Wood Siding at Public & Iat•raediate Facades 
(See fiqure 10) 

Colll!llent: llood sidl!Jg is typically Lound at the sides of 
dormers, enclosed porches, rear additions and 
occasionallY an entire building within Xhe District. 
A) Wood siding shall be painted. 

B) Replacement materials shall be one of the following: 
1) New wood siding which replicatea the original in 

design, dimension and method of application. 
i) The sides of a dormer rnay be reeided with 

aluminum, ateel or vinyl siding as provided in 
Section 201.6(D). 

C) The following replacement materiale are prohibited, 
except at the aides of a dormer: 
l) Masonite siding is prohibited. 
2) aluminum, steel or vinyl siding ie prohibited. 

202.3 stone and Portland Cu.ent Facades at Public~ 
Interaediat• Facade• 

A) Paint 
1) stone facadee which have not been painted ehall 

not be painted. 
2) Stone facades to be repainted a hall be painted 

shall follow the quidelines in Section 202.1(8). 
B) Kiseing piecea of stone and missing or severely 

damaged facadee shall be repaired or replaced with 
cem.ent. etucco, fiberglaes or other material which 
replicates tho original appearance of the stone. 
1) When a new coat of cement etucco is applied the 

following apply1 

i) The cem.ent stucco shall be scored to replicate 
tho pattern of the original stonework. 

ii) The setback of windows and doore shall be 
closely maintained. 

iii) The detailing of corners and edges shall be as 
crisp ao tho original. 

203 Windows 

Comment: Windows o~ historic buildings are a very 
important part oL a building's historic character, They 
are integral to a building's ozterior and interior 
design, and are a critical element o~ the building•s 
weather protection sy•tel!l. A typical window design 
consists o~ l!IUfttlns, sash, Lral!le, moldings, proportion, 
conL.lgur•tion .nd concept of' operation. 

203.1 Window• at PUblic Facades 
A) Windows shall· be one ot the tollow~ 1 

1) The exieting window repaired and retained. 
2) A replacement window which duplicates the origini!.l 

and meets the followJ.:ng requirementsl 
i) All cocnponenta are a~&de of wood. 

ii) The pro"filos of jaatbil, brick moulds, tDUllions, 
=untins1 aaahes, fr.mes and moldings =atch the 
original. elements in dirneneion, confiquration 
and position in the opening. 

iii) Multiple aUla and jamb U:ners are not accept
able. 

iv) Replace=ent aill and jamb set within ozisting 
silla and jamb111 are not acceptable. 

v) The nwaber of lites, their arrlll\get!IBnt, size 
and proportion shall a~&tcb the or icj inal. 

vi) The method of opening ia the same as the 
original except double-bung windowa may ~ 
changed to •ingla-hung. 

B) Reconstructed windows and sashes ehall be based on 
the followi{lgs . 
1) an adjacent existing window in the aame facade 

which ia original or1 
2) a Model Example, or1 
3) similar to the window detailed in Figure 13. 

C) Gl!lss Types 
1) Glass in windows shall be one of the following: 

i) clear glaea or other original glazing, or1 
ii) glase based on a Model Example, or, 

ill) insulated glaea with ita exterior face set back 
from the exterior face of the sash to match the 
original dimension, with a minimum dimension of 
3f8• if the original dimension is unknown. 

2} The following glass types are prohibited: · 
i) tinted glass 

ii) reflective glass 
iii) glass block 
iv) plastic (plexl-glaes) 

D) The infilling of a window.by any means is prohibited. 

E) storm Windows and Screens (See figure 15) 

Collllllent: Storm windows and screens may be installed at 
the interior or at the exterior. ~nterior installation 
is preferred to preserve the exterior appearance of the 
window and its details. 

1) Materials: 
i) Exterior storm windows and screens shall be 

wood or aluminum. ·Wood aball be painted; 
aluminum shall be factory-painted or primed an~ 
painted in place. 

ii) Interior storm windows and ecreene rnay be rnade 
of any material. · 

2) Storm windows and screens shall aloo meet the 
following re~irements: 
i) The dlmenaions of the area of glass or screen 

. shall be the same as the area of glase in 
the window being protected. 

ii) The meeting rail of the etorm or screen window 
shall be in line with tho meeting rail of the 
window being ~otected. Additional meeting 
rails are prohibited. 

Collllllent;l A1f .Ln the case of an arched-head openlJJg1 ehe 
top r•il of the storm w.indov and/or screan must match 
the profile of ehe windw sash •. 

F) New Windcn, ~ninga 
1) No new window opening shall be created. 
2) No· existing window opening shall be altered in 

length or width. . 

203.2 Wiadova at Intar.ediata Facade• 
A) Windows shall comply with all of the restrictions 

outlined in 203.1 except as provided in this section 
203.2. 

B) Replacement Windows 
1) Haterialas 

i) ~~f:~!'l!a~!~f~! 1 shall be conatr1.1cted of the 

a) Hater~ale outlined in 203.1 
b) Ketal · , cl Metal or vinrl clad wood 

ii) V nyl ia prohib ted as a replacement material. 

C) Infilling Windows (See figure 16) 
1) Windowe which are to be abandoned on the interior 

shall be infilled as follows: . 
i) The window shall be cloeed with wooden shutters 

set within brick mold framing the opening, 
approx. 1• to 2• back. from the face of the wall 
with the window maoonry opening left intact 
including the brick mold, sill and lintelJ 

ii) The opening shall be bricked-in with brick set 
2• to 3• back from the face of the vall with 
the window masopry opening left intact 
includin'J. the sill, lintel and brick mould. 
The infi 1 brick ehould match the surrounding 
brick in aiza, color, texture, cow:sing and 
mortar cca~position, color, tozture and tooling. 

D) New Window opaninqs: 
1) New openings where no window existed before or 

oxieting windows to be made aborter or longer, 
shall meet the following1 
1) The oxieting window opening shall not be 

widened or narrowed. 
ii) The width of new openinge shall be the same ao 

the adjacent o~nin9a. 
iii) Masonry jambs shall be toothed-in, not saw-cut. 
iv) New lintels shall align with adiacent lintelo. 
v) Sill and lintel material ana configuration 

ahall match thoee adjacent. 
E) Storm Windows and screens (See figure 15) 
Collllllent: Ston~~ windows and screens may be installed at 
the .interior or at the ezterior. Interior installation 
is preferred to preserve the exterior appoar&nca of the 
window and its details. 

1) Materials: 
i) Exterior •to~ windows and screens shall be 

wood aluminum, or vinyl. Wood shall be 
painted, aluminum shall be factory-painted or 
primed and painted in place. 

li) lnterior storm windows and acreeno may be made 
of any material. 

2) Storm windows and screene shall also meet the 
following re~iremants1 
i) The dlmensiono of the area ot glasa or ecreen 

ehall be the eame as tho area of glasa in the 
window being protected. 

ii) The meeting rail of the otorm or screen window 
shall be in line with the meeting rail of the 
window being protected. Additional meeting 
rails are prohibited; . 

Commentr · AS .Ln the case o~ an arched-head ope.nilig, tho 
top ra.Ll ot the storm window and/or screen aust. match 
tlJe profile of tlJe vindov sash. 

203,3 Wiadovs at Private Facades 

A) Windowo at Private Facades are not regulated by this 
ordinance. . . 

comment: Owners are encou~aged to repair and retain the 
original appearance, dimensions, proportions and details 
ot original windows located· at priva to Lacades. · Where 
alterations are to be made, the guidelines of Section 
203.2(C) and (D) are strongly recommended. 

201 Doors 
Coi!Ullent: Doors, l,ike windovs, are an integral part of a 
building's street facade. Pri.IIJary entrance doors are 
one of the strongest first impressions ot a building. 
comment: Door tjpes tound Jn The District are limited 
eo a tew dif~erene types. Doors of earlier Federal 
style buildings are sl.l!Zple in construction .md without 
orn4lllent save for four or six panels. Victorian doors 
are much more ornate, often with elaborate carvings, 
recessed panels or other architectural detailing and 
typically have a glazed area in the upper half to three 
quarters of the door. Glass in a. Victorian door is 
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typically etcllorl, bavoled or leaded. Stormer doors 
o.tten accompany Victorian door• and are ot si.II11lar 
design though usual~y without any gla~ad area. 

204.1 Doors at Public and Interaediate Facadaa 
(See figure 14) 

Coi!IZ!Ient: • As used her•in the toZl!r •doors" includes 
stoZlller doors. 
A) Doors shall be one of the followings 

1) The original wood door reetored, or; 
2) a new wood door which replicates the original, or; 
3) a new wood door baaed on a Model bample. 

B) 'l'ho following typea of door.o are prohlbitedz 
"1) Flush, ho"llow-core doora with or without applied 

moldinga, and; 
2) metal doora of any type. 

C) Dooro shall have one of the following·finiehesl 
1) Paint, or; 
2) when hardwood, a natural finish. 

D) Bardwa.re 

l) ~~~·;~a;-i:baJ!~t~l=t~~b::s:ai'd'!:::n7; 
mJ..dng at an original door, the new hardware 
ahall be of a &tyle, type and matarial corusiatant 
with a model example. · 

E) Placement . 
1) setting door• forward or back frCXD their original 

line of placement is prohibited.. Double ailh or 
jamb linera aro prohibited •. New door• &ball pre

. cisely fit the existing opening. 
F) Side Panels in entrance alcove 

1) ~i;:~Yn=~~e panels in the entrance alcove shall 

20,.2 %ranao•• at Public and Intcr.aediata racadaa 
(See-figure 17) 

Co=entz A transom is ella vJ.ntfov over the t:op of a door 
and can be eJ.the.F fbted or operable. 
A) Transoms shall be maintained. as part of the· entry, 

following the guidelines in Section 203.1 (A thru D). 
B) storm windowa and ecreens at transCXDs shall follow 

203.l(E)o 

204.3 Vehicular Doora at Public ~ Inter-ediata 
racadaa 

Comment:: There aro a number of historic vehicular en
t:rances vit:hin The District. ~oday, these entrances may 
still retain their original use or may have been 
converted t:o primary or secondary openi.ngs. 
A) The structural opening of an original vehicular door 

shall remain intact. 
l) Intermediate facade vehicular door openings ~~~ay be 

infllled with a aimulated vehicular door or brick 
~ill as apecified in 203.2(C). 

B) Door• · 
1) Doors shall be of one of the following types1 

i) 'rhe original door or a duplicate of the 
original door, or1 

ii) a door baaed on a Hodel Ezample, or1 
iii) a door constructed of car siding (tongue & 

groove1 2-3/4• xS/8•). 
2) A man door may be incorporated into the overall 

dea.iqn of the door. 
3) doors of the following types are prohibited: 

i) overhead garage doors made of aluminum, fiber-
9•Cles or eteo1. 

4) MethOd of operation oball be one of the following: 
i) 'rho orlglnal method of operation ehall be re

tained. 
ii) overhead doora may be uaed where they did not 

originally exist if they are clad with tongue 
and groove dding running vertically or if they 
replicate tho appearcnce of a Model Example. 

205 Fo~mda.t.ioua (See figure 1) 
COliiZIIent: Xbe foundation creates boeh a structural and 
v.:l.sual bass on which a bui.ldLnfi rests. It creates a 
strong v.:l.sUal line at ehe bottom o:r a bu.:l.ldJng and pro
v.:l.dos a erans.:l.e.:l.on between ehe sidewl!llc or lawn and the 
building .facade. Xho .foundation is essential to ehe 
aeructural stability and wo4thor resistance at a 
buJ:lding. 
co.mmentr Foundations vitb.in The District are typically 
vbito or grey limestone. 

205.1 Paint @ Public ~ Inieraediat. Facade• 

A) Unpainted foundations eball not be painted. 
B) Painted foundations aball follow qu.idelinee Cor 

·painted maaoniy. Sao section 202.l(B) (1). 

205.2 Raplaca.ent.Materi&la @ PubLic & Iateraediate 
Pacadaa 

A) Foundation replacement materialo shall be one of the 
following I 
1) New or ro-uaed atone which matches the original in 

color, typo of atone, siz:e, finish, method of 

2) i.ay;::~r of the above applied to a differing 
back-up material auch as concrete or concrete 
block. 

3) other maeonry products ouch as cast-in-place con
crete, split-faced concrete block or concrete 
block With an uneven face can be used only on an 
intermediate facade and only when the exposed face 
replicatee tho original material. 

205.3 
A) 

Sarface rreataenta @ Public & Ioter.ediate racadea 

Foundatione ehall not be parged (skim-coated) with 
stucco, concrete, ~rtar or other ce=entitious mater
ials. 

7 
Comment: Foundation• which require" tuckpointing should 
be tucJcpointed to match the eXisting mortar in color, 
tell:ture and composition. 

206 Appandag .. (See figure l) 
Comment: Only a .lev materials vero historically used in 
The Diserict .in eho construction o.t porches, stoops and 
steps. These mater.:l.als included stone, brick, vood and 
occasionally vu.:l.oua- typea of mecal. Appendages vere 
ott:en tlle focus of arch.:l.toctura.l dota.:l..ling and add t:o ·1>6 
"individual character oL a building. 

206.1 Location and ~ of Appendages P•r Facade 
A) Appendages at the Public and Intermediate Facades 

ehall not: bo removed or altered in configuration, 
location, or detail. 

B) At Public and Intermediate 7acadea, appendages may be 
reconstructed where there is evidence of their prior 
existence. Reconatructed appendage11 shall be rebuilt 
baaed on evidenc• at the building and a Hodel 
Example. 

C"oi!IIDent: Bvidence includes, but J.. not: lbd.t:ed to, 
paint: linss and profi.J.es on the facade, indi.c:ae.:l.ons or a 
fomor .foundation, docwzte.ntod eziatence in tanur oL. 
bistoric:a..l site plan• and phot:ographs. · 
C) New Appendageat 
COllllllentt Hev •ppend'fea are nsv c:onstructiOlt 
t:bsre is no evid'enc:. o an origina.l appendage. 

206.2 

1) Are prohibited at Public Facadea 
2) Shall be set back at least fifteen (15) feet· from 

the public facade. 
3) Shall be baaed on a Hodel Example. . 

i) All facades of a new appendage ahall utilize 
finish materiala. See definition, auction 100. 

ii) ·Access to the main building fran a new 
appendage ehall be limited to a single door 
wiath opening in the original exterior wall. 

Stone El .. anta at Public and Interaediat• Pacadea 

A) stone etepe and porch elements shall be replaced only 
when necessary to eneure ~blic and occupant safety. 

B) stope and porch elemente shall retain their original 
location and configuration. 

C) Stonework shall not be painted or "receive any 
adbaeivaly applied finishes. 

D) Replacement materiale at Public Facades 
1) Par architectural elements aee the acceptable 

replacement materials listed under stone cornices 
-SeCtion 201.7(B)(7). 

2) Replacement stope ehall be one of the following: 
i) New or re-used atone duplicating in shape, oiz:e 

and coloration that: which is being replaced. 
ii) Procaet concrete which raplicatea the stone in 

shape, siz:e and coloration. 
E) Replacement Materials at Intermediate Facade 

l) Hateriale portr~itted in section 206.2 (D). 
2) Wood aa per a Hod.el Example. 

206.3 Wood El .. enta at Public and Inte~ta 
Pacadea 

A) Reconatructed wood appendage• ahall be of wood.1 
except architectural diitails ouch aa bracketa whicn 
may be ot" the materials liatod under replacement 
materials for wood cornicee- Section 201.7(8)(6).· A 
Hodel Example shall be used. 

B) Reconstructed wood handraile •hall be one of the 
following: 
1) A wood handrail based on 11. Hodel Ezamplo, or; 
2) Tho soulard type hand.rail cCICIII!IOn to St. Louis. 

(See figure 18) . 
C) Wood handraile shall receive one of the following 

finiohee: 
1) paint, or1 
2) an opaque etain. 

206.4 Ketal Bl .. ent• at Public and Interaediata 
·Facade a 

A) Metal handraile and architectural detailing shall be 
of one of the types of metale or other replacement 
materials li.sted under Section 207.1(8). · 

B) Metal handrails and metal architectural detailing 
shall be painted black. 

207 Acceaaorica 
comment:1 Accessories are a.rchit:ectural "alelll6nta which 
add to the ovara.ll character o.t a building in BIIJaller 
measure than the preceding appendage .items. Accessories 
if chosen wisely can greatly enhance the histor.ic 
quality o.t a. building. · 

207.1 Wrogght a.n4 caat Iron Acceaaoriaa at Public 
and Interaodiat• racadca (See Figures 1 & 19) 

Coi!IIDent: 'Z'hoso include balcony railings and cresting. 
coamrent.: Wrought and cast iron a.ccessor.ies vere once 
common in rho Dist:r.:l.ct, particularly on the Federal 
style buildings. 
A) Existing wrought-and caet iron accessories shall not 

be removed o;- altered in form. 
comment: owners are encouraged to reconstruct ba.lconies 
where ehey once ell:isted e11pecially U the origina.l 
brackees are selll .:l.n place. 

B) Replacement Materials 
1) New or re-used metal accessories based on a Hodel 

Example, or 1 
2) Plaetic or other ~lded or caet material which 

repllcatee the appeara~ce of the original. 
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207 .:z Shutter• at Public and Intermediate racades 

(See figure 13) 
Comment: Shutters were once very common vit:hin The 
District. Shutters were opened and closed daily to 
provide privacy, security and insulation. Windows which 
onc:e had. shutters often bear testimony to their former 
existence by extant hardware or mark~ngs in the brick 
lJIOlding. 
Comment: Owners are encouraged to re-install sh11tters 
where they once existed. 
A) ReconstrUcted shutters meet the following 

requirements: 
1) Horizontally slatted and of wood construction 

unless a Model Example demonstrating otherwise is 
provided. 

2) The size, height, and shape shall match the 
original sash, 

3) Shutters must be hunq on shutter hin9es per 
original design. Shutters may not be fixed in a 
closed position at Public Facades. 

comment; "shutters at InterMediate Facades ~ay be closed 
as in ehe case of infilling a window. Closed shutters 
are recotfll!lended as a means of infilling a windo~or at 
Intermediate & Private Facades. (Sse figure 16} 

207.3 Security Bars @ Public 5 Intermediate Facades 
(See figure 19) 

~~=::!~ :J:a~O:Sic~~y 'co~~'i~~~;{ ::r~r~~:n~~fY i~~~~o;i 
placed to the exterior side of the ~orindo~or. This 
ornament added to the overall design of the facade. 
A) Existing historic security bars and ironwork in front 

of windows at a Public Facade shall be retained where 
existing. 

B) New security bars shall be added in accordance with 
the following: 
l) New security bars &dded to basement windows at the 

Public and Intermediate Facades shall be added to 
the interior of the window unless based on a Hodel 
Example. 

2) New security bars added to other windows at the 
Public and Intermediate Facades shall be added to 
the interior and screened from the exterior by 
interior window treatment. · . 

3} New security bars which are visible at the Public 
and Intermediate Facade shall be vertical in 
design, .and based On a Hodel Example. 

207.4 Awnings aud c:anopi•• at Public and 
Interaadiata racado• 

Comment: There is considerable historic evidence that 
the windows and doors o~ buildings within The District 
vera once protected by awnings or canopies. 
A) New awnings and canopies shall be baeed on a Hodel 

Example and meet the following: 
1) The same shape and size as the op8ning behind. 
2) constructed of a fabric material. 
3) Lettering or numerals are prohibited, except· as 

allowed in. Section 207.7 (A) ( 2) 
B) Metal awninge and canopies are prohibited. 

207.5 Bzterior Lighting at Public 5 Interaadiata 
racadaa 

COliUllent: Light fixtures should be used to accent and 
highlight historic structures and to provide safety and 
security. Exterior lighting fixtures are generally not 
an original element of historic buildin~s and thus 
should be as simple and unobtrusive as possible. 
A) Only one (1) Exterior wall mounted lighting fixture 

shall ~e permitted per building. 
B) Exterior wall mounted ·lighting fixtures shall be one 

of tha following, and shall be mounted no higher than 
the top of the entrance door: 
1) A simple metal canister with a downward projectin9 

light. The fixture shall be painted or anodized 
aluminum, to match the adjacent wall color. 

2) Ketal bracket with a clear glass globe with a 
clear bulb. 'l'ha metal bracket shall be painted or 
anodized aluminum to match the adjacent wall 

~~!lr, b~~!~~;~d t~0u:r m~iari~:~e b!~~zg~ w~£~~~~ 
3) ~!:~e~~a! ~~;~nExam la. 
4) coach· and similar lights are prohibited. 

C) Lighting in entry alcoves shall be one of the 
following: 
1) Ceiling _mounted and non-visible from the street. 

207.6 

2) A recessed can light in the ceiling of the entry. 

straat Addr•••e• at Public and Intaraediata 
Facades 

A) Numerals shall be Arabic. 
B) Street addresses shall be one of the following: 

l) At a transom 
i) Painted gold-leaf. 

ii) Etched or leaded glass based on a Hodel 
Example. 

2) On a. door 
i) Etched or leaded glass based on a Hodel 

Example. 
ii) Ketal numerals, a maximum of 4• in height. 

iii) Metal plaque, a maximum of 4" x a• in size, 
with numerals integrally cast. 

3} on landscape elements including walls, fences, 
carriage stones and steps 
i) Integrally carved in stone, a .maximum of 4" in 

height. 
ii) Metal numerals, a maximum of 4" in height. 

iii) Metal plaque, a maxim.um of 4" x 8" in size, 
with numerals integrally cast. 

Comment: Owners are discouraged from elect.ing the 
following option due eo t.he potent..ial damage to the 
masonry by attachment devices. 

4) On walls 
i) Metal numerals, a maximum of 4" in height. 

ii) Metal plaque, a maximum of 4" 2: a• in size, 
with numerals integrally cast. 

C) The following types of street addresses are 
prohibited: 
1) plastic numbers attached to transom glass, doors, 

walls, steps, fences, roofs, light poets, mail 
boxes. 

207.7 Signage at Public • Iuter.ediate Facade• 
Comment: Commercial signags is defined as signage 
located at buildings wh~ch were originally built to 
house commercial uses; commercial signage at 
residential s:truct.ures refers to signage at resiCfential 
structures which have been converted to commercial or 
mixed-use. 
A) commercial signage 

1) Col!llllercial signage is regulated by the existing 
city of St. Louis Signage ordinance and further 
regulated herein. 

2) signage shall not project beyond the face of the 
building, except 6• maximum height lettering is 
permitted on the apron of an awning. 

3) Placard signs shall be metal or painted wood, less 
that 100 sq. inches in size. 

4} Signage shall not be applied al:love- the 2nd floor 
floor line. 

5) Signage may be painted onto the flat fascia trim 
above storefront windows. 

6) Si~nage mar be painted on the storefront glass, 
~~c~~~ ~f11;:;:rs not to exceed 6•. Sign not to 

7) Signage shall not be electric or animated. 
8) See 207.5 for exterior lighting restrictions. 

B) Signage at residential structures 
1} Commercial signage is prohibited at residential 

structures or residential structures converted to 
new uses. 

2) Signage shall be limited to the following: 
i) The name of the structure, original occupapts 

or date of construction. 
3) signage shall be of one the following types 

i) on walls 
a) Metal or painted wood plaque, lees. than 100 

sq. inch.es in size. • 
ii) At landscape elements including walls, fences, 

carriage stones and steps 
a) Integrally carved in stone, less than 100 

sq. inches in size. 
b) Metal or painted wood plaque, less than 100 

sq. inches in size. 

207.8 Mailboxa• at Public 5 Ioteraediate Facade• 
A) Mail delivery shall be aCcomplished by one of the 

following: 
1) mail slot cut into an exterior door 

2) wall mounted mailbox not to exceed 12• tall x 6• 
wide x 3" deep, painted to match adjacent 
surfaces. 

3·) if the exterior doors are recessed, the mailbox 
shall be mounted on the side panels. 

208 Storefroota 
Comment: Storefronts are of particular importance in 
The District. As a part ot the urban and cultural 
heritage of Lafayette Square, storefronts provided 
residents with a diversity of services conveniently 
located within walkinq distance of t:Jieir homes. 
Historic storefronts "still comprise the no%-t.h side of 
the 1800 and 1900 blocks of Park and are also "found at 
miscellaneous street corners.· 
Definitionz storefronts consist of large, fixed pieces 
of glass as typified by figure 11. The glazing area 
normally extends from a knee high sill to ceiling 

et~a~· ~~thtr~s~: ~h~al a:!~~l.=p~hr:ie7n~~=- s~;: 
often raised panels or moulded panels. 

2_09_.1 Racon•tructad Storefront• at Public i 
Intar.ediate FAcade• · 

A) Reconstructed storefronts shall meet the following: 
1} The gl.azing ahall be glass, either single or 

double pane, clear and fixed withing a sash. 
2} All exposed materials shall be finiohed. 
3) Be based on a Model Example consistent with the 

building's original character. 

208.2 Storefront conver•ion e Public & Iotor-ediat• 
Facades 

A) Storefronts which are being converted to residential 

~i~n~ha~ie r~~iic t~~~ I0n~~i:e-Jia~~or;;::3;s c~~!ffl~~t 
be altered in any way so aS to disguise the original· 
storefront use. 

209 carriage and Aller Hou•e• (See figure 2) 
Comment: Carriage and alley houSes contribute to t:h.e 
district. These •working• buildings served as important 
adjuncts to t:h.e main residence on ehe. lot and were 
considered necessary to the function of the larger 
house. Some carriage and alley houses are rich in 
architectural detailing and contribute to the overall 
visual character of the district. 
comment: The intent of this Ordinance is to protect and 
preserve the structural integrit.y of these two types of 
struct.ures while recognizing t.hat t.hey are secondary 
st.ructures. 

209.1 Public Facades (See figure 2) 
Definition: The Public Facade of a carriage or alley 
house is defined by this ordinance as that facade which 
faces the main .street and/or rear of the main structure 
on the lot, whether or not the facade is visible from 
the street. 



A) The Public Facade of a carriage or alley house shall 
be regulated by the preceding and following 
h~~!t~~le sections of Article 2, except ·as provided 

1) slate may be replaced with asphalt or fiberglass 
shingles. 

2) plumbing vents, attic ventilation vents, metal 
~~~~;f O{in!~replace flues may be visible above 

3) windows shall replicate the original but may be 
of other materials such as aluminum. ' 

210 Hew Addition• to Existing Building• 

A) No new additions shall be made to the Public or 
Intermediate Facades of historic buildings, except as 
previously allowed by 206.l(C)(3} New Appendages. 

Co111111ent:: Nev additions constructed at Private Facades 
may lengthen an adjacent Irit:ermedlat:e Facade. 

B) See Article 3, Non-Historic Building and New 
COnstruction, for restrictions relating to new 
additions to existing buildings.· 

211 Deaolition 

Comment: Buildings which are .signllica.nt, without. 
regard to chronological age, are considered historically 
significant to the character and integrity ot the 
neighborhood. Demolition is strongly discouraged and 
strictly limited. 

211.1 Application for De.olition Per.it 
Comment: Demolition permits tor buildings within 
historic districts are applied for at the ~t. Louis City 
Building ColfiiQissioner's OffiCe and rev~ewed by th_e 
Heritage and Urban Design Commission. 
A) An application for any demolition within the 

Lafayette Squa~:e Historic District shall include the 
following information: 
l) date owner o"f building acqui~:ed the property 
2) written statement describing reasons for 

demolition or proof of hardship 
3) copy of St. Louis records indicating the date of 

construction of the building under consideration 
4) site plan of the property showing the relation of 

;~~c::;;:ing to the site and to adjacent 

211.2 

A) 

211.3 

A) 

9 
S) black and white or color i'hotographs, 3• x 5'" 

minimum size, of each elevat~on of tne building. 

Valid reaaona for De.olition Pe~:aita 
The only valid 
permit is for 
alteration which 
order to restore 

reason for granting a demolition 
the removal of an addition or 

is not original to the structure, in 
the original appearance. 

Invalid reaaona for Deaolit.ion Pe~:aita 
The following are not valid reasons for granting a 
demolition permit: 
l) Deterioration by neglect, lack of maintenance or 

failure to properly secure and weatherize the 
building. 

2) Structural damage or deterioration. 
Comment: owners shall maintain their properties to the 
~~~um standards of the City of St. Louis Building 

212 

A) 

213 

Vacant Building• 
Vacant buildings shall be protected from 
deterioration as follows: . 
1) Windows and doors which are not weathertight, at 

all floor levels, and at all facades, shall be 
covered by minimum 112• exterior grade plywood.. 
~he exter~or face of the plywood shall be stained 
or painted. No lettering on the plywood shall be 
allowed. Plywood shall be maintained f~:ee of 
graffiti. 

2) The roof, gutter and downspouts shall carry the 
rain water to the ground, and away from the 
building. ~he roof shall be replaced or maintained 
to prevent anl leakage. 

31 ~~~n;:c~t-tbou ;tf:.ln:~:1 L~:h!;' ~:;:;f~r:~fo:a!~d 
vandalism. 

P~:oposal Require•enta 
P~:oposal requirements for repairs, alterations, and 
permitted additions to existing Historic buildings 
shall be as outlined in Section 304. 

ARTICLE 3: NON-HISTORIC BUILDINGS, NEW CONSTRUCTION 
AND ADDITIONS TO HISTORIC BUILDINGS 

~his article shall apply" to existing Non-Historic Build
ings, New construction and permitted additions to 
existing Historic Buildings. 

301 

A) 

Pub.lic •nd Inte~:aediate Pac•dea 
~he Public and Intermediate Facades of Non-Historic 
Buildings, New Construction and permitted additions 
to existing Historic Buildings shall be reviewed 
based on the following: 
1) Site plan includin9 setback and alignment. 
2) Haas. 

Definition: 'l'he visual diSplacement of space based on 
the building• s height, width and depth; the 3 
dimensional impact of a structure. 

3) Scale. 
Definition: 'l'he perceived size of a building relative 
to the height and. width of adjacent structures. Also 
the perceived size of an element of a building relative 
to known architectural elements; for example, the size 
of a door relative to a window. 

4) Proportion. 
Definition: Any system of mathematical ratios which 
establish a consistent set of visual relationships 
between the parts of a building and to the building as a 
whole. 

5) Ratio of solid to void.. 
Definition: ~he percentage of opening to solid wall. 
Openings include doors, windows and incised porches and 
vestibules. • 

301.1 
A) 

6) Material and. material color. 

site 
Alignment . 
1) New construction shall have Public Facade(s) 

parallel to the Public Facade(s) of the adjacent 
buildings. 

2) In the event that new construction is to be 
located between two existing buildings with 
different alignments to the street or in the event 
that there are no adjacent buildings, then the 
building alignment which is more prevalent within 
that block, and on the same side, shall be used. 

3) In the event that a new building is to be located 
on a block which is completely unbuilt, then the 
alignment shall be that which is most prevalent 
within the adjacent blocks or across the street. 

4) In the event that many new buildings are to be 
located on a block which is comrletely unbuilt, 
then all the new buildings shal have a CO{M!On 
alignment. 

B) Setback 
1) New construction shall have the same setback as 
· adjacent buildings. 
2) In the event that new construction is to be 

located. between two existing buildings with 
"different setbacks to the st~:eet, OJ: in the event 

that there are no adjacent buildings, then the 
building setback which is more prevalent within 
that block (same side of street) shall be used. 

3) In the event that new construction is to be 
located on a block which is completely unbuilt, 
then the setback which is most prevalent within 
adjacent blocks or across the street shall be 
used. 

4 J In the event that many new buildings are to be 

~~:;;~teadll onth~ ~~~c\u't~~~~9!s s~~~fl~~~~ au~~~~~ 
setback. 

51 I~tenl:dee~~inaisastl~ac~on:;~tt"ig':ne:f :fiey n~; 
carriage house type new construction. 

C) Every unit shall have a Public Facade. 
D) 'I'here shall be a sidewalk along all public streets. 

'I'he sidewalk shall align with adjacent sidewalks. 
E) Ancillary building or const~:uction shall not be 

visible from public streets. 
Definition: Ancillary buildings are detached, non
-habitable structures including but not limited to the 
following: gate houses; co=mon mailbox centera1 storage 
sheds1 greenhouses; 
F) No curb cuts shall be allowed. 

GJ Grading 
l) The existing grades of a site may not be altered 

beyond minor grading to affect water runoff. 

301.2 

A) 

301.3 

.... 
The mass of new construction shall be comparable to 
the mass of the adjacent buildings or to the common 
overall building mass within the block, and on the 
same side of the street. 

scale 
A) New construction shall ap~ar to be the SiUIIB 

of stories as other bu1.ldings within the 
Interior floor lines. shall also appear to 
levels similar to those of adjacent buildings. 

number 
block. 
be at 

Coli!Cient:: Building height shall be measured at the 
center of a building from the ground to the parapet or 
cornice on a tlat roof building, to the crown molding on 
a Hansarded building, t:o the root eave on a building 
with a sloping roof. 
B) The building height shall be within 2' above or below 

the average height within the block. 
C) When several buildings, or a long building containing 

several units, are constructed on a sloping street; 
the building(s) shall step down the slope in order to 
maintain the p~:escribed height. The step shall occur 
at a natural break between units or firewalls. 
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301,, Proportioll 

A) The proportions of new construction shall be compara
ble to those of adjacent buildings. 

301,5 Ratio of solid t.o, Void 

A) The total area of windows and doors in the Public 
P&cade of new construction shall be no lass than 25' 
and no more than so• of the total area of the facade. 

B) the proportion of a window in the Public Facade shall 
tie between one of tba following: 
l) 1:2 and 1:3. 'rhe height shall be at least twice 

the width (W X 2 <B). 

301.6 

2) ~~~~8.by th• Lafayette Square Restoration 

Public and Ja.UaMdiat.. Pacada Mat•rials and 
Material COlor 

A) Fini.sh materials shall be one of the following: 
1) JCiln-fired brick (2-2/3~ X 8• X 4•) or brick Size 

based on a model example. 
Comarent:: Brick wJ.tldn !'ba Dl•trict: ·.u. typically laid in 
a runnin!l bond w.f.tll natural grey, wh.it:e or reil. mortar. 
!'ypJ.cal ]Oint:a include concave, •truck and v-~roove (See 
tjgur• B). ~o•t brlck wlthin Tho Di~trjce ~ bard and 
SIIIOOtl:l and red or orange 1n coloraeion wlt:h only minor 
variations :in coloration. 

2) stone ccmmon to 'rhe Dhtrict 
3
4
1 Replica ~tone including scored stucco 

Ornamental brick, atone or replica atone lintels, 
cornices, sill• and decorative bands or panels. 

5) :itt:e. by the Lafayette Square Restoration 

B) Siding of any tYP- and style is prohibited at the 
Public and Intermediate Facades except When an 
addition at a Privata Facade extends an Intermediate 
Facade. 

C) Pinished facade materials shall be their natural 
color or the color of the natural material which they 
replicate. 

D) Clear and nonreflective panes of glass shall be used 
~d ~~;;. and intermediate facade windows, trans0111a 

E) Gutters and· downepoute •hall comply with section 
201.8(A) (J)G(4), 

301.7 Public and Jnt•~•t• Pacade Roof• 
A) Glaes roofs are permissible. 

B) Roof planes shall be uninterrupted with openinge euch 
=it~~~~ual skylight., vente, pipes, mechanical 

C) Viaible roofing material shall be limited to the 
following: 
1) date 

·2) synthetic state 
3) aephalt or frberglaes ahinglee, standard three tab 

design of 235 pounds per square minimum 
construction 

4) standing ••am, copper or prefinished eheet metal 
roofing 

D) Visible roofing material not permitted include the 
following: 
1) Wood shingle•, or composition shingles resembling 

wood shingle• or •bakes 
2) Roll roofing or roofing felts 

302 Priwat• Facada& (See figure 2) 

~~t:a~:di~;:~:~ of new construction are not regulated by 

JOJ Garagaa, All•r Boua•• 6 Carriag• Ro~••• 
A) Garages shall be set within 10' of the alley line. 
B) Ca.rages shall be directly behind the main •tructure 

on the aite. If existing alta conditions rrohibit 
this. placement, then the new structure sha1 cocnply 
with Section 301, except 30l.l(B), and 301.3. 

C) Vehicular access shall only be from the alley. See 
also Section 301.l(F) 

D) Garage doors shall be parallel to, and face, the 
alley. 

B) construction materials: 
1) COnsistent with a l!lOdel example.· 
2) Brick 
3) Stone or replica atone, including scored stucco or 

block. 
4) Siding 

304 Propo•al Raquir..-nt• 
A building permit application or preliminaJ:y review 
request for new construction shall ~ accompanied by the 
following: 
A) Site Plan including the following: 

l) The footprint of the new construction as well as 
an outline plan of the •tructures to each aide of 
the site and across the street. 'fhe o~tline plan 
shall be oxtensive enough to indicate •etback 
patterns on which the new conatruction i• based. 

2) 'fhe plan shall indicate all existing and proposed 
site elements including bUt not limited to: 
parking; aidewalkaJ fencing; landscapingJ •ite 
walla; lighting; . ancillary buildings ·or 
structures; services (loading for coa:mercial 
structures, refuse collection); free atanding ' 
signage; 

B) site Section 
1) A grading plan with exiating and proposed contours. 

shall accocnpany the permit application for new . 
conatruction. 

C) Elevations 
1) All Public 5 Intermediate Facades ahall be ahown, 

with dimensions, and ahall include" an o~tline of 
existing, adjacent elevation• to each •ide of all 
proposed construction. These existing outline 
elevation• shall be supplemented by photograph•· 

2) All materials, including facade, roof, wliu1ows, 
doors, foundations, •tap•, •hall be noted on the 
elevations. 

D) Wall Sections 
1) Public and :tnterlll&diate full height wall sections 

ahall be included with parmit application, Thelia 
sections shall note all dimensions and material•. 

E) Details 
l) Public and Intermediate Facade window and door 

jamb sill and head details shall be included with 
permit application. 'fhese details shall note all 
CliJ:oensions and materials. . 

2) Public and intermediate cornices, eave•, gutters, 
downspouts, dormers, appendages, accessories, • 
steps an~ all elements shall be detailed. ~ 

ARTICLE 4: SITE 
'fhis Article appliea to all buildings in 'fhe District. · 

&01 Slope/ora4a at Public ~ %nta~e4iata Facade& 
A) The historic •lope of a. yard shall not be altered at 

the Public or l:ntermediate Facade unless it has at 
•ome time been altered and is to be restored to its 
original configuration. 

402 Wall• 

402ol Pr•• Stan4ing Wall• @ Public 5 l:ntar..diata 
Pacad•• 

Definition: A free •tanding wall i• approximately the 
•ame height above the grade on each •ide of the w~tll.., 
A) l"ree standing walle are prohibited in front of the 

building line. 

402.2 a.taining- Hall• ·at Public an4 %ntaraediat• 
·pacad•• 

Definitionc A retaining wall is constructed to allow a 
change. in grade from one aide of the wall to the other, 

A) New and reconstructed retaining wall& shall be baaed 
on a Model Example. 

B) 'fhe exposed side, of a retaiiling wall shall be 
vertical. . 

C) 'fhe top of the retaining wall ahall be horizontal, 
"and eb&ll extend a maximUm of 8 inches above the high 
point of the grade retained. · 

COJ!DIIent:l Hew ancf redonstructed retaining walls shail 
replicaee the appearance ot an h.!s~oric wall. 1'hus 
stone or brick may be applied •• a veneer to a concrete 
wall as long ss the outward appearance meets the vlsusl 
qualities ot the ~ocfel EzB11tple. · 
D) 'fhe following typee of retaining wall veneers are 

prohibited at Public and :tntermediate Facades: 
1) Railroad ties 
2) Landscape timbers 
3) concrete block of any type 
4) Exposed cast-in-place or precast concrete 
S) Stucco which does not simulate cut stone 

403 renee• 
CoD!IIIent: -Fences are a very .ill!portant part ot the 
sereeescape within historic d~stricts. Fences can trame 
a view o~ an individual's property, define public versus 
private ownership, and act 1n unlson with ot.hor fences 
co add a sense ot continuity and rhythm to the street:. 

403.1 streat rencaa 
Definition: Street fences are ·those fences which are 
located in front of the building or lees than 12 inches 
behind. the building line. 
A) Street fences are restricted to a height of 42" or 

lese when measured above the ground. lfhen placed 
atop a retaining wall, the height shall be measured 
from the top of the wall. 

B) The top level of street fences shall 111a.tch the top 
level of adjacent street fences, or •hall match the 
predominant top level of •treet fences on the aame 
block on the same eide_of the street. 

C) The to~ of street fences parallel to a·•idewalk shall 
be horizontal, stepping the top at intervale as re-
quired to maintain the appropriate height. · 

D) Street fences shall be metal and duplicate the 
proportion and scale of a Model Example. 'fhe Hodel 
Example fence shall be located in front of a building 
of aimilar vintage to tha property under 
consideration. 

B) ;t~hf~l:b:idfsttlfc'te: of •tr-t fences are prohibited 

1) Wire l!'onces 
2) Chain link fencee 
3) Vinyl fences 
4) Wood fences 
5) Stucco fences 



403.2 Privaer Fence• 
Definition: Privacy fences are those fences which are 
located more than 12 inches behind the building line. 
A) Privacy fencee are restricted to a he.ight of 72 

inches or less when measured aboVe the ground. When 
placed atop a retaining wall, the height shall be 
measured from the top o~ the wall. 

B) Privacy fences at Public Facades shall be one of the 
following types: 
1) A reconstructed fence based on a Model Example. 
2) A fence with a face plane created by lattice of 

one consistent design, either placed at a 45 or 90 

et~hi~ a~~~ c;::tr!~f~0~f 8e~i1t~s ~nd c~ll::ely 
3) tatil~';e a':it~s~~~lljpe~v~ac:n/l~~h c~~=tef~~ 

section of the wall constructed of boards placed 

;b~~cta~1ltu~!t~f 0~h!P~~':tc~r s~:fi :bebindth~~ 
public. facade of the fence. 

4) A fence constructed_,_- of atone or brick in 
combination with wrought or other iron. 

5) A fence constructed of stone or brick in 
combination with types 2 & 3 above or type 6 
below, 

6) A fence constructed of boards placed verically 
with no space or gaps between them. 'l'he structure 
of the fence shall ~ behind the public facade of 
the fence. 

C) ;~~hf~lf-~i~s:iic:: of Privacy fences are prohibited 

404 
A) 

1) Wire Fences 
2) Chain link fences 
3) Vinyl fences, except lapped vinyl lattice within a 

frame. 
4) Wood lattice, except within a frame. 

Sidewalk• 
At the Public Facade sidewalks shall be one of the 
following: 
1) Red brick. 
2) Cast-in-place concrete with a broom finish. 
3) Based on a Model Example. 

11 
B) ElCterior handrails at steps loc.!lted in a yard aha.ll 

be one of the following: 

405 

A) 

1) A 1-112• or 2• square, black metal tube handrail 
of a s~ple outline with vertical balluater 
design. 

2) Based on a Hodel Example. 

E~erior Lighting at Public • Interaediate Facade• 
Lighting shall be one of the following: 
1) low fixtures of less than _one_ foot in height. 
2) concealed within the landscape design or buildinq 

features. _ 
B) Security lighting is allowed with the followinq re

strictions: 
1) 'I'he fixtures are concealed within the landscape 

design and/or building features, 
2} 'l'he fixtures are equipped with a motion detector 

so that the light i• activated only when triggered 
by activity within the property linea. 

C) 'I'he following types of lighting are prohibited at 
Public Facades; -
1) lighting fixtures mounted on a yard post, 
2} Lighting fixtures mounted on Public ~acades or on 

a Private or Intermediate Facade within 15 feet of 
a Public facade, Except as allowed by 207.5. 

3) Flood lighting of building facades, ,except as 
allowed by 405 (B). 

406 Lawn sciutptur• 
Lawn sculpture is prohibited in front of the buildinq 
line at the Public Facade. 

407 Swt-ing Pool• 
Above ground and in ground swimming pools shall not be 
visible at the Public or Intermediate Facade. 

408 satellite Dishes 
No so-called satellite dishes shall be visible at a 
Public or Intermediate Facade. 

409 Hailboa:ea 
No free standing wailboxea shall be visible at a Public 
or Intermediate Facade. 

ARTICLE 5: SEVERABILITY 
"-:tf any provision, sentence, clause, section, part, or 
application of the COde is for any reason held to be 
unconstitutional, illegal, or invalid, such unconstitu
tionality, illegality, or invalidity shall not affect or 
impair any of the remaining provisions, sentences, 
clauses, sections, parte, or applications of this COd~. 

THE 

APPENDIX A: 
COLOR SELECTIONS 

APPEHDU: A 

The following color specifications 
indicate acceptable shades and values, 
values of other manufacturer's may be 
subject to review by the commission. 

are intended to 
Similar shades and 
acceptable but are 

COlor selections for previously painted atone foundations 
or atone facades! 

Olidc!en1 
Malibu Sand 13832 
White Whale 35252 

~i{~~~i!~nc~66~~432 
st. Michael's 21342 
Silver Lining 89212 
Pewter 89392 
Porpoise 20802 
Bone 11522 
Rock Garden 28912 
Navajo White 2103 
Wood Smoke 2105 
Sberaan Williaasl 
Buff SW 2340 
White sw 2123 
Eaglet Beige SW 2193 
Parma White SW 2130 
Sand sw 2059 
Wood Bin SW 2191 
P'lanagan1 
Liqht Spirits A'I'C-15 

~ffk ~~ne ~ig:~~ 
Rustic Gray ATC-45 
White Rock A'I'C-36 
Oatmeal A'I'C-41 
Moulin Gray A'I'C-20 
Brick Beige ATC-24 
Woodland Gray A'I'C-37 
Old Clay ATC-42 

Ani of the 11-bove colora are acceptable for previously 
pa nted brick facades. 
The ~receding list of acceptable paints is not intended to 
el~.t.nate paints from other manufacturers. The list is 
intended to illustrate the range of acceptable values and 
intensities. 

E N D 

APPENDIX B: 
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ARTICLE l: INTRODUCTION 

100 Preface 

The Lafayette Square Historic Code has been developed to establish a 
consistent and understandable set of standards to ~overn the development 
of the Lafayette S~are Historic District. This Ord~nance supplements the 
City of St. Lou~s Building Code and re$ulates the construction, 
maintenance and repair of buildings and the~r surroundings within the 
District. 
The Lafayette Square Historic District is unique to the City of St. Louis 
in its character, size and quantity of relatively unaltered historical 
buildings. The neighborhood is d~stinct for the manner in which the 
historic buildings relate to one another and to the street .. The physical 
characteristics of the District as well as the importance of the 
neighborhood in the historical development of the City of St. Louis are 
com~elling reasons for preserving and controlling these special features. 
Add~tionally, the historical value of the District has great economic 
value. Through establishment and enforcement of controls over the 
architectural characteristics of the District, property owners are 
ensured of the on-going historical value of the neighborhood while 
allowing for planned growth and development. 
There are two basic concepts inherent in this Historic Code. They are 
embodied in the definitions of Public, Inter.mediate and Private Facades 
and Model Examples. By establishin'! a definition for three types of 
building facades, there ~s also establ~shed the idea that certain portions 
of a building are more critical to the neighborhood's character than 
others. Based on this premise, this Ordinance regulates more stringently 
the 11 Public 11 elements of the District and is less concerned with the 
relatively private elements. 
The use of a Model Example as a requirement for the reconstruction of 
building elements has an im~ortant advantage. By using the District 
itself as a source of des~gn and detail, the relationship of the 
reconstruction to the historical character of a building is ensured. 
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101 Definitions 

1 Alley House 
Residential structures built at the rear of a buildinSf lot are called 
alley houses. In the early days of the neighborhood, th~s double-loading 
of a building lot was a way to provide more living space, whether for 
extended fami~y. rental property or buildings for sale. Today some alley 
houses are the only building remaining on the lot; others have been 
converted into garages or storage buildings . 

2 Ancillary Building 
Ancillary buildings are detached, non-habitable structures including but 
not limited to the following: gate houses, common mailbox centers, storage 
sheds, greenhouses, garages. 

3 Appendage (See figure 1) 
Term used to describe an accessory space, enclosed or unenclosed, single 
story or two-story attached structures; i.e. conservatory, covered porch, 
balcony. This definition does not include decks, uncovered porches or 
room additions. A Model Example of an a~pendage must be historical as 
defined by this Code and consistent w~th the age and style of the 
building to which it is to be attached. 

4 Cast Iron (See figure 19) 
Term used to describe a method of manufacturing iron parts or certain 
building elements. The iron is heated to a molten state and poured into 
molds. Decorative tips, and tie-rod stars are two common examples of 
cast-iron. 

5 Carriage Houses 
In the District there are many carriage houses; usually they are located 
at the rear of the building lot immediate to the alley. A carriage house 
is most often a 2 story structure. The ground level was used to protect 
carriages and horses and the attic story was used to store feed. Living 
quarters were frequently incorporated into the structure for the driver, 
or hired hand. 

6 Coping (See figure 4) 
Term used to describe the cap of a parapet or wall. 

7 Cornice (See figures 1,3,5 & 6) 
This is the decorative portion of a building located where the building 
wall meets the roof. Besides being a decorative element, the cornice 
often camouflages the gutter and supports the roof overhang. In the 
District, cornices are made of a variety of materials and designs 
incorporating brackets, dentil moldings, and agee moldings. 

8 Dormer (See figures 1 & 20) 
A dormer is a structure built upon a sloping roof or mansard to provide a 
window into the attic story. 

9 Facade (See figure 1) 
A building facade is a specifically defined outer wall of the structure. 
For example, the street facade is the building wall which faces the 
street. 

10 Finish Materials 
Any smooth surfaced wood, painted or stained. Unpainted copper, lead, or 
brass are permitted. Other bare metal, unpainted galvanized metal, rough 
sawn wood, bare wolmanized wood, are not considered finish materials. 

11 Flat Roof 
Flat roofs in the District are those which are essentially flat. They 
will usually have a slope of 1/4" per foot to 1/2" per foot and are almost 
always waterproofed by a built-up roof. 

12 Free Standing Walls 
Term used to describe a free standing wall approximately the same height 
above the grade on each side of the wall. 
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13 Gable r 
The gable of a building is the triangle portion of a building wall which 
is formed by two slopes of a roof. 

14 Half-Flounder [ 
A type of building which has a roof which slopes from one side of the 
building to the other, as opposed to sloping to the front or back. 

15 Historical [ 
As used in this Ordinance, the word "historical 11 , describes a building 
which is 75 years old or older at the time of enactment of this Ordinance. 
This age d~stinction helps to determine which buildings within the 
District deserve the strictest protections. A building being renovated, 
repaired or receiving a new addition is restricted by this Ordinance if it [ 
is "historic_al" in the context of this definition. Existing buildin!;JS 
which are not historical are also affected by various provisions of th~s 
Ordinance. In the case of the construction · of a new building, an 
"historicaln building may, but does not have to, be used as a guide for [ 
its design (see Model Example) . 

16 Intermediate Facade 
Term used to describe the architectural elevation(s) of a building which 
meet the following criteria: C 

1) Side elevation which faces an alley, · 
2) The section of a side elevation that is in front of the building 

line of adjacent structures, 
3) For a side elevation next to a vacant lot or side yard, all 

stories of the first 15 feet of this elevation behind the Public [ 
Facade. 

4) For the remainder of the side elevation(s) that face a vacant lot 
or side yard (bPhind the 15 foot line), the elevation shall be 
Intermed~ate fo~ certain respects and Private for others. The [ 
first story of the side elevation that faces a vacant lot or a 
side yard shall be considered Private in all respects of the 
Code, beginning 15 feet back from a Public Facade. All stories 
above the first story of a side elevation facing a vacant lot or 
side yard shall comply with the provisions for Intermediate 

1

1 
Facade in all the sub-sections of 201 -. Roofs, all the sub-
sections of 202 Exterior Walls, and Section 203.2 '-
Windows at Intermediate Facades. 
For the issues covered in Sections 204, 205, 206, 207, and 208, 1 these elevations are to be considered Private. See Article 210 Ll 

for special provisions for additions at these elevations. 
5) No rear elevation of any building is considered an Intermediate 

Facade. 

17 Mansard (See figure 3) [ 
A Mansard is a steeply sloped roof which allows for more usable room in an 
attic story. Usually a mansard roof is used to mask a building's third 
story and in this way, the building appears to have only two stories 1 
capped with a roof. The mansard roof may be used to make a building look L 
taller or more imi,>ressive. Dormers were often incorporated to provide 
light and ventilat~on for the attic story. 

18 Masonry [ 
Masonry ~s the family of building techniques which use stone, brick, 
ceramic, or concrete block units, 

usually separated by mortar beds and joints. 

19 Mass [ 
Term used to describe the visual displacement of space based on the 
building's height, width and depth; the 3 dimensional impact of a 
structure. 
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20 Modern Conveniences 
General term to describe features on houses that did not exist in 
Victorian times and are now common features of houses, including but not 
limited to : 
air-conditioning condensers, plumbing vent stacks, kitchen vents, wooden 
platform patios, decks, hot-tubs, in-ground pools, fountains, and 
greenhouses. Modern conveniences may be installed on Private facades 
and in Private Yards. Modern conveniences should be removed from direct 
view with the use of a privacy fence. 

21 Model Example 
In this Ordinance, a Model Example is often required as a basis for 
comparison and as a source of ideas for reconstructed elements and for new 
construction. 
Definition: A building or element(s) of a single building type and style 
which is to be used as a guide for the design of a reconstructed element 
or new construction. 

Requirements for a Model Example. 
A) A Model Example shall be an historical building of comparable age, 

form, architectural style and use to the building to receive the 
reconstructed element or new construction. A Model Exam~le may be 
a building, existin~ or once existing, either within the D~strict or 
the City of St. Lou1s. District Model Examples are preferred. 

B) Model Examples shall be presented in the following forms: 
1) Existing buildings or building elements shall be photographed; 

minimally 3" x 5", black and white or color. Elements shall be 
photographed in detail, and from at least two angles. Elements 
shall be accompanied by a photo illustrating the overall form and 
architectural style of the building. 

2) Photographs of buildings or building elements no longer in 
existence. 

C) Alterations and additions to a historical building which meet the 
criteria of "historical 11 may be used as a Model Example . 

22 Parapets (See figure 4) 
A building's parapet is that portion of the walls which project above the 
roof. Para~ets are most commonly part of a masonry building and can be 
found on bu1ldings with flat, gabled, half-flounder, or mansard roofs. 

23 Permastone 
Permastone is a trade name which has come to be used generically to 
describe all varieties of synthetic materials designed to resemble stone. 
These materials are precast cementitious 11 Stones 11 or panels of 11 stone 11 

attached as veneer over existing masonry. 
24 Private Facade 

Term used to describe the architectural elevation(s) of a building which 
do not meet the criteria of a Public Facade or an Intermediate Facade. 
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25 Private Yard [ 
The private yard is that portion of a lot which is not visible from an 
ad~acent public street because it is concealed by the main building [ 
adJoining properties, and/or privacy fences. It typically extends fro~ 
the main building to the alley or to an alley house, carr~age house, or 
garage, and must have one of the following on each of its sides: 

~) the intermediate or private facade of the main building. 
2) the intermediate or private facade of a building on an adjoining [ 

property. 
3) the pr~vate yard of an adjoining property, -
4) an alley, · 
5) a carriage house, alley house, or garage, [ 
6) a privacy fence. 

26 Privacy Fences 
Term used to describe those fences which are located more than ~2 inches [ 
behind the building line. 

27 Proportion 
Term used to describe any system. of mathematical ratios which establish a 
consistent set of visual relationships between the parts of a building and [ 
to the building as a whole. 

28 Public Facade 
Term used to describe the architectural elevation(s) of a buildin~ which 
fronts on a public street. The Public Facade includes those sect~ons of [ 
the elevation which are recessed. The facade of a carriage or alley house 
which faces the rear of the main structure on the same lot is the Public 
Facade. 

29 Ratio of solid to void. [ 
Term used to describe the percentage of opening to solid wall. Openings 
include doors, windows and incised porches and vestibules. 

30 Retaining Wall 
Term used to describe a wall constructed to allow a change in grade from [ 
one side of the wall to the other. 

31 Scale 
Term used to describe the perceived size of a building relative to the 
height and width of adjacent structures. Also the perceived size of an [ 
element of a building relative to known architectural elements; for 
example, the size of a door relative to a window. 

32 Storefront 
Storefronts consist of large, fixed pieces of glass as tyPified by figure [ 
11. The glazing area normally extends from a knee high sill to ceiling 
height, with wood or metal frames supporting the store window and 
transoms. The area below the windows were often raised panels or moulded 
panels. [ 

33 Street Fences 
Term used to describe those fences which are located in front of the 
building or less than 12 inches behind the building line. 

34 Tooth-in [ 
The f'hrase 11 tooth-in" refers to a masonry technique used to form a new 
open~ng or close an existing opening in a masonry wall. In the case of a 
new opening in a brick wall, the edges of the new opening would first be 
notched beyond the actual width dimensions of the opening. This notching [ 
would allow for the insertion of half bricks aligning with the ends of the 
full bricks. The result is an opening jamb which is smooth, neatly 
aligned, and has the hard surface of the bricks properly exposed at the 
jamb edges. The reverse process would be used to brick in an opening in 
an attemJ?t to blend the new bricks with the existing. This reverse [ 
process ~s not a recommended method of infilling a window under this 
Ordinance. Proper methods are described in Article 203.2(C) 
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35 Tuckpointing 
Tuckpointing is a process of repairing mortar joints in a masonry wall. 
The existing mortar is removed to a prescribed depth from the face of the 
masonry. After this process is complete, new mortar is pressed into the 
joints and then properly tooled. The removal process is important to 
provide ade~ate area for the new mortar. The mortar mix must be 
compatible w1th the hardness of the masonry. The color of the mortar is 
determined by pigments added, the type, size, and quantity of sand mixed 
in, and the color of the cement used~ The tooling of the mortar joint is 
important because the design of the joint tooling can affect the ability 
of the joint to shed water (See figure 8). The design of the joint 
tooling also affects the appearance of the masonry. 

36 Tympanum 
A term used to describe the wood panel which fills in the transition 
between an arched brick lintel and a flat window head. 

37 Visible 
For the purpose of this code, visibility shall be determined from public 
areas of the street on which Public and Intermediate Facades face. 
Visible shall refer to things that can be seen from adjacent public areas, 
when viewed from six feet or less above the ground. Landsca~ing is not 
permanent and shall not be considered when determining visibil1ty. Fences 
and free-standing walls are considered permanent, and objects hidden by 
fences and free-standing walls shall not be considered visible. 

38 Wythe (See figure 7) 
Wythe is a term used in masonry construction to describe the thickness of 
a wall. A 2 wythe brick wall is one which is 2 bricks thick 
(approximately 8"). Most brick walls in historic residential construction 
are 3 wythe walls, or 3 bricks thick (approximately 13"). 

39 Wrought Iron 
Term used to describe a method of manufacturing iron parts or certain 
building elements. The iron is heated in a forge and shaped while soft, 
either by bending or .hammering. Fences and gates often incorporate 
wrought iron elements. (See figure 19) 
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ARTICLE 2: HISTORIC BUILDINGS 

200 General: 

· A) If documented evidence can be provided which verifies that an 
element of an existing building has been altered, it may be 
reconstructed to its original configuration. 

B) If a building, addition to a building, or element of a building is 
less than seventy five (75) years old on the date of enactment of 
this ordinance and the buildin~ is therefore not an Historic 
Building within the meaning of th1s Ordinance, it may be altered in 
accordance with the requirements for New Construction. Evidence that 
the building, addition or element is less than seventy five (75) 
years old must be provided. 

C) When a choice of solutions is given in this Ordinance, the solutions 
are presented in order of preference. 

r 

r 

[ 

[ 

[ 

[ 
D) All provisions of Article 2 apply to Public Facades. Those 

provisions of Article 2 which apply to Intermediate and/or Private [ 
Facades are specifically noted. 

E) Certain repairs to elements or features of a historic building may 
be made outside the scope of this Code if and only if all of the [ 
following conditions are met: 

1. The element or elements are not historical, 
2. The element or elements to be repaired are part of a matched 
set of elements that constitute SO% or less of the total set, the 
remainder of which do not require repair. Situations which meet [ 
this· criteria are re-touching of existing paint, repair, 
reglazing or replacement of one of a set of four matched windows, 
replacement of missing shingles, etc .. 
3. The appearance of the repaired or replacement element matches [ 
that of the non-repaired elements. 
4. The existing appearance of the building is not altered. 

201 Roofs 
Comment: Roofs are a prominent part of any building, and in conjunction 
with the walls determine a building's form and scale. Roof styles, the 
condition of the roof and its details greatly influence the visual 
character of the District. Most of the roof styles in the District fall 
into one of the following categories: l. mansard; 2. gable; 3. hipped; 
4. flat. 

20Ll Roof Lines and Dormer Configuration at Public & 
Intermediate Facades 

The roof lines and dormer configuration of an existing building shall not 
be altered except as specifically permitted in this Ordinance. Roof lines 
include the roof's slope, height, present location and structure. 

201.2 Reconstructed Roofs at Public & Intermediate 
Facades 

Reconstructed roofs shall be constructed based on the ori_ginal roof 
design. Where the original slope of the roof cannot be verif1ed through 
reasonable research or existing evidence, a Model Example may be used. 

201.3 Roofing Materials on Sloping Roofs at Public, 
Intermediate & Private Facades 

[_ 

[ 

[ 

[ 

[ 

[_ 

Comment: Sloping roofs include all roof t~es except mansard roofs which 
are addressed in Section 201.4 and flat roo s which are not regulated. [. 
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A) Roofing materials on sloping roofs shall be one of the following: 
1) A material which can be documented as being original to the 

building; 
2) slate shingles; 
3) s~thetic slate shingles made of a cementitious composition with 

f1berglass reinforcing; 
4) a composition shingle which replicates the proportions of slate 

shingles . 

Comment: GAF "Slateline" fulfills this requirement 

B) 

C) 

5) 

6) 

7) 

201.4 

A) 

B) 
1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

sheet metal roofing applied in a manner consistent with sheet 
metal roofing on a Model Exam~le; 
asphalt or fiberglass compos~tion shingles, standard three tab 
design of 235 pounds per square minimum construction; 
wood shingles of a shape and size, and applied in a manner 
consistent with wood shingles on a Model Example. 

Roll roofing and roofing felt are prohibited as finished roofing 
materials on sloping roofs. 

Patterns may not be arranged in roofing materials on sloping roofs 
unless based on evidence original to the building. 

Roofing Materials on Mansard Roofs at Public & 
Intermediate Facades 

Slate or synthetic slate must be used to replace missin~ or damaged 
shingles on mansard roofs where more than 50% of the or~ginal slate 
shingles are in existence . 

Patterns on Mansard Roofs: 
Patterns created by.the arrangement of slate of differing colors 
or configurations shall not be altered. 
Patterns shall not be painted where no pattern originally 
existed. 
Patterns shall not be repainted or re-stained where they have 
faded. 
Reconstructed mansard roofs may be patterned through the use of 
slate or synthetic slate shingles of differing colors or 
configurations. Such patterns are allowed only if based on 
evidence original to the building. 
Mansards on which the slates are being replaced mar have a slate 
pattern which conforms to a model example if no or~ginal pattern 
can be documented. 

C) Roofing materials on mansard roofs shall be one of the following: 
1) a material which can be documented as being original to 

the building; 
2) slate shingles; 
3) s~thetic slate shingles of a cementitious composition with 

f~berglass or asbestos reinforcing; 

Comment: Mansard roofs with composition shingles must be changed to 
slate or synthetic slate shingles when the mansard is re-roofed. 

D) 

201.5 

A) 
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Roll roofing and roofing felt are prohibited as finished roofing 
materials on mansard roofs at any Public, Intermediate or Private 
facade. 

Brick Parapets at Public, Intermediate & 
Private Facades (See figure 4) 

Brick parapets and the manner in which the roofing materials meet 
them shall be constructed as follows: 
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201.8 Roofing Accessories at Public & Intermediate 
Facades 

~6mmen!f'lttef31'!t'tlJI~·JJ0.ftM'P'd'O~ilpouts protect walls from water damage and 
assist in preserving the structural integrity of the building. If their 
configurat~on is not similar to the original configuration, the 
architectural integrity of the building will be diminished. 

1) New ~utters and downspouts shall be similar in location, shape, 
deta~l and size of the original or Model Example and shall drain 

2) 

3) 

4) 

rainwater to the sewer system. 
If nq original location is evident, gutters shall return around 
corners to side facade and downspout shall be located on the side 
facade. 
New gutters and downspouts shall be of one of the following 
materials: 

i) 
ii) 
iii) 

Copper; painted or allowed to oxidize. 
Galvanized metal, painted. 
Aluminum; finished as a non-reflective surface whether 
factocy-applied ·or" painted. 

Plastic gutters and downspouts are prohibited. 

B) Chimneys (See figure 12) 
1) Existing chimneys shall be retained. 

C) 

D) 

E) 

F) 

G) 

H) 

I) 

J) 

2) Chimneys not in use may be capped in a manner similar to adjacent 
parapets, but in no case is a chimney to be altered in dimension, 
~ncluding height. 

3) Reconstructed chimneys shall duplicate the original or be based 
upon a Model Example. 

Roof Cresting (See figure 1) 
1) Roof cresting shall not be removed or altered in configuration, 

location or detail. 
2) Replacement roof cresting shall be designed and positioned on 

roo~s to replicate the aimensions, proportions, materials and 
details of the original roof cresting. Where such dimensions, 
proportions, materials or details are not evident from existing 
conditions, a Model Example must be provided. 

3) Roof cresting shall be of the follow~ng materials: 
i) wrought iron, cast iron, copper or other non-reflective metal. 

ii) plastic which replicates the appearance of 
cresting shall be securely attached and 
indistinguishable from metal cresting. 

the above. Plastic 
rigid so as to be 

No plumbing vent stacks, attic ventilation devices, metal chimney 
flues or metal fireplace chimneys shall be visible, except that one 
roof penetration may be allowed for a plumbin!iJ vent on a sloping 
roof where it is impossible to hide such from v~ew. 

No skylight or roof window shall be visible. 

No radio or television antennae or satellite dishes shall be 
visible. 

No solar collectors shall be visible. 

No roof decks on top of the uppermost story of a structure shall be 
visible. 

No roof-top air conditioning units shall be visible. 

No other items which are not original to a structure shall be 
visible. 
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202 Exterior Walls 
Comment: Exterior walls are the physical means of enclosing space beneath 
a roof. Exterior walls also define the shape and visual character of a 
building and in conjunction with the roof, determine the mass and scale of 
a building. Most exterior walls in The District are brick masonry of 
double or triple-wythe construction. A large number of the masonry walls 
at public facades have stone or portland cement veneers. 
Exterior walls of all types of construction form a building's primary 
structure. Structural damage is most often related to water penetration . 
For this reason exterior walls, and openings within the wall, shall be 
maintained and protected in order to assure the longevity of the 
structure. 

202.1 Exterior Masonry Walls at Public & Intermediate 
Facades 

A) Cleaning Exterior Masonry 
1) The blasting of exterior masonry walls with sand or other 

abrasive materials is prohibited. 
Comment: Blasting a masonry wall with abrasive materials destroys the 
hard outer surface of the mason~ and thus exposes the softer core of the 
masonry to the elements. Blast~ng thus not only permanently dama~es the 
apl?earance of the brick, but also shortens the life of the ind~vidual 
br~ck and the building as a whole . 

2) Masonry shall only be cleaned of dirt or paint with non-acidic 
chemical solutions and water. Such solutions and water shall be 
sprayed at low to medium pressures never to exceed 400 pounds per 
square inch. 

Comment: It is recommended that the cleaning technique first be applied 
to a 3' x 3' sample area located in an unobtrusive area of the wall(s) to 
demonstrate that the cleaning technique will be non-damaging. 

B) 
1) 

2) 
3) 

Exterior Masonry Walls and Paint 
A masonry wall which has been painted may be repainted. The new 
J?aint shall be a flat or semi-gloss paint. 
~) Brick Public and Intermediate Facades should be returned to 

the original brick co"lor for the building by : 
paint remover, 
repainting to a brick color, 
repaint to match the existing color. 

The painting of unpainted stone walls is permitted. 
The painting of unpainted brick walls is prohibited. 

C) Tuckpointing Exterior Masonry Walls at Public, Intermediate & 
Private Facades. 

Comment: Tuckpointing of masonry walls is of the utmost importance in 
keeping the wall watertight while retaining the original appearance of the 
wall. 

1) Existing mortar which is to be removed shall be removed with 
great care so as to not damage the brick, whether hand tools or 
power tools are used. 

Comment: Power tool usage easily chips and damages masonry. 
2) TuckJ?ointing mortar shall be mixed nominally in the proportions 

SJ?ec~fied as ASTM Type N. This is a mortar with 1 to 1-172 parts 
l~me to each 1 part portland cement, and 2-1/4 to 3 parts sand 
for each part of comb1ned cementitious materials. An example mix 
would be 1 part cement, 1-1/4 parts lime, and 6 parts sand. 

Comment: In the natural movement of a building, mortar which is too hard 
will spall, chip or break the adjacent masonry. 
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3) The color of the mortar shall match the majority of the mortar 
currently existing in the wall. 
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Comment: The color of mortar which does not have color pigment added is 
affected by the color and coarseness of the sand. Typical!~ white silica 
sand will result in mortars of a lighter color while brown r~ver sand will 
result in mortars of a darker color. Similarly, sand of a finer 
coarseness will result in mortars of a lighter color while coarser sands 
will result in mortars of a darker color. In each instance, the color of 
the mortar will not be clearly identifiable until it has dried and been 
washed. Mortar normally dries in thirty days and may be washed of residue 
by plain water and a stiff bristle brush. 

4) Mortar shall be tooled to match the existing or original 
character of the joints. (See figure 8) 

Comment: Common joints found within The District include: concave, v
grooved, and struck. 
Comment: It is recommended that a 3' x 3' sample area located in an 
unobtrusive area of the wall be tuckpointed in order to illustrate 
compliance with.the above. 

D) Reconstructed Exterior Walls (See figure 9) 
Comment: Reconstructed masonry walls include the replacement of missing 
masonry within a wall and the reconstruction of a masonry wall which has 
collapsed. 
Comment: 
cotrj'· 

i) 

ii) 

Masonry includes brick, ornamental pressed brick and terra 
Construction 

a) 
b) 
c) 

A reconstructed masonry wall shall be one of the following 
types of construction: 

Solid masonry, or; 
concrete block back-up with masonry exterior, or; 
masonr~ veneer on metal or wood studs. 

Mortar th~ckness and coursing shall match the original. 

r 

[ 

[ 

[ 

[ 

[ 

[ 

[ 
2) Material [ 

i) One of the following materials shall be used: 
a) new or used masonry units which match the original in size, 

shape, color (variety and pattern of color), surface 
hardness and ornament. 

b) replicas of original ornamental masonry units constructed [ 
of the materials outlined in Section 201.7: Cornices. 

ii) Soft, 11 salrnon 11 brick, of the kind intended for use on the 
interior of walls, shall not be used. 

Comment: Used masonry units should not be used if a checkered pattern [ 
will result when faces of the units which were not originally exposed are 
re-laid exposed, or when the faces have traces of previous construction 
including paint, plaster, mortar, tar and other foreign coatings. With a 
little patience and coordination, a new masonry unit which matches the [ 
original can usually be found. 

E) Exposed Masonry Party Walls at Intermediate Facades 
Comment: Exposed masonry party walls were original interior walls which [ 
served as a fire barrier between adjacent buildings. Upon demolition of 
one of the buildings, one face of this wall, which may be constructed of . 
soft interior brick, is left exposed. Exposed masonry party walls 
present two problems: 1) h,ow best to :Protect the soft brick wal~ ~rom 
aeterioration and 2) how to ~mprove the ~rregular face left by demol~t~on. [ 

1) One of the following methods of treating exposed masonry party 
walls shall be used: 

1995 

i) ReJ?lace the exterior wythe with a new wythe of hard face 
br~ck. The new brick shall be similar in size and color to l 
the original. 

ii) Clean the exposed wall of any debris: replace any deteriorated 
areas,, tuckpoint the entire wall, ancl apply a breathable, 
clear waterproofing treatment. [ 

2) Stucco is str~ctly prohibited as a method of treating exposed 
masonry party walls. 

[ 
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202.2 Wood Siding at Public & Intermediate Facades 
(See figure 10) 

Comment: Wood sidin~ is typically found at the sides of dormers, enclosed 
porches, rear addit~ons and occasionally an entire building within The 
District. 

A) Wood siding shall be painted. 

B) Replacement materials shall be one of the followin~: 
1) New wood siding which replicates the orig~nal in design, 

dimension and method of appl~cation . 

C) 

1) 
2) 

202.3 

A) 
1) 
2) 

B) 

1) 

i) The sides of a dormer may be resided with aluminum, steel or 
vinyl siding as provided in Section 201.6(D). 

The following replacement materials are prohibited, except at the 
sides of a dormer: 

Masonite siding is prohibited. 
aluminum, steel or vinyl siding is prohibited. 

Stone and Portland Cement Facades at Public & 
Intermediate Facades 

Paint 
Stone facades which have not been painted may be painted. 
Stone facades to be repainted shall be painted shall follow the 
guidelines in Section 202.1(B). 

Missing pieces of stone and missing or severely damaged facades 
shall be repaired or replaced with cement stucco, fiberglass or 
other mater~al which replicates the original appearance of the 
stone. 

When a new coat of cement stucco is applied the following apply: 
i) The cement stucco shall be scored to replicate the pattern of 

the original stonework. 
ii) 
iii) 

The setback of windows and doors shall be closely maintained. 
The detailing of corners and edges shall be as crisp as the 
original. 

203 Windows 
Comment: Windows of historic buildings are a very important part of a 
building's historic character. They are integral to a building's exterior 
and interior design, and are a critical element of the building's weather 
prOtection system. A tyPical windo_w design consists of muntins, sash, 
frame, moldings, proport~on, configuration and concept of operation. 

203.1· Windows at Public Facades 

A) 

B) 

1995 

1) 
2) 

1) 

Windows shall be one of the following: 
The existing window repaired and retained. 
A replacement window which duplicates the original and meets the 
following requirements: 

i) All components are made of wood. 
ii) The profiles of jambs, brick moulds, mullions, muntins, 

iii) 
iv) 

v) 

vi) 

sashes, frames and moldings match the original elements in 
dimension, configuration and position in the opening. 
Multiple sills and jamb liners are not acceptable. 
Replacement sill and jamb set within existing sills and jambs 
are not acceptable. 
The number of lites, their arrangement, size and proportion 
shall match the original. 
The method of opening is the same as the original except 
double-hung windows may be changed to single-hung. 

Reconstructed windows and sashes shall be based on the following: 
an adjacent existing window in the same facade which is original 
or; 



C) 

2) 
3) 

a Model Example, or; 
similar to the window detailed in Figure 13. 

Glass Types 
1) Glass in windows shall be one of the following: 

i) clear glass or other original glazing, or; 
ii) s-lass based on a Model Example, or; 
iii) J.nsulated glass with its exterior face set back from the 

exterior face of the sash to match the original dimension, 
with a minimum dimension of 3/8" if the original dimension is 

iv) 
unknown. 
Bathroom 
glass. 
textured 

windows not on a front facade may be frosted clear 
Historical examples include glue chip and machine 
glass. 

2) The following glass types are prohibited: 
i) tinted s-lass 
ii) reflectJ.ve glass 
iii} glass block 
iv} plastic (plexi-glass} 

[ 

[ 

[ 

D) The infilling of a window by any means is prohibited. [ 
E) Storm Windows and Screens (See figure 13} 

Comment: Storm windows and screens may be installed at the interior or at [ 
the exterior. Interior installation is preferred to preserve the exterior 
appearance of the window and its details. 

F) 

1} Materials: [ 
i} Exterior storm windows and screens shall be wood or aluminum. 

Wood shall be painted; aluminum shall be factory-painted or 
primed and painted in place. 

ii) Interior storm windows and screens may be made of any 
material. [ 

2} Storm windows and screens shall also meet the following 
requirements: 

i} The dimensions of the area of glass or screen shall be no less 

1} 

than the area of glass in the window being protected. [ 
ii} The meeting rail of the storm or screen window shall be in 

line with the meeting rail of the window being protected. 
Additional meeting rails are prohibited. 

iii) In the case of an arched-head opening, the top rail of the 
storm window and/or screen must match the profile of the [ 
window sash. 

New Window Openings 

2) No existing window opening shall be altered in length or width. 
No new window opening shall be created. [ 

203.2 

A} 

B) 

C) 
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1) 

1} 

Windows at Inter.mediate Facades 

Windows shall compl¥ with all of the restrictions outlined in 203.1 
except as provided J.n this Section 203.2. 

Replacement Windows 
Materials: 

i} Replacement windows shall be constructed of the following 
materials: 

a} Materials outlined in 203.1 
b) Metal 
c) Metal or vinrl clad wood 

ii} Vinyl is prohibJ.ted as a replacement material. 

Infilling Windows (See figure 16} 
Windows which are to be abandoned 
infilled as follows: 

on the interior shall be 

[ 

[ 

[ 

l 
[ 

[ 
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i) 

ii) 

iii) 

The window opening shall be closed with wooden shutters set 
within brick mold framing the opening, approx. 1" to 2" back 
from the face of the wall with the masonry opening left intact 
including the brick mold, sill and lintel; 
The window opening shall be bricked-in with brick set 2" to 3" 
back from the face of the wall with the masonry openin~ left 
intact including the sill, lintel and brick mould. The 1nfill 
brick should match the surroundin~ brick in size, color, 
texture, coursing and mortar compos1tion, color, texture and 
tooling. 

The window may remain with the addition of an interior window 
treatment to obscure the fact that it has been abandoned on 
the interior. The window shall remain operable to provide 
access to interior window treatment for repair or replacement. 

D) New Window Openings: 
1) New openings where no window existed before or existing windows 

to be made shorter or longer, shall meet the following: 
i) The existing window opening shall not be widened or narrowed. 
ii) The width of new openin~s shall be the same as another 

original window opening ex1sting on the same elevation of the 
building. 

iii) Masonry jambs shall be toothed-in, not saw-cut. 
iv) New lintels shall align with adjacent lintels. 
v) Sills and lintels shall match the appearance and configuration 

of the original materials of the adjacent sills and/or 
lintels. 

E) Storm Windows and Screens (See figure 15) 
Comment: Storm windows and screens may be installed at the interior or at 
the exterior. Interior installation is preferred to preserve the exterior 
appearance of the window and its details. 

203.3 

1) Materials: 
i} Exterior storm wi~dows and screens shall be wood aluminum, or 

vinyl. Wood shall be _Painted; aluminum shall be factory
painted or primed and pa1nted in place. 

ii) Interior. storm windows and screens may be made of any 
material. 

2) Storm windows and screens shall also meet the following 
requirements: 

i) The dimensions of the area of glass or screen shall be no less 
than the area of glass in the window being protected. 

ii) The meeting rail of the storm or screen window shall be in 
line with the meeting rail of the window being protected. 
Additional meeting rails are prohibited. 

iii) In the case of an arched-head opening, the top rail of the 
storm window and/or screen shall match the profile of the 
window sash. 

Windows at Private Facades 

A) Windows at Private Facades are not regulated by this Ordinance. 
Comment: Owners are encouraged to repair and retain the original 
appearance, dimensions, proportions and details of original windows 
located at private facades. Where alterations are to be made, the 
guidelines of Section 203.2(C) and (D) are strongly recommended. 
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204 Doors 

Comment: Doors, like windows, are an integral part of a building's street 
facade. Primary entrance doors are one of the strongest first impressions 
of a building. 

Comment: Door types found ·in The District are limited to a few different 
types. Doors of earlier_ Federal style buildings are simple in 
construction and without ornament ~ave for four or six panels. Victorian 
doors are much more ornate, often with elaborate carvings, recessed ~anels 
or other architectural detailing and typically have a glazed area ln the 
upper half to three quarters of the door. Glass in a Victorian door is 
typically etched, beveled or leaded. Stormer doors often accompany 
Vlctorian doors and are of similar design though usually without any 
glazed area. 

204.1 Doors at Public and Intermediate Facades 
(See figure 14) 

Comment: As used herein the term "doors" includes stormer doors. 

A) 
l) 
2) 
3) 

Doors shall be one of the following: 
The Original wood door .restored, or; 
a new wood door which replicates the original, or; 
a new wood door based on a Model Example. 

[ 

[ 

[ 

[ 

[ 

[ 

[ 
B) 

1) 
2) 

The following types of doors are prohibited: [ 
Flush, hollow-core doors with or without applied moldings, and; 
metal doors of any type, including aluminum storm doors. -

C) 
1) 
2) 

D) 
1) 

2) 

E) 
1) 

F) 
1) 

Doors shall have one of the following finishes: 
Paint, or; 
hardwood doors may have a natural finish. 

Hardware 
Original hardware shall be retained when existing. When a new 
door is installed or when hardware is missing at an original 
door, the new hardware shall be of a style, type and material 
consistent with a model example. . 
Dead 'bolt locks are allowed, provlded the new hardware shall be 
of a style; type. and material consistent with a Model Example. 

Placement 
Setting doors forward or back from their 
placement is prohibited. Double sills or 
prohibited. New doors shall precisely fit the 

Side Panels in entrance alcove 

original line of 
jamb liners are 

existing opening. 

Existing side panels ·in the entrance alcove shall be retained. 

204.2 Transoms at Public and Intermediate Facades 
(See figure 17) 

Comment: A transom is the window over the top of a door and can be either 
fixed or operable. 

A) 

B) 

204.3 

Transoms shall be maintained as part of the entry, following the 
guidelines in Section 203.1 (A thru D). 

Storm windows and screens at transoms shall follow 203.l(E). 

Vehicular Doors at Public & Intermediate 
Facades 

Comment: There are a number of historic vehicular entrances within The 
District. Today, these entra~ces may still retain ~heir original use or 
may have been converted to prlmary or secondary openlngs. 
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A) The structural opening of an original vehicular door shall remain 
intact. 

B) 

1) Intermediate facade vehicular door openings may be infilled with 
a simulated vehicular door or brick infill as specified in 
203.2(C). 

1) 

2) 

3) 

Doors 
Doors shall be of one of the following types: 

i) The original door or a duplicate of the original door, or; 
ii} a door based on a Model Example, or; 
iii) a door constructed of car siding (tongue & groove; 2-3/4" 

xS/8"). 
A man door may be incorporated into the overall design of the 
door. 
doors of the following types are prohibited: 

i) Overhead gara~e doors made of aluminum, fiberglass or steel. 
4) Method of o~erat~on shall be one of the following: 

i) The orig~nal method of operation shall be retained. 
ii) Overhead doors may be used where they did not originally exist 

if they are clad with tongue and groove siding running 
vertically or if they replicate the appearance of a Model 
Example. 

205 Foundations (See figure 1) 
Comment: The foundation creates both a structural and visual base on 
which a building rests. It creates a strong visual line at the bottom of 
a building and provides a transition between the sidewalk or lawn and the 
building facade. The foundation is essential to the structural stability 
and weather resistance of a building. 
Comment: Foundations within The District are typically white or grey 
limestone. 

205.1 Paint ® Public & Intermediate Facades 

Unpainted foundations may be painted. A) 

B) 

205.2 

Painted foundations shall follow guidelines for painted masonry. 
See section 202.1(B). 

Replacement Materials ® Public & Intermediate 
Facades 

A) Foundation replacement materials shall be one of the following: 
1) New or re-used stone which matches the original in color, type of 

stone, size, finish, method of laying. 
2) A veneer of the above applied to a differing back-up material 

such as concrete or concrete block. 
3) Other masonry prdductf? such as cast-in-place concrete, split

faced concrete block or concrete block with an uneven face can be 
used only on an intermediate facade and only when the exposed 
face replicates the original material. 

205.3 Surface Treatments ®Public & Intermediate Facades 

A) Foundations shall not be parged (skim-coated) with stucco, concrete, 
mortar or other cementitious materials. 

Comment: Foundations which require tuckpointing should be tuckpointed to 
match the existing mortar in color, texture and composition. 

206 Appendages (See figure_l) 
Comment: Only a few materials were historically used in The District in 
the construct~on of porches, stoops and steps. These materials included 
stone, brick, wood and occasionally various types of metal. Appendages 
were often the focus of architectural detailing and add to be individual 
character of a building. 
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Location and Type of Appendages Per Facade 
[ 

206.1 

A) Original appendages at the Public and Intermediate Facades shall not [ 
be removed or altered in configuration, location, or detail. 

B) At Public and Intermediate Facades, a~pendages may be reconstructed 
where there is evidence of their pn.or existence. Reconstructed [ 
appendages shall be rebuilt based on evidence at the building and a 
Model Example. 

Comment: Evidence includes, but is not limited to, paint lines and 
profiles on the facade, indications of a former foundation, documented [ 
existence in terms of historical site plans and photographs. 

C) New Appendages: 

Comment: New appendages are new construction where there is no evidence 
of an original appendage. 

1) Are prohibited at Public Facades, 
2) Shall be set back at least fifteen (15) feet from a Public 

Facade, unless the ap_12endage is to be added to the rear 
elevation of a corner bu1lding. In this case, it shall be held 
back at least 1 foot. 

3) Shall be based on a Model Example. 
i) All facades of a new appendage shall utilize finish materials. 

See definition, section 100. 
ii) Access to the main building from a new appendage shall be 

limited to a single door width opening in the original 
exterior wall. 

206.2 Stone Elements at Public and Intermediate Facades 

A) 

B) 

C) 

D) 

Stone steps and porch elements shall be replaced only when necessary 
to ensure public and occupant safety. 

Steps and _Porch elements shall retain their original location and 
configuratJ.on. 

Stone steps and porch elements shall not be painted or receive any 
adhesively applied finishes. 

Replacement materials at Public Facades 
1) For architectural elements see the acceptable replacement 

materials listed under stone cornices - Section 201.7(B) (7). 
2) Replacement steps shall be one of the following: 

i) New or re-used stone duplicating in shape, size and coloration 
that which is being replaced. 

ii) Precast concrete which replicates the stone in shape, size and 
coloration. 

E) Replacement Materials at Intermediate Facade 
1) Materials permitted in Section 206.2 (D) 

206.3 

A) 

B) 
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2) Wood as per a Model Example. 

Wood Elements at Public and Intermediate 
Facades 

Reconstructed wood appendages shall be of wood, except architectural 
details such as brackets which may be of the materials listed under 
replacement materials· for wood cornices - Section 201.7(B) (6) A 
Model Example shall be used. 

Reconstructed wood handrails shall be one of the following: 
1) A wood handrail based on a Model Example, or; 
2) The Soulard type handrail common to St. Louis. (See figure 18) 
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C) 

D) 

206.4 

A) 

1) 
2) 

Wood handrails shall receive one of the following finishes: 
paint, or; 
an opaque stain. 

Wood elements under this article shall also comply with section 
101.8. 

Metal Elements at Public and Intermediate 
Facades 

Metal handrails and architectural detailin~ shall be of one of the 
types of metals or other replacement mater~als listed under Section 
207.1 (B) . 

207 Accessories 

Comment: Accessories are architectural elements which add to the overall 
character of a building in smaller measure than the preceding ap~endage 
items. Accessories if chosen wisely can greatly erihance the h1stor1c 
quality of a building. 

207.1 Wrought and Cast Iron Accessories at Public 
and Intermediate Facades (See Figures 1 & 19) 

Comment: These include balcony railings and cresti~g . 
Comment: Wrought and cast iron accessories were once common in The 
District. 

A) Existing wrought and cast iron accessories shall not be removed or 
altered in form. 

Comment: Owners are encouraged to reconstruct balconies wheie they once 
existed especially if the original brackets are still in place. 

B) 

207.2 

Replacement Materials. 
1) New or re-used metal accessories based on a Model Exam~le, or; 
2) Plastic or other molded or cast material which repl~cates the 

appearance 'of the original . 

Shutters at Public ·and Intermediate Facades 
(See figure 13) 

Comment: Shutters were once very common within The District. Shutters 
were opened and closed daily to provide privacy, security and insulation. 
Windows which once had shutters often bear testimony to their former 
existence by extant hardware or markings in the brick molding. 
Comment: 
existed. 

Owners are encouraged to re-install shutters where they once 

A) 
1) 

2) 
3) 

Reconstructed shutters meet the following requirements: 
Horizontally slatted and of wood construction unless a Model 
Example demonstrating otherwise is provided. 
The size, height, and shape shall match the original sash. 
·shutters must be hung on shutter hinges per original design. 
Shutters may not be fixed in a permanently closed position at 
Public Facades. 

Comment: 
infilling 
infilling 

Shutters at 
a window. 

a window at 

Intermediate Facades may be closed as in the case of 
Closed shutters are recommended as a means of 

Intermediate & Private Facades. (See figure 16) 

207.3 Security Bars @ Public & Intermediate Facades 
(See figure 19) 

Comment: Historically, security bars were only used at basement windows 
and consisted of ornamental ironwork placed to the exterior side of the 
window. This ornament added to the overall design of the facade. 
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A) Existing historic security bars and ironwork in front of windows at 
a Public Facade shall be retained where existing. 

B) New security bars shall be added in accordance with the following: 
1) New security bars added to basement windows at the Public and 

Intermediate Facades shall be added to the interior of the window 
unless based on a Model Example. 

207.4 

2) New security bars added to other windows at the Public and 
Intermediate Facades shall be added to the interior and screened 
from the exterior by interior window treatment. 

3) New security bars which are visible at the Public and 
Intermediate Facade shall be vertical in design, and based on a 
Model Example. 

Awnings and Canopies at Public and 
Intermediate Facades 

Comment: There is considerable historic evidence that the windows and 
doors.of buildings within The District were once protected by awnings or 
canopJ.es. 

A) New awnings and canopies shall be based on a Model Example and meet 
the following: 

1) The same shape and size as the opening behind. 
2) Constructed of a fabric material. 
3) Lettering or numerals 

Section 207.7{A) {2) 
are prohibited, except as allowed in 

B) Metal awnings and canopies are prohibited. 

207.5 Exterior Lighting at Public & Intermediate 
Facades 

Comment: Light fixtures should be used to accent and hi~hli~ht historic 
structures and to provide safety and security. Exterior lJ.ghtJ.ng fixtures 
are generally not an original element of historic buildings and thus 
should be as simple and unobtrusive as possible. 

A) 

B) 

C) 

1) 
2) 

3) 

1) 
2) 
3) 

207.6 

A) 
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Only one {1) Exterior wall 
permitted on each facad~e of 
mounted fixture is allowed at 

mounted lighting fixture shall be 
a building, except that one wall 

each entrance doorway on a facade. 

Exterior wall 
following, and 
entrance .door: 

mounted lighting fixtures shall 
shall be mounted no higher than 

be 
the 

one 
top 

of 
of 

the 
the 

Based on a Model Example. 
A simple metal canister with a downward projecting light. The 
fixture shall be painted or anodized alumJ..num, to match the 
adjacent wall color. 
Metal bracket with a clear glass globe with a clear bulb. The 
metal bracket shall be painted or anodized aluminum to match the 
adjacent wall color, weathered copper or oiled bronze. Globes 
shall be fitted to the metal base and be without ornamental 
design. 

Lighting in entry alcoves shall be one of the following: 
Based on a Model Example, 
Ceiling mounted and non-visible from the street, 
A recessed can light in the ceiling of the entry. 

Street Addresses at Public and Intermediate 
Facades 

Numerals shall be Arabic. 
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B) Street addresses shall be one of the following: 
1) At a transom 

2) 

3) 

i) Painted gold-leaf. 
ii) Etched or leaded glass based on a Model Example. 
iii) Stencil or decals to simulate gold leaf, with the design based 

on a Model Example, 
On a door 

i) 
ii) 
iii) 

a Model Example . 
in hei<;fht. 
x 8" 1n size, with numerals 

Etched or leaded glass based on 
Metal numerals, a maximum of 4" 
Metal plaque, a maximum of 4" 
integrally cast. 

On landscape elements including walls, fences, carriage stones 
and steps 

i) Integrally carved in stone, a maximum of 4" in height. 
ii) Metal numerals, a maximum of 4 11 in height. 
iii) Metal plaque, a maximum of 4" x 8" in size, with numerals 

integrally cast . 
Comment: Owners are discouraged from electing the following option due to 
the potential damage to the masonry by attachment devices. 

4) On walls 
i) Metal numerals, a maximum of 4" in height . 
ii) Metal plaque, a maximum of 4" x 8 11 in size, with numerals 

integrally cast. 

C) The following types of street addresses are prohibited: 
1) plastic numbers attached to transom glass, doors, walls, steps, 

fences, roofs, light posts, mail boxes. 

207.7 Signage at Public & Intermediate Facades 
Comment: Commercial signage is defined as signage located at buildings 
which were originally built to house commercial uses; commercial signage 
at residential structures refers to signage at residential structures 
which have been converted to commercial or mixed-use. 

A) 

B) 
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1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 
5) 

6) 

7) 
8) 

2) 

ii) 

Commercial signage 
Commercial signage is regulated by the existing City of St. Louis 
Signage Ordinance and further regulated herein. 
Signage shall not project beyond the face of the building, except 
6" maximum height lettering is permitted on the apron of an 
awning. 
Placard signs shall be metal or painted wood, less that 100 sq. 
inches in size. 
Signage shall not be applied above the 2nd floor floor line. 
Signage may be painted onto the flat fascia trim above storefront 
windows. . 
Signage may be painted on the storefront glass, height of letters 
not to exceed 6". Sign not to exceed 2 lines. 
Signage shall not be electric or animated. 
See 207.5 for exterior lighting restrictions. 

Signage at residential structures 
1) Signage shall be limited to no more than two signs, with 
the total area of all signage on a building no more than 100 
S<:J.Uare inches. 
s~gnage shall be of one the following types 

i) On walls 
a) Metal or painted wood plaque, less than 100 sq. inches in 

size. 
At landscape elements including walls, fences, carriage stones 
and steps 

a) Integrally carved in stone, less than 100 sq. inches in size. 
b) Metal or painted wood plaque, less than 100 sq. inches in 

size. 



207.8 Mailboxes at Public & Inter.mediate Facades 

A) Mail delivery shall be accomplished by one of the following: 
1) mail slot cut into an exterior door 
2) wall mounted mailbox not to exceed 12" tall x 12" wide x 6" deep 

~ainted to match adjacent surfaces. ' 
3) 1f the exte.rior doors are recessed, the mailbox shall be mounted 

on the side panels. 

208 Storefronts 

Comment: Storefronts are of particular importance in The District. As a 
part of the urban and cultural heritage of Lafayette Square, storefronts 
provided residents with a diversity of services conveniently located 
within walking distance of their homes. Historic storefronts still 
comprise the north side .. of the 1800 and 1900 blocks of Park and are also 
found at miscellaneous street corners. 

Def~n~tion: . Storefronts consi!"t of large, fixed pieces of glass as 
typ1f1ed by f1gure 11. The glaz1ng area normally extends from a knee high 
s~ll to ceiling height, with wood or met!'-1 f:r;ames supporting the. store 
w1ndow and transoms. The area below the w1ndows were often ra1sed panels 
or moulded panels. 

208.1 Reconstructed Storefronts at Public & 
Intermediate Facades 

A) Reconstructed storefronts shall meet the following: 
1) The glazing shall be glass, either single or double 

and fixed within a sash. 

208.2 

A) 

2) All exposed materials shall be finished. 
3) Be based on a Model Example consistent with the 

original character. 

Storefront Conversion @ Public & Inter.mediate 
Facades 

pane, clear 

building's 

Sto:r:efronts which are being converted to residential use shall 
retain their original storefront configuration. The Public and 
Intermediate Facades shall not be altered in any way so as to 
disguise the original storefront use. 

209 Carriage and Alley Houses (See figure 2) 
Comment: Carriage and alley houses contribute to the district. These 
"working" buildings served as important adjuncts to the main residence on 
the lot and were considered necessary to the function of the larger house. 
Some carriage and alley houses are rich in architectural detailing and 
contribute to the overall visual character of the district. 
Comment: The intent of this Ordinance is to protect and preserve the 
structural integrity of these two types of structures while recognizing 
that they are secondary structures. 

209.1 Public Facades (See figure 2) 
Definition: The Public Facade of a carriage or alley house is defined by 
this Ordinance as that facade which faces the main street and/or the rear 
of the main structure on the lot, whether or not the facade is visible 
from the street. 

A) 
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1) 
2) 

3) 

The Public Facade of a carriage or alley house shall be regulated by 
the preceding and following applicable sections of Article 2, except 
as provided herein: 

slate may be replaced with asphalt or fiberglass shingles. 
plumbing vents, attic ventilation vents, metal chimney or 
fireplace flues may be visible above the roof line. 
windows shall replicate the original, but may be of other 
materials such as aluminum. 
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210 New Additions to Existing Buildings 

A) No new additions shall be made to the Public or Intermediate Facades 
of historic buildings, except as previously allowed by 206.1(C) (3) 
New Appenda~es, and except that new additions may be made to the 
side elevat~on that faces a vacant lot or private yard. 

Comment: New additions constructed at Private Facades may lengthen an 
adjacent Intermediate Facade. New additions made at the side elevation 
that faces a vacant lot or private yard may extend the Public Facade. 

B) See Article 3, Non-Historic Building and New Construction, for 
restrictions relating to new additions to existing buildings. 

211 Demolition 
Comment: Buildings which are significant, without regard to chronological 
age, are considered historically significant to the character and 
integrity of the neighborhood. Demolition is strongly discouraged and 
strictly limited. 

211.1 Application for Demolition Permit 

Comment: Demolition permits for buildings within historic districts are 
applied for at the St. Louis City Building Commissioner's Office and 
reviewed by the Heritage and Urban Design Commission. 

A) 

1) 
2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

An application for any demolition within the Lafayette Square 
Historic District shall include the following information: 

date owner of building ac~ired the property 
written statement describ~ng reasons for demolition or proof of 
hardship 
copy of St. Louis records indicating the date of construction of 
the building under consideration 
site ~lan of the property showing the relation of the building to 
the s~te and to adjacent structures 
black and white or color photographs, 3 11 x 5" minimum size, of 
each elevation of the building. 

211.2 Valid reasons for Demolition Permits 

A) The only valid reason for grantin!;J a demolition permit is for the 
removal of an addition or alterat~on which is not original to the 
structure, in order to restore the original appearance. 

211.3 Invalid reasons for Demolition Permits 

A) The following are not valid reasons for granting a demolition 
permit: 

1) Deterioration by neglect, lack of maintenance or failure to 
properly secure and weatherize the building. 

2) Structural damage or deterioration. 
Comment: Owners shall maintain their properties to the minimum standards 
of the City of St. Louis Building Code. 

212 
B) 
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Vacant Buildings 
Vacant buildings shall be protected from deterioration as follows: 

1) Windows and doors which are not weathertight, at all floor 
levels, and at all facades, shall be covered by minimum 1/2" 
exterior grade plywood. The exterior face of the plywood shall 
be stained or pa~nted. No lettering on the plywood shall be 
allowed. Plywood shall be maintained free of graffiti. 

2) The roof, gutter and downspouts shall carry the rain water to the 
ground, and away from the building. The roof shall be replaced or 
maintained to ~revent any leakage. 

3) The vacant bu~lding shall be so secured and maintained as to 
eliminate further deterioration and vandalism. 



213 Proposal Requirements 

Proposal requirements for repairs, alterations, and permitted additions 
to existing Historic buildings shall be as outlined in Section 304. 

ARTICLE 3: 
Non-Historic Buildings, New Construction and Additions 
to Historic Buildings 

This article shall apply to existing Non-Historic 
Construction and permitted additions to existing Historic 

Buildings, 
Buildings. 

New 

301 Public and Intermediate Facades 

A) The Public and Intermediate Facades of Non-Historic Buildings, New 
Construction and permitted Additions to existing Historic Buildings 
shall be reviewed based on the following: 

1) Site plan including setback and alignment. 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

6) 

B) 

301.1 

Mass: The visual displacement of space based on the building's 
height, width and depth; the 3 dimensional impact of a structure. 

Scale: The perceived size of a building relative to the height 
and width of adjacent structures. Also the perceived size of an 
element of a building relative to known architectural elements; 
for example, the size of a door relative to a window. 
Proportion: Any system of mathematical ratios which establish a 
consistent se.t of visual relationships between the parts of a 
building and to the building as a whole. 
Ratio of solid to void: The percentage of opening to solid wall. 
Openings include doors, windows and incised porches and 
vestibules. 
Material and material color. 

No new Additions shall be made to the Public Facade or Intermediate 
Facades of historic buildings, except aJ?pendages ,- as described in 
206.1(C),3., and except that new additkons may be made to a side 
elevation that faces a vacant lot or private yard. 

Site 

A) Alignment 
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1) New construction and additions shall have Public Facade(s) 
parallel to the Public Facade(s) of the adjacent buildings. 

2) In the· event that new construction or addktion is to be located 
between two existing buildings with different alignments to the 
street or in the event that there are no adjacent buildings, then 
the building alignment which is more prevalent within that block, 
and on the same side, shall be used. 

3) In the event that a new building is to be located on a block 
which is completely unbuilt, then the alignment shall be that 
which is most prevalent· within the adjacent blocks or across the 
street. 

4) In the event that many new buildings are to be located on a block 
which is completely unbuilt, then all the new buildings shall 
have a common alignment. 
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B) 

C) 

D) 

E) 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

Setback 
New construction shall have the same setback as adjacent 
buildings. 
In the event that new construction is to be located between two 
existing buildings with different setbacks to the street, or in 
the event that there are no adjacent buildings, then the building 
setback which is more prevalent within that block (same side of 
street) shall be used. 
In the event that new construction is to be located on a block 
which is completely unbuilt, then the setback which is most 
prevalent within adjacent blocks or across the street shall be 
used. 
In the event that many new buildings are to be located on a block 
which is completely unbuilt, then all the new buildings shall 
have a common·setback. 
The preceding setback requirements are not intended to disallow 
construction of alley or carriage house type new construction. 

Every unit shall have a Public Facade. 

There shall be a sidewalk along all public streets. 
shall align with adjacent sidewalks. 

The sidewalk 

Ancillary buildings or construction shall not be visible from public 
streets, unless they comply with Section 301, except 301.1(B), and 
301.3. 

Definition: Ancillar:( buildings are detached, non-habitable structures 
including but not lim1ted to the following: gate houses; common mailbox 
centers; storage sheds; greenhouses, garages. 

F) 

G) 
1) 

H) 

301.2 

A) 

B) 

301.3 

A) 

No curb cuts shall be allowed. 

Grading 
The existing grades of a site may not be altered beyond minor 
grading to affect water runoff. 

In all new buildings, at least one Public Facade that faces the 
street shall contain an entrance. 

Mass 

The mass of new construction shall be comparable to the mass of the 
adjacent buildings or to the common overall building mass within the 
block, and on the same side of the street. 

All new buildings shall be up on a base. The elevation of the first 
floor shall be at least 3 steps higher than the grade and there 
shall be steps leading to the entry. On the Public and 
Intermediate Facades, there shall be a differentiation in the facade 
near the level of the first floor that defines the base. The wall 
materials and /or the detailing at the base shall be distinct from 
that of the rest of that facade. 

Scale 

New construction shall appear to be the same number of stories as 
other buildings within the block, or shall have the same number of 
stories as the building original to that site. Interior floor lines 
shall also appear to be at levels similar to those of adjacent 
buildings. 

Comment: Building height shall be measured at the center of a building 
from the ground to the parapet or cornice on a flat roof building, to the 
crown molding on a Mansard building, to the roof eave on a building with a 
sloping roof. 
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ii) The buildin~ height shall be within 2' above or below the average 
height with~n the block. 

iii) When several buildings, or a long building containing several units, 
are constructed on a sloping street; the building(s) shall step down 
the slope in order to maintain the prescribed height. The step 
shall occur at a natural break between units or firewalls. 

301.4 Proportion 

A) The proportions of new construction and additions shall be compara
ble to those of adjacent buildings. 

301.5 Ratio of Solid to Void 

A) The total area of windows and doors in the Public Facade of new 
construction and additions shall be no less than 25% and no more 
than 50% of the total area of the facade. 

B) The pro~ortion of a window in the Public Facade of new construction 
and add~tions shall be between one of the following: 

1) 1:2 and 1:3. The height shall be at least twice the width 
(W X 2 < H) • 

2) Approved by the Heritage and Urban Design Commission. 

301.6 Public and Intermediate Facade Materials and 

A) 
1) 

Material Color 

Finish materials shall be one of the following: 
Kiln-fired brick, 2-2/3" x 8" x 4" nominal, or brick size based 
on a model example. 
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Comment: Brick within The District is typically laid in a running bond 
with natural grey, white or red mortar. Typical joints include concave, [ 
struck and v-groove (See figure 8) . Most brick within The District is 
hard and smooth and red or orange in coloration with only minor.variations 
in coloration. 

B) 

C) 

D) 

E) 

301.7 

A) 

1995 

2) 
3) 
4) 

5) 

Stone common to The District 
Replica stone including scored stucco 
Ornamental brick, sto"ne or replica stone lintels, cornices, sills 
and decorative bands or panels. 
Approved by the Heritage and Urban Design Commission. 

Siding of any type and style is prohibited at the Public and 
Intermediate Facades except when an addition at a Private Facade 
extends an Intermediate Facade. For the purposes of applying this 
provision to an addition to a side elevation that faces a side 
yard or vacant lot, siding is prohibited at the Public and 
Intermediate Facades of the addit~on. Such additions must use 
finish materials as defined in (A) above. The side elevation of 
the addition is to be considered Intermediate. 
Clear and nonreflective panes of glass shall be used in Public and 
Intermediate facade windows, transoms and doors. 

Gutters and downspouts shall comply with Section 201.8(A) (3)&(4). 

A proposed structure that uses brick on the Public Facades shall 
also use brick on the Intermediate Facades. 

Public and Intermediate Facade Roofs 

Roof planes shall be uninterrupted with openings such as individual 
skylights, vents, pipes, mechanical units, etc. 
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B) Visible roofing material shall be limited to the following: 
1) slate, 
2) synthetic state, 
3) asphalt or fiberglass shingles, standard three tab design of 235 

pounds per square minimum construction, 
4) standing seam, copper or prefinished sheet metal roofing, 
5) Plate or structural glass. 

C) Visible roofing material not permitted include the following: 
1) Wood shingles, or composition shingles resembling wood shingles 

or shakes 
2) Roll roofing or roofing felts 

302 Private Facades (See figure 2) 
Private Facades of new construction are not regulated by this ordinance. 

303 Garages, Alley Houses & Carriage Houses 

A) Garages shall be set within 10' of the alley line. 

B) Garages shall be directly behind the main structure on the site. If 
existing site conditions prohibit this placement, then the new 
structure shall comply with Section 301, except 301.1(B), and 301.3. 

C) 

D) 

Vehicular access shall only be from the alley. See also Section 
301.1(F) 

Garage doors shall be parallel to, and face, the alley. 

E) Construction materials: 
1) Consistent with a model example. 
2) Brick 
3·) Stone or replica stone, including scored stucco or block. 
4) Siding 

304 Proposal Requirements 
A building permit application or preliminary review request for new 
construction shall be accompanied by the following: 

A) 
1) 

2) 

Site Plan including the following: 
The footprint of the new construction as well as an outline plan 
of the structures to each side of the site and across the street. 
The outline plan shall be extensive enough to indicate setback 
patterns on which the new construction is based. 
The plan shall indicate all existing and proposed site elements 
including but not limited to: parking; sidewalks; fencing; 
landscap1ng; site walls; lighting; ancillary buildings or 
structures; services (loading for commercial structures, refuse 
collection); free standing signage; 

B) Site Section 

C) 

1) A grading plan with existing and proposed contours shall 
accompany the permit application for new construction. 

1) 
Elevations 

All Public & Intermediate Facades shall be shown, with 
dimensions, and shall include an outline of existing, adjacent 
elevations to each side of all proposed construction. These 
existing outline elevations shall be supplemented by 
photographs. 
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2) doors, All materials, including facade, roof, windows, 
foundations, steps, shall be noted on the elevations. 

D) Wall Sections 
1) Public and Intermediate full height wall sections shall be 

included with permit application. These sections shall note all 
dimensions and materials. 

E) Details 
1) Public and Intermediate Facade window and door jamb, sill and 

head details shall be included with permit application. These 
details shall note all dimensions and materials. 

2) Public and intermediate cornices, eaves, gutters, downspouts, 
dormers, appendages, accessories, steps and all elements shall be 
detailed. 

ARTICLE 4: SITE 
This Article applies to all buildings in The District. 

401 Slope/Grade at Public and Intermediate Facades 

A) The historic slope of a yard shall not be altered at the Public or 
Intermediate Facade unless it has at some time been altered and is 
to be restored to its original configuration, or unless a new 
retaining wall that complies with a Model Example has been 
installed. 

402 Walls 

402.1 Free Standing Walls @ Public & Intermediate 
Facades 

Definition: A free standing wall is approximately the same height above 
the grade on each side of the wall. 

A) 

402 •. 2 

Free standing walls are prohibited in front of the building line. 

Retaining Walls at Public and Intermediate 
Facades 

Definition: A retaining wall is constructed to allow a change in grade 
from one side of the wall to the other. 

A) 

B) 

New and reconstructed retaining walls shall be based on a Model 
Example. 

The exposed side of a retaining wall shall be vertical. 
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C) The top of the retaining wall shall be horizontal, and shall extend [ 

a maximum of da inches abovedthe hi~h. point 
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Comment: New an reconstructe retal.nl.ng wa s s a rep J.ca e e 
appearance of an historic wall. Thus stone or brick may be applied as a 
veneer to a concrete wall as long as the outward appearance meets the [ 
visual qualities of the Model Example. 

D) The following types of retaining wall veneers are prohibited at 
Public and Intermediate Facades: 
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1) Railroad ties 
2) Landscape timbers 
3) Concrete block of any type 
4) Exposed cast-in-place or precast concrete 
5) Stucco which does not simulate cut stone 
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403 Fences 
Comment: Fences are a very important :part of the streetscape within 
historic districts. Fences can frame a v1ew of an individual's ?.roperty, 
define public versus private ownership, and act in unison w1th other 
fences to add a sense of continuity and rhythm to the street. 

403.1 Street Fences 
Definition: Street fences are those fences which are located in front of 
the building or less than 12 inches behind any building line which is 
adjacent to a public street . 

A) 

B) 

C) 

D) 

F) 

Street fences are restricted to a height of 42" or less when 
measured above the ground. A Model Example may be used as a reason 
for a variance. When placed atop a retaining wall, the height shall 
be measured from the top of the wall. 

The top level of street fences shall match the top level of adjacent 
street fences, or shall match the predominant top level of street 
fences on the same block on the same side of the street. 

The top of street fences 
steppin~ the top at 
appropr1ate height. 

parallel to a sidewalk shall be horizontal, 
1ntervals as required to maintain the 

Street fences shall be metal and duplicate the 
of a Model Example. The Model Exam_Ple fence 
front of a building of similar v1ntage to 
consideration. 

proportion and scale 
shall be located in 
the property under 

The following types of street fences are prohibited within the 
district: 

1) Wire Fences 
2) Chain link fences 
3) Vinyl fences 
4) wood fences 
5) Stucco fences 

403.2 Privacy Fences 
Definition: Privacy fences are those fences which are located more than 
12 inches behind the building line. 

A) Privacy fences are restricted to a height of 72 inches or less when 
measured above the ground. When placed atop a retaining wall, the 
height shall be measured from the top of the wall. 

B) Privacy fences at Public Facades shall be one of the following 
types: 

1) A reconstructed fence based on a Model Examvle. 
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2) A fence with a face plane created by latt1ce of one consistent 
design, either placed at a 45 or 90 degree angle. The lattice 
shall be completely within a frame constructed of stiles and 
rails. 

3) A fence with the upper face plane created by lattice as described 
above and with the lower section of the wall constructed of 
boards placed vertically with no space or gaps between them. The 
structure of the fence shall be behind the public facade of the 
fence. 

4) A fence constructed of stone or brick in combination with wrought 
or other iron. 

5) A fence constructed of stone or brick in combination with types 2 
& 3 above or type 6 below. 

6) A fence constructed of boards placed vertically with no space or 
gaps between them. The structure of the fence shall be behind 
the public facade of the fence. 
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C) 

7) 
8) 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 

Metal fences as described in 403.l(D) are acceptable. 
A fence of brick or stone is acceptable. 

The following types of Privacy fences are prohibited within the 
district: 

Wire Fences 
Chain link fences 
Vinyl fences, except l~pp~d vinyl lattice within a frame. 
Wood lattice, except w1th1n a frame. 

404 Sidewalks 

A) 

B) 

405 

A) 

B) 

C) 

1) 
2) 
3) 

At the Public Facade sidewalks shall be one of the following: 
Red brick. 
Cast-in-place concrete with a broom finish. 
Based on a Model Example. 

Exterior handrails at steps located in a yard shall be one of the 
following: 

1) A 1-1/2" or 2" square, black metal tube handrail of a simple 
outline with vertical baluster design. 

2) Based on a Model Example. 

Exterior Lig~ting at Public & Intermediate Facades 

Lighting shall be one of the following: 
1) low fixtures of less than one foot in height. 
2) concealed within the landscape design or building features. 

Security lighting is allowed with the following restrictions: 
1) The fixtures are concealed within the landscape design and/or 

building features. 

The following types of lighting are prohibited at Public Facades: 
1) ... lighting fixtures mounted on a yard post, · 
2) lighting fixtures mounted on PUBlic Facades or on an Intermediate 

Facade within 15 feet of a Public facade, except as allowed by 
207.5, 

3) Flood lighting of building facades, except as allowed by 405(B). 

406 Lawn Sculpture 
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[ 
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[ 
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[ 

[ 
Lawn sculpture is prohibited in front of the building line at the Public [ 
Facade. 

407 Swimming Pools 
Above ground and in ground swimming pools shall not be visible at the [ 
Public or Intermediate Facades. 

408 Satellite Dishes 
No so-called satellite dishes shall be visible at a Public or Intermediate 
Facades. 

409 Mailboxes 
No free standing mailboxes shall be visible at a Public or Intermediate 
Facades. 

ARTICLE 5: SEVERABILITY 
If any provision, sentence,, clause, section, part 1 or appl,icat~on of the 
Ordinance, and the regulat1ons and standards conta1ned here1n, 1s for any 
reason held to be unconstitutional, illegal, or invalid, such unconstitu
tionality, illegality, or invalidity shall not affect or impair any of the 
remaining provisions, sentences, clauses, sections, parts, or appl1cations 
of this Ordinance, regulations, and standards. 

1995 

[ 
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See attached Lafayette Square Exhibits ( 1 thru 10) . 

NOTE: THIS IS THE END OF THE PORTION OF THIS FILE THAT IS EXACTLY 
THE SAME AS THE CITY OF ST LOUIS ORDINANCE. 

JUNE, 25' 1995 



The historic and urban character of our neighborhood is determined by the 
exterior appearance of our buildings. The Heritage and Urban Design 
Commission (HUDC) and staff is responsible for reviewing all l?roposed 
modifications to building exteriors within the Historic D~strict. 
Modifications are reviewed against the historic code written specifically 
for Lafayette Square Historic District. The current code has proven to be 
vague, requiring interpretation of guidelines by the staff of HUDC. The 
passa~es of the existing code can be interpreted as extremely tight 
restr~ctions or as loose guidelines. Interpretations are likely to vary as 
HUDC staff changes, causing confusion and frustration to building owners and 
potential owners. · 
There are many reasons for rewriting the code; To clarify requirements; To 
better re~ulate infill construction; To specifically allow contemporary 
infill, w~th guidelines to insure appropriateness in the neighborhood; To 
~raduate the regulations depending on the importance of the facade; To 
~nstitute the concept of Model Building as a means of determining 
appropriateness of J?rOJ?OSed reconstruction or alteration; To advise the 
homeowner by establ~sh~ng proper construction techniques to follow which 
will avoid short term repairs; 
The committee has tried to clarify requirements for each element which 
affects the appearance of a building, and the overall appearance of the 
entire district. The requirements have been reviewed in meetings open to 
the entire district, and hopefully reflect the opinions of the residents 
with respect to requirements. 
This Code will not effect any existing conditions within the district, only 
alterations to existing buildings and new construction, and preservation of 
vacated buildings. It only regulates: 1) construction which 
will be visible from the public areas of the district; 
2) construction which affects the structural integrity of historic buildings 
in order to preserve the historic building stock which presently exists; 
3) Maintenance of vacated buildings in order to preserve the historic 
building stock. Interiors and the appearance of non-visible exteriors are 
not regulated by this Code. 
In order for this revised Code to replace the existing code, it must be 
introduced to the board of aldermen for enactment as an ordinance. Marit 
Clark and Phyllis Young, the aldermen representing our neighborhood, have 
agreed to introduce the ordinance if the approved by the residents and 
property owners of the district. To promote understand~ng and support, this 
code is being distributed throughout the neighborhood. Please familiarize 
yourself and your neighbors w~th the proposed code, discuss it among 
yourselves, feel free to call members of the committee. 
All neighborhood residents and owners are invited to attend these meetings 
and will be eligible to vote. This vote will not be restricted to dues 
paying members of the Lafayette Square Restoration Committee. 
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